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PREFACE.

In the second edition of this volume the chapter on Mili-

tary Surveys and reconnaissance has been omitted in favour

of a chapter on Hydro-Electric Surveys. Other chapters have

been brought up to date and revised where necessary.

ROORKEE :

}
C. J. VEALE, F.R.A.S., F.R.G.S.

October 1926. ) Professor of Surveying and Drawing.





CHAPTER t.

TRIGONOMETRICAL SURVEYING OR TRIANGULATION.

1. Triangulation,* The basis of an accurate survey must neces-

sarily be an extended system of Triangulation^ the preliminary step in

which is the careful measurement of a base line on some level plain* At

each extremity of this base, the angles are observed between" several

surrounding objects previously fixed upon as Trigonometrical Stations',

and also those subtended at each of these points by the base ifcself.

The distances of these stations from the end of the base line and from

each other are then calculated, and laid down upon paper, forming so

many fresh bases from whence other trigonometrical points are deter-

mined, until the entire tract of country to be surveyed is covered over

with a net-work of triangles, of as large a size as is proportional to

the contemplated extent of the Survey, and the quality and power t>f the

instruments % employed. The interior detail between these points is

filled up either by measurement with the chain and theodolite, chain

and prismatic compass, or by the plane-table method given in Chapter

VI., Part 1.

For the description of a regular Trigonometrical Survey of a cojintry

the reader must refer to larger works. What will be described here is kvtoh

a survey as might be made with a 5-inch theodolite, if the surveyor had

some few square miles of country to survey accurately.

The following general description of the process will be clearer by
reference to Plate I. The calculations, it will be seen as the explanation

goes on, though simple enough, are somewhat confusing, and it is

necessary they should be made regularly in proper form,f both to

ensure accuracy in the first instance and to allow . of their being

checked afterwards by another calculator. ,*'

2. Base Line* In fixing upon an appropriate site for the mea-

surement of a base^jine, a level piace of ground should obviously be

selected, where both ends of the base would be visible from the nearest

trigonometrical points. It should also* be as near the centre of the

survey as possible, but this is not absolutely necessary. For a survey

,

*
Chapter HI,,Part. I of this Manual should be consulted concerning the Theftdolite*

f With the Sumyor-Ctenwal's permission Surrey of fodta Forms hate teen used whwe they suit the tut

No. 420-1500,
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of the extent above mentioned, it should be about 2,000 feet long, and the

Sides of the triangles may be increased to a mile or more. Thus, in

the skeleton plot, see Plate I., AB was selected as the base line.

Measuring the Base line. This operation, being the basis of the

survey, must be performed with as great exactness as the instruments

available will allow. For this reason the slope of the ground should be

measured in order to reduce the surface measurement to its horizontal

equivalent, and if the're are changes of slope, the points at which these

changes occur should be noted and the different slopes recorded as shown

in Form A. These slopes are measured by setting up the theodolite

at one end of the slope, and sending to the other end a staff with a

vane set to the height of the instrument. Any t3rror in zero of altitude

in the instrument should be eliminated, eitheT* by measuring the inclina-

tion in both directions and taking the mean reading, or by observing

the inclination twice from one point once with the face
reversed^

and

taking the mean of the readings. With a number of changes of slope a

saving of time and trouble will be effected by adopting the latter method

and setting up the theodolite at alternate points only.

In measuring a base with an ordinary chain, as in this class of

survey, the chain should be compared with a standard and made correct

in length before measurement. It should be again tested after measure-

ment, and if found to have varied, the measurement must be rejected.

The base should be measured and re-measured the same day, and the

mean of the two lengths taken. If too long to admit of this being done it

should be divided into suitable sections.

The variation in length, if any, between the two measurements should

be shown only as occurring in the last slope, and the measurements should

he continuous throughout the base or the section done in one day, as the

case may be. This will possibly involve a alight variation in the position

of the points at which the slope is taken to change, but this variation will

be so slight as to produce no appreciable error in the deduced horizontal

length. Form A, the method of resording the measurement of the base

when taken with an ordinary chain, has been changed in this edition. The

form here given is one which has been in use of late years by students

in making a small trigonometrical .survey in Roorkee. Columns for the

record of actual measurements only are given to avoid the occurrence of

calculations in the Field-book, In the column of remarks the tests applied

to the chain should be stated with their result. The method of measuring

the excess or defect of the base length from an integral number of chain

lengths should also be stated, For very accurate work and for extended
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operations, the base line measurement should be reduced to a value at

M. >S. L. (see Appendix VIII.)

Some of the most accurate base lines have been measured by Bessel's

compensated rods, and a description of the rod would not be out of place
here. /

r

-. A

cC

p
ft

_ .

AB and CD are steel rodq (Fig. 1 ) each nearly measuring the required

length L They are fixed by the pieces AE and CF to the ends E and F
respectively of a zinc rod EF. The expansion of AB and CD, tending to

increase I is counteracted by the expansion of EF, which tends to decrease

the spaces AD and BC, that i, to pull the ends B and D in towards the

centre of the rod. In the compensated rod the zinc exactly counters the

steel. This may be effected thus

Expansion of steel = of its length for 180.

Expansion of zinc= -i- of its length for 180.
o44

Then total expansion of steel =^t~ in 180,840

EF '

and total expansion of zinc =
;

in 180.

whence EF = ~~, so that if I =? 10 feet, EF or length of zinc rod =*

^'= 6 feet 11-2 inches.
47U

For ordinary base line work mean results with a steel tape should

suffice. Greater accuracy than this can be had by using an INVAK tape
which gives an accuracy of T\T-inch per mile, and JNVARjmds an accuracy

as low as
2 500 ooo

^ ^ie measure(l length or about ^O th inch to the mile.
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Form A, (FIELD-BOOK).

MEASUREMENT of Base line on Maidan, Roorkee, \iith 100 feet chain,

Date of measurement^

N. B. The sign -}- or is given according as the vertical angle is one of elevation or

depression in the direction of the measurement

*As before stated the chain should be correct before and after measurement Tins difference in, however,

shown here to avoid changing all the calculations of torrner editions. It also servos to illustrate the method

of applying the necessary correction.
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Form B. (CALCULATION BOOK).
REDUCTION OF BASE LINE.

1919-57 feet.
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3. Well-conditioned Triangles* The trigonometrical stations

must be chosen with a view to the formation of well-conditioned triangles,

i.t., triangles none of whose angles is less than 30
; the nearer the triangle

approaches to the equilateral the better. The sides of the triangles should

increase as rapidly as possible from the measured base. The accompany-

ing sketch (Fig. 2) shows how this is to be managed without admitting

any ill-conditioned triangles.

AB is supposed to be the measured base, and C and D the nearest

trigonometrical points, All the angles

being observed and the length of AB

having been measured, the other sides

of the triangles DAB, OAB may be

calculated. DO can then be obtained

from the two triangles DAC. DBC

(having the two sides and included

angle of each given), one calculation

acting as a check upon the accuracy

of the other. This line DO is again

made the base from which the dis-

tances of the trigonometrical station*

E and F are computed from D and 0,

and these lines ED, EC, DF, OF, can

be used as fresh bases for extending

the triangulation, or if these be not

sufficiently large, the length of EF
can be calculated and used as a base.

This is the usuil method of starting from a base line, unless the nature of

the ground to be surveyed interferes.

* Stations- -The remainder of the trigonometrical stations must

be arranged over the whole survey, as the nature of the country will best

fttfaw, and care must be taken that no point in the survey is too far from

some one of these stations.

5, Signals.--Signals
are of two kinds luminous and opaque.

Luminous signals are either heliotropes or lamps, and the reflected light

,of the sun or the light of the lamp is directed through a sight vane which

rs plumbed over the station mark.

The heliotrope is a circular mirror with the silver backing scraped off

at the centre spot which is the peep-hole for aligning. When the sight

vane is aligned through this {peep-hole and the mirror is slanted towards
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the sun so that the sun's rays are reflected on to the vane, the unsilvered

portion shows a& a black dot, and when this dot is in the line of sight the

sun's reflection is carried to the observer.

The best opaque signal is a pole and brush, or giass bound in the

shape of a brush or sometimes a cross. A pair of common wicker baskets,

placed mouth to mouth, with the pole passed tnrough, makes an excellent

signal.

The pole is plumbed vertically over the station mark and a cairn

of stones built up to steady it. The cairn might, with advantage, be

whitewa>hed if it is over a station in the jungle cr low ground as it will

then show up against a dark background.

it sometimes happens in hilly country tijat a station in the plain is

very valuable tor the reintersection of certain auxiliary points, when a

bell-shaped "shuldari" or foliowers'-tent makes an excellent murk.

Trees which have been brushed or flagged make good signal?.

6. Observing angles.* Having selected all the stations and

placed the signals, ail the angles of the triangles must be observed with the

theodolite ;
and to obtain the relative altitudes of the ground at the different

stations, the vertical angles must also be read. The angles are observed

from each station in succession, as follows : The theodolite is centered over

the ptfint on the ground, marking what is called the station dot, and which

is vertically under the signal. When tha signal is high, this is found in the

following manner : Set up the theodolite at a short distance from the

Mgnal, and having levelled it, fix the intersection of the wires on the bignal,

ilamp the lower plates, and bring the telescope down till it intersect the

ground a foot or so beyond the signal.' Make a mark at this point, and

stretch the chain from the theodolite to it. Now remove the theodolite to

smother point, so that the direction between it and the signal is about at a

right angle with the last direction, repeat the operation ; the point where

these two lines intersect will bo vertically under the signal.

Place the legs of the theodolite stand firmly into the ground and

examine it for any shake. Next plumb the instrument over the statictt

dot and level up with footscrows. If the work is to be computed or based

on a magnetic bearing attach the magnetic compass ;
set the plates to

read 0, unclamp Oi (see Plate 2) and rotate instrument till the compass

needle points N. and S. Clamp Ui and unclamp Og and intersect and read

the zero station. This reading will be the direction of the zero station

from magnetic north, or in other words, it will be the magnetic bearing

of the zero station, which enter in Form 0.

*Qu geodetic oiiciutious tlu. meusuiuueiit of tingle* >\ith iiurian lUstiumcntt has i>ecu icdmed tu
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(a\ The zero Station is the station selected by the observer as

the station from which he commences and on which he ends his rounds of

observations.

(&) Setting to zero is a technical expression meaning that the

zero station has been set to some particular reading. When a theodolite

has only two verniers, a change of face does not mean a change of zero, as

the verniers are opposite and become interchanged, but with a three-

vernier instrument each change of face means a change of zero.

(c). The rule about zeros is as follows : If the zero station was origin-
SfiO

ally set to then the next zero will be set to ^^ vermersx Nu ot Hets ot ailgleH

This changing of zeros or observing on one, two, three or more zeros

tends to eliminate any errorg that exist in the graduation of the divisions of

arc, as the angles are read on different portions of it. For the purpose of

this work and for engineering practice generally, and 90 may be taken

as the settings for two zeros and two zeros will be found sufficient.

7. Form ! '^is form is a copy of the triangulation field-book,

and one page allows space for observation of horizontal angles on two

zeros and 90, and two faces for each zero, also vertical angles on two

Procedure. Clamp the upper plate C2 so that A vernier is on "
face

"

right (that is,
the vernier below the arc) and is set to 0' 0", or better still

to some small amount slightly greater than 0' 0"
;
and by unclamping

Jjie lower plate
direct the telescope to intersect the zero station. Intersect

by slow-motion screw TI of lower plate after clamping it by the clamp

,Ci. The lower plate will not now be touched till two faces have been read

on this zero. JJnclamp upper plate and road to the next station by approach-

in v it gradually without overshooting it in the direction of the hands of a

clock known as right
"
swing,

"
read and register and so on, finally coming

back again on to the zero station.. Care must be again taken to approach

the zero station gradually and not to pass it,
but with the slow-motion

"so'revrTg to intersect it. Read and register. Now unclamp upper plate,

transit telescope, and bring it back to the zero station without overshooting

it in a direction contrary to the hands of a clock known as left
"
swing,

J1

and continue in this direction reading the horizontal angles with the same

caution of not overshooting the signals, finally closing again on the zero

station and registering the angles focJL 180 from the bottom line of the

column upwards. This constitutes one set. The upper clamp is now

loosened and the telescope rotated vertically and A vernier is set to 90 0' 0",

or SOBtftbiog grea*er
i
^e uPPer G8 clamp is now fastened, the lower clamp
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GI loosened, and the zero station brought into the field of view in a direction

of the hands of a clock, and observations treated in the same way as with

the other set.

The means are taken out by considering the values of the zero,

station 0' 0*, and subtracting the mean of the starting and closing

value as registered from the other values of that observation The

"General Mean" is a mean of these means.

The observations are taken on both ^jges" to eliminate horizontally

of telescope axis error on two or more zeros to eliminate graduation

error, and on a right and left "swing" or in contrary directions to elimi-

nate the error in "drag" of the verniers on the limb.

Vertical angles should not be read at the same time as the horizontal

readings. The procedure of reading and recording these angles is a

straightforward one A vernier being invariably the vernier towards the

object end of the telescope.

Having completed the vertical angles enter the height of the axis of

the telescope and the height of the signal from the station mark, and

write a clear and concise description of the station so that there will be

no doubt as to the position of the mark which is very often buried out

of sight to avoid destruction.

Cautions to be observed in triangulation.

Set up instrument exactly over station dot, especially in the presence

of followers, khalasis, etc., who, if they find you are casual and careless

about this, will never trouble to give a carefully plumbed mark or a

helio in true position. Unhook plummet, as if left in a wind, it will set

up a vibration. Level up theodolite, lightly brush the verniers with a

soft brush, and only give enough pressure to the clamp screws to make

them gfjp. A clamp screw should be tightened only sufficiently so

tuat a gentle pressure in the reverse direction will ease it without jerk

or jump on the instrument to the great detriment of angular work ;

in fact good angular work is more a matter of hands than eye, and for

this reason turn the instrument gently by handling the upper and lower

plates not the telescope. In fact cultivate a "
velvet

"
touch. Be careful

to eliminate parallax and obtain a correct focus. If the instrument goes

slightly out of the level during one set of horizontal angles do not correct

it till the set is completed. This is a very important precaution to note

as a defective fitting in any footscrew is quite sufficient to give a horizon-

tal "roil" and vitiated horizontal readings. In vertical angle work satisfy

yourself thoroughly as to the levelment of the vertical arc bubble, or the
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babble on the telescope as the case may be, and correct if necessary at

each observation by antagonising screw or either screws if there is no

further necessity for horizontal angular work, or apply bubble correction,

vide Appendix VII.

Intersected points are observed in the same manner as stations, but

only one set of angles is necessary or one zero and one vernier (invariably

A vernier).

The description of the point intersected should he clearly stated, as

it is not always that the triangulator subsequently does the plane-tabling,

so that the man who follows should have no doubt as to which point is

meant and to what position of the point a height has been given. For

example, church spires and temples having lightning conductors the

horizontal angles would be taken to the lightning conductors, but vertical

angles would be taken to some point easily recognisable directly beneath

it this should be carefully described. Again, a tree would be observed

to for horizontal angles as near the ground as possible, but if the ground

line were not visible it would be best for vertical angles to be taken to the

highest part of the tree, though as a rule where the ground line is seen

it should always be taken and sometimes both ground line and top vrlues

recorded. Sketches of objects are very useful, and these are best made

by drawing them in the book when held upside down, for this reason

that the object in the telescope is inverted, and if drawn as seen through

the telescope with the book reversed, the sketch will be right way up when

the book is held in its normal position-

In describing trees it is not of much use describing their colour, much

better to try and make out what kind of tree it is. Such trees as mangos
and tamarinds are easily recognisable, but if in doubt refer to a local man

and he will generally give you the correct name. It is best not to classify

the tree at all if there is a chance of it being misnamed. A good practice

in describing trees is to place them north, south, ea^t or west of a group or

a pair of trees, etc. Avoid writing "right" or "left" of an object as

this depends entirely on the position from which it is viewed.
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8. So that computations of a quadrilaj/eral figure (see Plate I.) with

a supplementary station and a Satellite or eccentric station involved, can

be followed, abstract angles from the field-book of an actual piece of work

are here given with the full computations to follow in the respective forms

for the purpose. The base line AB in this particular case was along the

almost level bank of a canal, and its reduction was a simple m rt tter and

does not appear in the form suggested tor that purpose. The azimuth or

direction from true N of the station C wns observed at station A by

taking an ex-meridian observation to the sun.

(
J. By trigonometry, if ABO is a triangle then

p-
= *~ = sih

IT ~~7~~

and with the angles A,B,C known also the side A B (c) measured, then

A/W A , . <>'nB
a = -r ; ana b = ^ x fj

or log a ~ log c + log sin A + log cosoo (J etc.
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10. We shall proceed to put this formula into a convenient form

which is Form D for calculation of horizontal distances with the following

instructions :

First examine the pkme-Jable reconnaisssyice.plo^and choose the hest

conditioned triangles and aim at obtaining a double value for a side on

which an extension is being made. The example given in reconnaissance

plot is of a quadrilateral with A 13 as the known base, and it is evident

that CD is the base on which the next quadrilateral will be built, The

triangles are to be written anti-clockwise taking the known side first. In

example, ABC will be the first triangle to be solved of which the side AB

and/*the three angles are known. It is to be written as ABC. The anti-

clockwise direction is selected as the bearings are from North and the

interior angles of the figure thus become inward angle* (see Chapter V.

on Traversing, Part I).

The interior angles of each triangle mu^t equal 180 0' 0", and any

error must be distributed equally in whole seconds and not proportionally

to the size of angles any residue again equally to the larger angles, In

this case of minor triangulation no attempt need be made to grind down

the angles or to obtain the probable errors by least squares, etc.

Having obtained the corrected angles take out the log sines for the

first and second angles and the log cosec for the third, and add the logs

of the first and third to the given log base to obtain the log side of the

first, and add the logs of the second and third to the given log base to

obtain the log side of the becond.

jV.B. The reader will notice that, by holding a pencil over one line, cols, log

siues and log feet, there remains in view the correct values to add and the space

into which the result is to be placed.

Finally take out the autilog for
"

feot
"
and complete form.

Where double values or common sides exist their mean must bo taken

and entered in each triangle and accepted for further extension work

if used as a base. The last two triangles worked out in example are

for an intersected point, and the third angle in each triangle is therefore

supplementary. These two triangles give a common side and without this

check an intersected point is doubtful. Triangles should be properly

numbered.

The form offers the following advantages : It is compact and the

aide appears opposite or on the same line us the angle, that is, a or BC

appears on the same line as angle A,
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Form D
i. = 3 445 9559 from A *26',

A 2. Logffet 3 ' 415 9559 /row A

--- 3 ' 533 6924//o;w F.
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11. Computation Of heights (Bee also Appendix V.) Let A
Fig. 3. and B be two points on the earth's surface

and the centre of the earth. AD' and

BD perpendiculars to AO and BO res-

pectively will represent the directions of a

level surface at 'A and B respectively,

and the angle BAD' will sensibly equal

to the angle ABD if the reciprocal angles

:>D'AB and DBA had been simultaneously

I observed when the refraction would have
* been equal or constant.

Make OC := OB, then AC = h or

the difference of height of A and B,

Let the obberved depressions at A
u

nnd B be Da and DV Now angle ABC =

angle OCB - angle BAO, and angle ABO = angle ABO -
angle CBO ;

and since angle OCB = angle CBO, then angle ABO =
| Single ABO -

angle BAO) ;,.also since angle fiAD' = angle ABD, then angle ABC = J

(angle DBO~-
c

angle D'AO) = <Db
- Da ) = S.

Now BC is a very small part of the earth's surface, So that h may

be put equal to BC tan ABC or h BC
,
or if one angle is an

V -1_ T) T? i, r\

elevation h = BC tan
^

b

,
or BC tan

^ *>
^a^ *s

>
subtended angle S

is equal to half the algebraic difference of two depressions or two eleva-

tions, and is equal to half the algebraic sum of a depression and an eleva-

tion with ths proper sign. If one angle has only been observed from

figure, it will be seen that if the refraction is R*j(or angle BAD' then

R s ,

~
-

*
~

-
b

;
but when reciprocal angles have been observed the value

R
B can be found and ^ is called the co-efficient^^ofj:/jcaction which in India

may be considered as about '067.

Now h in the above formulae represents the difference of heights

between the ground levels of A and B, and if i* = height of instrument

at A, #a
~ height of signal at A, i'b height of instrument at B, g^ height

of signal at B, and if A is the station the height of which is known, and

B be the station the height of which is required, then height of B == height

of A BC tan 8 +
*'""" jyb * *a

~ ?b
.

If one angle only has been observed then a correction for curvature and

*
Appendix 2 Table or as a rough rule: -Correction (for Curvature and Kofraction) in

ftt s ^ of the square of ths distance between the two stations in statute miles.
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refraction must be considered and this correction is always plus and is

obtained from Table (see Appendix II.). The table gives the angle for the

log of the subtended side. The algebraic sum is the value of S.

Refraction is more or less constant between the hours of 1 and 3 P. M.

and as simujtfmeiiu^-^feervations cannot be taken, vertical angles are

best observed between the above hours.

Form E has been drawn up to accommodate both cases (1) for recipro-

cal values (2) for single values. The log side is obtained from Form D.

As a word of caution the student is warned that no great reliance

3an be placed on single value heights, as refraction and pressure changes

also the presence of a grazing ray all tend to vitiate the results.

Also that the heights, derived by reciprocal values, although they

seem to accord, are by no means as reliable as heights derived by ordinary

levelling, except over very broken and hilly ground, where levelling is

almost an impossibility.

Form E.

Where EH = Elevation at A,

Da
= Depression at A.

Eh =. Elevation at B,

D b =: Depression at B,

g^ = height of signal at A,

</ b
= heig.it of signal at B.

? = height of instrument at A.

z h = height ot instrument at B,

M
Appendix IY. for calculation of logs of a ^uuvll tingle,

t Appendix 2.
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12. Form P is for the computation of a point from which observa-

tions- have been taken to three known points, in other words, it is the

solving of the plane-table fixing by_trigonometry. Here all the angles of

the triangle ABC are known, also the angles a and /3 observed from S the

point required to be found. It is evident that the angles CAS and CBS
are required. Call these angles # and y respectively.

Then C + ft + ft
+ x + y = 2(>0

Let (C + 4- ft)
= P.

Then x -f- y = 360 P.

And OS = * sin

T, . . . sin a a
By trigonometry - - - x -7-J R J sin b

sin /i

*

sin a a sin r
,

sin tj

a sin o sin x .

/. v : -t =-= tan say
T) 8111 /rf

sill
//

' J

By adding and subtracting

sin x sin i/ Ian * 1 . / . r >v

u a- + mn y
=

tanT+T
= tan (?"45 J '

,
sin aj sin y _ tan ^ (./ //)

sin a: + Fin
//

tan ^ O + //)*

A , ro\ ton 2 (,/ y)
/. tan (0 - 45) = A }-,

-'"
r y tan \ (r -f //)

or tan ^ (.r //)
^= tan ^ (.'<: -f y) X tan (0 45)

and this has been adapted to logarithmic computation in a convenient way.

The right hand portion of the form is only* a repetition of Form D for

calculation of sides. Notice that the angle ABC is supplementary. The

sum of ACS and BCS should equal the angle ACB, but this rarely exactly

happens, chiefly because the functions of three triangles are employed to

obtain its value. An example is worked out from the values given in the

abstract contained in para. 8.

Supplementary stations should be made more use of than they are as

they frequently aid in filling a void or where points are few and by inter-

section and computation many intersected points by two rays can be

finally fixed by a third from a supplementary station. Such stations can

Easily be observed at on a line of march and need not be on a hill top but

preferably where, as mentioned b fibre, points are lacking. The author

tried whenever possible, to set up near the margin of four planetable

sections so that the point fixed may give work in four plots.
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13. Form G It sometimes happens that the only desirable position

on a hill top is occupied by a tomb, pagoda or other permanent structure,

and that a station on the particular hill is a necessity for the continuation

of the triangulation, or for the purpose of taking 3rd intersections to fix

certain intersected points which are sure otherwise to become obscured.

Most manuals give an example or explanation of what is known in India

as a Satellite station, and in America as an Eccentrifi^atation^ and one is

led away with the idea +hat a Satellite station is of common occurrence.

This is not so. With the best laid out triangulation it is never used, and

with tertiary or minor triangulaition its occurrence is rare as it can so

easily be avoided by the exercise of a little forethought or by a supplementary

station as in previous para.

The most likely circumstance in which it will occur is as noticed for

the reintersection of some doubtful points. For instance in a city survey

if a flag-staff on a tower had been intersected from stations, and it was

found necessary to make a station somewhere on the tower, the position

directly beneath the staff being an impossible one, the tbeodolite is set

up in some convenient position, say S (in the diagram for Case L, Form

F), B being the flag-staff and A and C the stations from which B was

observed.

At S the instrument is set to Magnetic North and the readings

to A, C and B are taken with the same care as at stations
; the Magnetic

North being the zero station, and the lower plate is clamped to this

direction. S B is also carefully measured with a tape.

To reduce the angles at S to angles at B we proceed as follows :

In the triangle ACB the angles at A and C are known and the base AC ;

from these data we can obtain a very nearly correct value for the sides

AB and BC. In the triangle ASB the angle ASB (S) has been observed,

SB (a) has been measured and AB (s) is known, and ii we consider

the value of the angle SAB in seconds we find it equals
- ^ ,-- in

which jrj-p
is a constant.

In the triangle ASB wo have therefore

A (in sees) = p x ----

.-. log A'
1

=s log a + log siu S log s log sin 1''

"

where log sin 1" = 6*6855749.

This gives us the correction to be applied to the magnetic direction

of SA to obtain BA, and
similarly of SC to Obtain BC ; by subtracting
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the value obtained oi BC from BA we get the included angle ABC,
and obviously the magnetic directions have no significance after the

deduction has been completed. The sign of sin S must be
carefully

attended to, and to avoid all chance of mistakes in this respect it is

as well that a diagram with the direction N is drawn and the sign

applied accordingly. In the example, if CA was pointing due N then

the bearing of SA would be greater than BA and the angle SAB
would be subtracted from the direction SA to obtain the direction BA.

For the purpose of illustration an example is worked out as follows:__

Let it be supposed that the theodolite could not be set up over station

mark C, and the following observations were made at a station point
C'=129' 4* from C. The angles reduced from 0' to C should be

compared with the actual observations taken at 0, (gee also Plate I.)

A t C' Magnetic North
to Station I)

Form G.

L g ^fr"= constant log = 10+ 2*1116993-4-685574y=

therefore if A = number of seconds in SAB then -^ = s
l^ or A = ^ *

sm s
t jmt . SB

is a constant.
J '

iu 1*

t This angle is obtained by subtracting the direction as deduced from one triangle from the direction
deduced in* the otherthe resulting value to be entered in both compartments oi the form Compare unrfe at
station between A aud B (para 8).

* *
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It sometimes happens in a round of angles at station that unfortun-

ately one station, to which observations are necessary, is obscured, in

which case the instrument is removed to a position where the station

is visible, and with the same procedure as given above the angle is

reduced to the original mark.

The reduction of angles ofJJatelJite stations is accurate, but a laborious

process, and for a short series of the tertiary order, such as an engineer

would run, it would not be wrong to advise that the station be made

a supplementary station and computed as such as shown in Form F.

14. Computation of the third side from two sides and
the included angle. As explained in a previous para, in this chapter,

it sometimes happens that a side is required for extension of triangulation,

or tbat in the extension of such triangulation from a measured base

it is required to test the accuracy of it. In example, we are to suppose

that no reciprocal observations were taken between A and D, and that

we wish to test the accuracy of the extension from the base line AB,
that is, we wish to test the distance A to D.

The following formulas are utilised in the form:

For Form H see page 23.

m A-B amm i ,
C .

,
. . . c A-B

Tftn -

2
' ~

a+b
COt ~ and C =

(
a + *> SH1 y S6C

2
--

the mean of the two values for AD should be accepted. Compare the

values with the values given in triangles 2 and 3 of Form D.

The triangulation is no\v set up and balanced by using the Traverse

Form I., and the qua Irilateril ABDC has been computed as a guide,

and some remarks, already made under Chapter on Traversing, (Part 1.)

are repeated,

15. Form I- Computation of recjum^ular^ce-ordinates. This form

is best explained by taking the example in which A is considered

the Origin and the bearing of A to B, or the line AB is given as

192 12' 54". The circuit, in this case, ABDOA, is taken anti-clockwise

because in traversing the inward angles are observed, and this is a

closed circuit as the starting and ending station is one and the same.

In a closed circuit the angles are corrected to add up to a certain

sum by Euclid 1. 32, Cor. 1., and in a long traversed line by a

check azimuth to which the correction for Cflnvergejjjgy has been applied

to the azimuth observed. In computing co-ordinates of triangulation

the angles are entered to seconds, but in traversing, angles to the nearest

minute only are necessary, except for city work on large scales when

the angles may be entered to the nearest whole reading of a vernier division.
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In the 3rd column the values are all bearings, that is, they are directions

to a fixed meridian on the earth's surface; if therefore, any azimuth

is observed at some distance E. or W. of the meridian of the origin,

and a direction found with respect to a celestial object for angular

check or the traverse is tied to a triangulated station the difference of

convergency of meridians must be applied to the azimuths to convert

them into bearings

In the Northern Hemisphere convergency is according to whether

We^t
the departure is --^ and vi<*e versa in the Southern Hemisphere.

Convergency may be deduced as follows: Add to the constant log

in feet ^4*2 162) log tan latitude (obtained roughly from the standard

map), also log departure in feet (taken from the reconnaissance plot)

and the result will be the log convergency in minutes. In latitude

30 the convergency is almost exactly \ minute per mile, or 4*2164

+ 1-7614 + 3'72'26 = 1-7004 = minute.

The logs in the calculations for triangulation, if the sides are long,

should be taken out to 7 figures, Having found the distances on the

meridian and perpendicular they are entered in the columns for that

purpose with reference to the quadrants of the bearings. To balance

the traverse these columns are totalled and the difference Northing

and Southing also Easting and Westing should be equalised in a closed

circuit, or in other words, since the traversing returns to the origin

the departure "Westing" must equal departure "Easting" and the

latitude "Northing" must equal the latitude "Southing". Let there

be an error of + *23 foot. This quantity in a closed circuit must be

halved and *12 foot added to the lesser and -11 foot subtracted from

the greater total, and then the *12 foot distributed proportionally in

the several values which go to make up the total. In a traverse

which is not a closed circuit the starting and closing co-ordinates being

known the difference in the latitude and departure is therefore known,

and for the traverse to dose the difference in the total latitudes and

departures of the traverse must equal the differences in the given co-

ordinates, if not, the error must be distributed as explained.

The last two examples in the form are to find the co-ordinate

values of the supplemental^ station and an intersected point ;
the area,

by successive ordiuates multiplied by distances on the meridian, has been

explained under traversing, Chapter V., .Fart ].
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16. Spherical excess- In triangles with an area of 76 square

miles and over the three angles will add tip to something over and ahove

180 to be correct, and as a rough rule the spherical excess in seconds is

, , area in square miles , . . 1,1 c v \ /

equal to ^T ;
thus a triangle, the area ot which is To square

miles, has 1" as spherical excess, and an equilateral triangle of 100-mile

sides will have a spherical excess of nearly 1 minute.

17. Clearing a line. When two stations are not intervisiblo

owing to trees and bush jungle which have grown up after a term of

years it is necessary to clear the ray, Columns of smoke in the day

and flares by night very often fail over long distances to mark the

direction, and an accurate direction is necessary in order that more

property is not destroyed than is absolutely necessary.

If there is a record of the azimuth of one station to the other

then it is necessary only to take an observation on a celestial object to

find the meridian passing through one station and to set off the recorded

azimuth ; but in the event of there being no records and a boundary

direct from one point to another is required even though a hill intervenes,

then one method is as follows :

A traverse is run from one station to the other. The co-ordinates

are calculated from which is obtained the difference along the meridian

(,r) and the depaiiJire (y)> between the stations, The direction of the

direct ray between the stations is therefore found as follows : = co-

tangent of the angle which the direct line makes with North, and since

is known therefore the angle is known which set off from the meridian
v

passing through the station.*

The second method of overcoming the difficulty is as follows :

On the reconnaissance plot, let CD be the line to be cleared. Select

two positions A and B intervisible from each other and from which C

and D can be seen. Let the side AB equal unity. Solve the triangle

ABC and obtain BC, also solve the triangle ABD and obtain BD,
(Form D). Next solve the triangle BCD (Form H) and find the angle
BCD. As the angle ACB is known, then direction CD at C can be laid

down either with A or B as zero station.

Note. Compare this solution with two-point problem under Chapter VII.,
Part I., on Plane-tabling,

18. A few hints on Triangulation When observing, there

must be no parallax (the commonest source of error) that is, on the

eye being shifted from side to side for horizontal angles, and up and
* This meridian can b found by a R and L face on Polaris jm<l calculated by Taylor's method tee Chapter III,
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down for vertical angles there must be no " wobble
"

between tie

diaphragm wire and the object intersected. If there is a wobble .it

shows that there still remains some parallax which must be eliminated.

As the focus will be infinity once the parallax is eliminated there should

be no need to adjust either the eyepiece or object glass.

Avoid observing horizontal and vertical angles at one and the same

time, It is doubtful whether the method is any quicker in the end,

and it is certain that the horizontal angles suffer in accuracy.

Avoid observing when the atmosphere is
"
boiling

"
or quivering

as is very often the case in the tropics. Avoid also selecting two sites of

stations such that the line joining them just clears or misses a ridge or spur

which sets up an intermediate disturbance in the atmosphere. Such

lines are known as
"
grazing rays."

The instrument should be in proper adjustment, and since in trian-

gulation observations are taken to points which differ considerably in

elevation the adjustment for the standards, so that the telescope rotates

in vertical planes, should be attended to (see Chapter III, Part 1).

The stand of the instrument should be thoroughly examined for

shake and the nuts tightened, if necessary, before observational work^ia

commenced. The legs of the stand should also be well pressed into the

ground, and the observer's stance should be directly behind the telescope

when intersecting the object and directly over the verniers when reading.

The readings should be recorded exactly as read.

The centering of the instrument should be most carefully done

and also the centering of the signals, remembering that the shorter

the sides the greater the error due to non-centering.

For ordinary tertiary triangulation a 5-inch transit instrument

reading to 20" with a good lens is recommended, The stand should, if

possible, be fitted with a traversing head or better still the
traversing head

should be a part of the instrument.

With reference to the lens of a theodolite a good lens permits of a

distant object coming into focus and going out of focus with a very slight

turn of the screw, iWhen testing a lens and focussing on a distant lightning

conductor or spire, the wire, if intersecting the object when in focus, should

still intersect it as it goes out of focus, if it does not, it shows that the

focussing slide is loose* or has not been properly ground and fitted by the

maker. This can only be remedied by an instrument maker ; if work

must progress then one focus must be used for all observations. In

* With the internal focussing lens thw error is reduced to a minimum if it exists at fcll.
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Fig. 4.

triangulation it is rare that the focus needs alteration as the stations

are usually all beyond the infinity focus of the telescope.

The footscrews should not be touched during a set of horizontal

angles for this reason that if the axis of the footscrew is bent then the

whole instrument will have taken on a horizontal movement or roll and the

error will be thrown into the set of reading*. The slight dislevelment'

of a theodolite will not alter horizontal angles and the observer can

satisfy himself by making a test case.

19. Concerning base lines It is better to measure a fairly

short base over an even piece of ground with great accuracy and

precision than to measure a longer base under indifferent conditions and

with less precision. A base line can be checked by taking points at

intervals along the base that is dividing the base into three or more

sections setting up a theodolite at two or more points making well-

conditioned triangles, observing all the required angles, finally closing

on the last section.

In figure 4 the theodolite is set

up at A, C, D, E, B, F and G and

all the angles measured. Accept-

ing AC as part of the whole base

AB, and also a base for the triangle

ACF the values of CD, DE and

EB can be computed by Form D,

and hence the whole length of the

line AB is found and also separate

portions of the line are checked.

If the instrument and signals are

very carefully centered the check

becomes a very efficient one, and

will disclose any great discrepancy

in any one section of the whole line.

The student should notice here that if ACDE and B are not on

one and the same straight line that the direct distance A to B can be

accurately found by computing the values of their rectangular co-

ordinates, and the differences in departures and along the meridian will

give the two sides of a right angle triangle of which AB is the hypotenuse.

Similarly, FG the exact distance between two piers of a bridge can

be found, and intermediate piers can be located by being aligned between

FG, and making certain angles (found by plane trigonometry) at D
with either F or G as a zero station.
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20. Concerning mean se level and basa lines* All the

triangles of a large trigonometrical survey are projected on to the spherical

surface of the earth at the level of the hase line and then again to the

surface at mean sea level (M.S.L.)- It is done thus : First the sides

of a given triangle are projected on to the horizontal (spherical) plane

passing through the lowest angle of the triangle. One of the sides of

the given triangle must belong to another triangle4
and has therefore

already been projected on to the plane passing through the lowest angle

of the second triangle* If the second triangle is lower than the tirst

all the sides of the first triangle are projected on to the lower plane,

and soon, and eventually the triangulation appears on the terrestial surface

at the level of the base line arid is then again projected on to the terrestial

surface at M.S.L, This reduction is scarcely within the province of en-

gineering surveys (see Appendix for reduction to M.S.L.)

The size of the triangle should never be so large as not to admit of

at least two station points being plotted on the size of the sheet of

paper according to scale to be fixed on the plane-table, If the reconnais-

sance sheet (Plate [.) is subdivided up into rectangles or graticules

showing the limits, according to scale, of reconnaissance selected for

area per sheet or size of plane-table, the triangulation scheme can he

mapped out with greater advantage,

A station fixed near the junction of four plane-table sections has

the advantage of being utilised four times and is thus of much greater

value than one placed in the centre of a plane-table area, though it must

not be inferred that stations must be fixed as far as possible near the

junction of four sections to the utter exclusion of other situations.

All surveys based on scientific principles, which could be accepted

by the State for incorporation or correction of the standard maps must

be
"

tied
" down or connected to at least two stations or points of the

State department work. Since certain points become common to both

surveys the State is in a position to judge whether the work is valuable

or unreliable for its purposes. An incorrect alignment of a road,

railway or canal will only throw suspicion on an otherwise correct map.

The little extra care and foresight of connecting work to fixed points of

the standard sheots such as Trigonometrically fixed stations, trijunctions

of villages fixed by traversing is well worth the trouble, and the profes-

sional map-maker will adjust any small discrepancies which may huve

crept in.



21.-The two-point problem in Triangulation.

Fiff. 5,

Problem. Two stations C and 1) are known and the distance between.

Two other stations or points A and B are intervisible and C and D can

be observed to ftm A and B. It is required to fix the positions of A

and B by observations to C and D only.

The above figures represent various configurations of the problem

which may be found useful for supplementing points in an area lacking

data or on reconnaissance work with an army in the field where connection

has been lost between CD and AB and when it is not feasible to return

to CD.

Let CD = d and from A are observed the angle BAO and BAD
and from B the angles ABC and ABD, and thus all the angles of the

triangles ABO and ABD are known.

In the triangle ABD
AD s AB sin ABD cosec ADB.

and in the triangle ACB.

AC = AB sin ABC cosec ACB.

/. jjj
us sin ABD sin ACB cosec ADB cosec ABC

s= a known quantity.

Thus in the triangle ACD the ratio JJT
is known, and the included

angle CAD is known, so that the triangle can be solved and AC and AD
determined.

Let jc|fsinOAD
= tan 0.
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Draw DE perpendicular to AC or AC produced and complete the

rectangle CFDE and join AF.

Then'AD sin CAD = DE = CF

/. tan = ^ = tan CAF. ^

/. CAF = 0.

.-. angle DFA =* 90" - angle CFA ^ angle CAF =
0,

and angle DAF = angle CAD angle OAF = angle CAD

AD sin DFA
___

sin 9 .

"' DF
^

sin DAF sm (CAD - 0/
"" Sln COS6C C^AD -

&)

.-. sin CAD sin cosec (CAD -
0) = ^ sin CAD.

But DF = CD sin DCF = CD cos ACD.

/. sin CAD sin cosec (CAD -
0) = cDctsACD

'

But from the triangle ACD

AD sin ACD \ i\ n A r\ ^ir\ m\=
UnTjAlJ ' ' ^^ sm ^^^ = ^-L) Sin ACD,

whence sin CAD sin cosec (CAD -
0; r= CD^ AUD = tan AOD.

Thus the angle ACD is found and therefore also ADC; CD is

known and the triangle ACD can be solved.

For AC = CD sin ADC cosoc CAD,

and AB = AC sin ACB cosec ABC.

The problem is simplified when put into a form suitable for com-

putation.

Example. The distance CD was given as 21010'4 feet (log 4*3224343)

and observations at A and B were made with the following results :

Angle CAD = 20 22' 50* I Angle ABC =, 85 05' 50"

1

Auric DAB = 33 27' 32"
f Angle CBD = 35 18' 14*
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from which the following supplemental values are deduced, viz.,

angle ACB r= 41 05' 4M"
| angle ADB = 20 08' 24"

From the above the following mean values ot sides are available

AB ** 8?d21'l' J
AC - 423501' ; AD -

54662-9'.



CHAPTER II

TAJUriEOMETRIC PLANE-TABLING.

22. The
\Tnicbfi9j^gLe^

or Telemeter is generally understood to /be

a distance measuring theodolite, that is, a theodolite fitted with stadia

wires on the diaphragm. A great deal of work has been done by the

Tacheometer, but it has this decided drawback, that the bearings or

directions of the lines measured have all to he noted most carefully in a

field-book and this has to be subsequently plotted, meaning extra labour,

a double chance of mistakes creeping in, and no direct check in

the field of the work as it progresses, which is possible with the

plajQzable. The Tacheometric plane-table with its
si^ht^juile Uead ma^

be described as a graphic Tacheometer where the table is the lower

-plate, the ^igbt^jrula the upperelate, and the sight rule head the upper
works avith vertical arc telescope, etc.

The stadia wires are usually engraved on the diaphragm so that

the intercept on a staff viewed say 100 feet away will be 1 foot exactly.

This is not quite true, except vitth the new internal focussing telescopes or

with the addition of the anallatic lens, as there exists a small focal constant

which will be treated of later. The advantages of this direct method

of stadia measures are as follows: It is quick and accurate. No
destruction of property is entailed by dragging a chain through

standing crops, gardens, etc. Measurements over the head of a crowd

in a city street can be made by reading a 15-foot staff held high

up. Mistakes in measures will be those of the surveyor himself. No-

thing is left to outride agency, except the holding of the staff in

required positions.

A description of the instrument is as follows:
v

Parts of the Sightrule head.

23. C. Standard or central pillar of instrument (see Fig. 6).

cc.
' Two clamjLj&re\vs to clamp the sight rule head to the sight rule.

J. Lower cross level.

d. Screw for adjusting lower cross level.

#. Slow-motion screw for vernier scale and vernier arc level (H),

a. Slow-inotioa screw for telescope.
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J. Vertical .~ ~,~..

e. Small capstan head antagonistic screws for adjustment of vertical

arc level.
,

^'J^''
F. Vernier arc, < ^ ""

>/ *
_, v

'E. Vertical limb or primary scale. ^
G. Upper level fixed on teleseojje", ,

/. Adjustment for parallax.
; /

ff.
Position of diaphragm.

h. Telescope focussing screw.

i. Eye^piece. >

k. Object end of telescope.

I, Screw to adjust upper level which works on an inclined plane.

m. Eye-piece to read vertical arc,

n. Hinged brackets.

/>.
Small knob to pull out slidf? of sight rule

A. Sight rule.

B. Parallel slide.

D. Telescope.

24. Adjustments- Set up the table and level it by means of

its legs and fpotscrews with the ordinary type of carpenter's level supplied

separately in the box. The table will now bo nearly level.

Adjustments for horizontal colUjooation This adjustment is

to set the liofi^of-sight so that when the instrument is turned, end

for enl, or has its "face" changed, the line of sight will be in the

game plane or that the vertical wire of the diaphragm will intersect

the same object on both faces with the .same reading as with a theodolite

(the sighj;___rule
A with its slide B takes the place of the horizontal

Jimb of the theodolite).

Set the sight rule over two footscrews and correct the cross le\el J

by the screw d and having obtained a fair level
'
for the table and

instrument, bring into view some di ant object like a rod or pole and

clamp the axis of the table with the slow-motion screw beneath the

table intersect the object on the vertical wire of the diaphragm and

draw very carefully a straight Hue along the lidjIfiiaLjidig^ of the sight

rule. The instrument in the first position used will be ^probably on

face left (the usual working position of instrument) or
?
in other words,

the vertical arc will be on the left of the telescope, Now turn the

instrument end for end and transit telescope and set the sight rule edge

again along the straight line. The instrument is now oa the right face,

gad if there is no collinmtion error the vertical wire should intersect
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the object selected, if not correct half the error by the slow-motion screw

beneath the table and half by the diaphragm screws.

It is not necessary to obtain exact horizontal collimation as with

a theodolite
; indeed, it is not possible, as what is appreciable in the

telescope is not appreciable on the plane-table since the least error

in the drawing of and setting on the straight line, will make a decided

difference in the telescope. Care should be taken during this adjustment

to note whether the axis of the instrument is vertical at the time of

sighting object, that is, that the cross level (J) is in the centre of its run.

25. Adjustment for vertical collimation tacheoBastric

plane-table head- The methods of adjustment given for Theodolites

haveTeen considered complicated and tedious especially when through

carelessness or ignorance bothlidJu^t^elitisTor levels H and Q have been

disturbed. It is proposed here to first deal with the adjusting of the

instrument when it has been placed on the board which has been carefully

levelled by means of the separate ordinary level supplied in the box.

After this levelment the footscrews should not be touched and the sight

rule head should bo placed centrally on the table so that most of its

weight is distributed over the footscrews.

Align the telescope on to some defined distant object and bring

bubble J to the centre and also bubble H, intersect the otyeot by

using tangent screw "a" and record the reading. Next change the

faceof the instrument by rotating the telescope through 180 and

changing the whole instrument end for end, bring bubble H again into

the centre by tangent screw "6" and intersect object by means of

tangent, screw "n" read and record the reading. J

J- Set the vernier to the mean reading by means of screw "
6
"
and

since this screw b, and this is important to remember in this instrument,

controls the bubble H and not the line of sight, therefore any deviation

of the bubble H will be corrected by the small adjusting screws *tf

Next make the vertical circle read by means of tangent screw

" a
"
and any deviation of the bubble Q is corrected by its own bubble

nuts when the line of sight
will be horizontal. It will be noticed that

the diaphragm has not been touched for reasons already given in

Chapter III., Part I. of this work.

When the sight rule head is to be used as a level and thus

adjusted it is ^necessary to release the screws "cc" and place it on the

three-winged bracket which supports the table. Having done this it

will be found that two wings of this bracket are unoccupied on which

the separate bubble supplied,
and already alluded to, can be placed and
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the bracket thus approximately levelled first over two footscrews and

then over the third when the footscrews should not again be interfered

with and the adjustment carried out as given in detail above/

If the bubble J has also been interfered with it should be adjusted

over one footscrew and then end for end and have the error corrected

by its own screws. If the separate bubble supplied in the box is also

out of adjustment, it can be corrected quite easily on an ordinary office

table by noting the position of the bubble in one direction and then

in an endwise direction and half the error corrected by its own bubble nuts.

When the instrument is used as a level and after it has been adjusted

it will be found that the line of sight will be horizontal when bubble

Q is brought to the centre by tangent screw "
a."

Next with the telescope over the line of the footscrew selected

but with the eye end of the telescope towards the operator, note the

position of the bubble G, and if the bubble is in the centre of its run

the axis of the bubble is truly horizontal
;

if not, correct half the

difference by the tangeaLsfirew a and half by the footscy^w and repeat

till perfect,
that is, till the bubble remains in the centre of its run, no

matter in what position the telescope points, If the tangent screw a

has been manipulated to correct bubble, the will of course, no

longer coincide, and the error will be one of the vernier which, as will

be seen, will be adjusted later.

(2). With the bubble G in the centre of its run read to any

mark on a wall or for preference a level staff
;
next reverse or invert

the telescope and turn the instrument through 180 (technically known

as changing face) and bring the bubble G now lying underneath the

telescope (new pattern instrument) to the centre of its run by tangent

screw a and again read to the mark or staff. If the horizontal wire

reintersects the mark, or gives the same reading on the staff the line

of sight is horizontal, if not, half the error is corrected by the diaphragm,

or for preference, the horizontal wire is set to the meun by the tangent

screw a in which case the bubble G will no longer be in the centre

and is to be corrected by the capatan^nuts attached to the bubble.

The of the graduated limb will now be in a true position with

reference to the line of sight and the bubble axis which have been

made parallel to each other and are thus both truly horizontal,

(3). With the tangent screw b bring the of the vernier to

coincide with the of the limb, and if the vertical axis bubble H is not

in the centre, unclamp the screw placed midway between the screws et

(in Fig* 7) and adjust the bubble H by the antagonistic screws ee of the
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vertical arc
; adjust and reclamp the screw just mentioned which makes

this adjustment permanent. In the latest pattern instrument the adjust-

ing screws ee have been replaced by a single screw, but the method of

adjustment is the same as described.

The instrument is now in perfect adjustment for vertical collimatum

so that when the bubble G is in the centre of its run the line of sight is

horizontal, and when the vertical arc bubble H is in the centre of its run

the readings to objects above or below the line of sight will be true

elevations or depressions. It should be noted that any manipulation of

the tangent screw b does not affect the line of sight in the telescope which

is very convenient for work as when an intersection is made the bubble

H can be independently brought to the centre, and the reading taking

without any fear of the line of sight altering. The small bubble J at

the foot of the standard should be made central by the screw d during

the operations above described although any small deviation will not

affect the adjustment.

26. The Stadia-* If D is the distance away of the staff, d the

distance subtended on fche staff and k the constant of the instrument stadia

wires then J
L
'/

->D-
t
-HK-dxlOO.

Example ' o
Let the readings on the staff for the two wires be 5-28 and 3-47,

then d = 1-81 and D = 1-81 x 100 = 181 feet. This holds good only

if the staff and instrument are more or less on the same level, but if

the vertical angle of the telescope is greater than 3 (there is no

appreciable difference up to 3C
) the quantity D will have to be reduced

to horizontal distance, or HD, unless the staff could be tilted to be

at right angles to the line of sight, but as this is impossible to any

degree of accuracy, the staff is invariably held vertical and a correction

applied as follows : Fig. 9.

HB.

* For tbtory of leuseg, etc., se Apjaeiulix J



If the telescope is inclined and the staff is held vertical the number

of divisions intercepted would be more than if the staff was held at

right angles to the line of sight, and the
angle through which the

intercepted portion of the staff would have to move from the vertical

would be equal to the angle of elevation or depression of the telescope.

Call this angle (see Fig. 9). The number of divisions read on the

staff would have to be reduced by multiplying them by cos 0, the

distance thus obtained must be again multiplied by cos 0, in order to

obtain the horizontal distance^
Now D = d cos 6 x k

but .

-jy-
= cos 6

'
'

"re HD
- or D =

COM 9
-
"

.-. HD ~ d cos* x k.

27. The Stadia focal constant. Let AB represent the stadia

wires on the diaphragm, and if lines be drawn from A and B through the

optical centre of the objocL-glass, such lines will cut the staff at B' A'.

These lines are secondary axes If i represent the distance AB of the

stadia wires aud^ s represent the interval B' A' on the staff
; then by

similar triangles^' : s ;'. /: d where/ =. the distance from the diaphragm

to the optical centre of the lens, and d = the distance from the optical

centre of the object lens to the staff A' B'.

By the law of lenses y + ~j
=

"jF (F being the principal focal

distance).
J

>> v
From the above two equations we obtain d s= s + F. Now

since D the distance from the staff to the axis of the instrument is

required, the distance from the axis to the optical centre of the object
ft

glass or c must be added and since D = d
-f-

cs. D =
-j-

s + (F + c).

Now if the wires in the instrument are fixed or engraved on

V 100

glass the ratio usually -p is a constant, and if A' B' = 3 feet then the

distance from the principal focus of the lens to the staff s will be

300 feet, and the distance D from the centre of the instrument to

the staff will be 300 + (F + c). (F + c) may be taken to be 1 foot

as it usually varies from -75 to 1*25 feet, and since (F 4- c) is inappre-

ciable on all ordinary scales of survey it need not be considered. It

is (for this reason that the anallatic lens
*

has been omitted by the makers

as the addition of such cuts out a certain amount of light which is

not counterbalanced by any real gain in utility.
' ' MJ " * " " " . i

i i ...
-

- -- ----
_ ..

- -

_ ...

9 Tliis has been overcome lu the new India Pattern,
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28. To obtain the difference of levels hetween ground level at staff

and' the ground level of instrument, let y = distance on staff from line

of sight to ground level of staff and ,v equal height of instrument (Fig. H).

then difference of levels = HD tan + # -
y. The angle will always bo

the angle of elevation or depression of the mean reading of the staff

or the angT^of elevation or depression of the central stadia wire.

Exantyle Let the readings on the two stadia wires be 5'28 and

3*47 (mean reading is therefore 4*38 and d ^ 1*81), and the angle
of elevation or dejjre^sion be 10, height of instrument to telescope

5 feet
"""""""

then HD = cos2 10 x 1-81 x 100

= 175*5 feet

and difference of level = HD tan 10 -f x y
= (175-5 x -176) + 5-0 -4-38
= 30-71 feet.

This reduction to the horizontal distance and the method of obtaining
difference of levels seems to bring in a lot of computation and rob the

Tacheometer of its title as a time-saving instrument, but these reductions

are easily obtained by two movements on a slide jruU invented and

manufactured by Kern et Gie of Aarau, Switzerland, as follows :

Fig, 10. > ;

29. Slide Rule To find tKe reduced horizontal distance place the

line of the trayfirsfiLL,Q on the scale C to the distance observed X

100 and read Scale B opposite the angle of elevafJbn or depression of Scale

A. In the above example place index to 181 of Scale C and read Scale B

opposite 10 of Scale A = 175*5' (see Fig. 10) ; to find the difference in

height between the telescope and the central wire (that is without taking

into consideration height of telescope above the ground and the height of

the mean reading above ground ) set the asterisk of Scale D to the reduced

horizontal distance, that is 175*5 of example on Scale C, and the index

of the traverser G to 10 on Scale E, the traveler in this
position wilt

have its index on 30'D of Scale C which is required to be known.
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The larger pattern stadia slide rule made by Kern is about 20

inches in length and is more accurate than the ordinary pattern. The

upper scale of the rule is for 360 and the lower scale for 400 gradejj.

The slide has engraved on it the number which does for both the

English and Swiss systems of measure. In the centre of the upper scale

is found 0, to the left of up to 45 is the cos2
scale, and to the right

of the is the sin cos scale up to 7 which is continued from the left

of the rule to 45 of the cos
2
scale.

One setting of the slide completes the operation. If the stadia

reads 2 feet on the staff = 200 feet direct distance, set two of the slide

at of the upper scale. If now 20 was the vertical angle the horizontal

distance will appear on the slide under 20
C

of the cos
2

scale = 176*6,

and the vertical height will be found under 20 of the sin cos scale =
64-25.

if heights are to be deduced from fixed objects it must be remem-

bered that the distance of the object from the observer is taken off

the plan and is thus not a direct distance or the hypotenuse, but

the base of the triangle, and a tangent scale would be necessary in

place of a sin cos scale. For all practical purposes the above slide rule

is accurate enough and the following would be the procedure : L0t

the distance on plan be 200 feet and the angle 20. Set 2 of the

slide opposite 20 of the cos2
scale and rend the difference in height

opposite sin cos 20 = 72*8' opposite of the upper scale will be

given the direct distance or hypotenuse.

30. Methods Of Survey. The following examples of survey,

Plates 111. to VII. will serve to illustrate the ute of the Tacheometric

plane-table :

Plate III- is a plan of a piece of country very common to India

at an elevation of 1,000 feet above M. S. L. It might well represent

the watershed portion of a catchment area for a tank irrigation scheme

for which a preliminary survey on 1,000 feet to the inch scale is

required with contours at 10 feet interval, the Reservoir site being

perhaps 10 to 20 miles distant down stream. To arrive at any degree

of accuracy o^er-a large area of country the following procedure should

be adapted:

Having made a rough reconnaissance of the ground, D is found

to be visible from and E, and an extension on the base DE or CE

in the direction of F is found to be practicable. A system of plane-table

triangulation would meet with the requirements of the case, and from

a selected base, extensions should be made in every direction to cover
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the catchment area "pari passu" with the detail work. Let D, and

E be three plane-table triangulation stations and let them be flagged and

marked. On examining the ground between D and C two positions A
and B are selected from which D and G can be seen. AB can

now be made the base line.

Set up the table at A, level it, and rotate the board to suit the

convenience and direction of the work, place the magnetic compass
on the board and at or near one edge of the board, pencil in the magnetic

N and clamp table. Select a suitable position on the paper to represent

A and mark the position directly beneath it "iti^situ" Let a staff man

be sent to B, sight B through telescope and intersect the staff on

the vertical wire. Draw a line or
u
raj''

AB through the point A
so that the ray passing through A is parallel to the edge of the sight

rule^. and produce the ray in both directions, or leave short guide

rays (shown in Plate II., as "ray BA," "ray A$," "ray DA," etc.)

These guide rays are very necessary at the commencement of any

work where expansion from a short base is made as they confine the

azimuthal error. Through the point A, rays and guide rays should

be drawn to the positions D and 0, and any conspicuous object on

surrounding hillocks or on spurs, etc. Rays should be drawn, first

the important ones, before any attempt is made at measuring the base, or

taking angles of elevation or depression, because the slightest movement

in azimuth or direction is certain to give endless trouble later ; in fact,

it is a good principle to complete the drawing of rays by returning

to the original setting and checking it. The vertical readings should

next be taken and neatly recorded along the ray drawn to the station

to which the height has been taken: then follows the measurement

of the base line.

The base line AB requires careful measuring, and this is best done

by dividing up the line into two or three portions according to the

length of the line. In the example AB may be conveniently divided

up into three parts aA, aB, and 6B with an average interval of 500

feet or so at which distance the staff can be clearly read to the second

decimal place. With this in view a staff man is sent in the direction

of B and is halted at "a" distance of 500 or 600 feet away, and

readings to the staff for subtense distance, and a vertical angle to the

reading on the staff equalling the height of the axis of the telescope/

are made. These are recorded and the table moved to position ft as

"To ensure correct rajb, a very important precaution keep the pencil at the Mime augle throughout fete

process of drawing the line us when drawing tiirougU tUe point A,
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near %
as possible between *A and B. Staff "a" and a staff on'B are

read in the same manner as at A, and the three distances are reduced

to the horizontal distance which is plotted along the ray AB when

the position of AB is found.

The tahle is now moved to position B in $iht and firs-t roughly

placed in azimuth, the plotted point B is plumhed over the mark at

B, by unclamping the screw from which the plummet hang*, and shifting

the bourd laterally; the board is then levelled and the tidiujaj edge of

the sight rule is placed exactly parallel to the ray and guide ray*-

AB and BA previously drawn from A, the point A is intersected and

the board clamped. The hoard is now in azimuth with reference to

the initial azimuth taken at A. 8>iht to D and and M rays and

guide rays to D and C be drawn. The intersections of the rays

from A and B to D and (J will detlote the position of D and C
;

the careful plane-tubler though, will visit D and and al>o check

them "inter se" The ray work is completed at B when all the previous
]

y-

sighted conspicuous points or such a> can be seen from B, are intersected,

and a return is made to the sight on A to make sure of the board

having kept its azimuth. Vertical angles to D, C and A are read

and the table moved to position D or (J. Let position D he next

visited. The table is put through all the previously-explained movements,

and the azimuth here is not only checked by the guide ray from A
but also the guide ray from B. if these guide rays agree exactly

with the intersection of the respective .stations A and B position U

liiay be accepted as correct, and if the ruy* to C have also been carefully

drawn C will intersect from D. Draw a guide ray DO and take rays

to E aud^F, intersect all conspicuous objects and take heights, and

the work at U is completed, At station the table is put into azimuth

by setting on the guide ray DO, and A and B having been checked

'and found correct, rays and heights to B and F and conspicuous points

are again taken. A short visit to E is now paid so a* to obtain a third

ray to F and better cross intersections to intersected points. For example,

the position of the tree lying within the triangle DEF is a little ambiguous

till the cross ray from E finally settles its position. The preliminary work

so far is DOW completed, and the guide rays may be rubbed oui, the

heights of stations calculated, and detail survey commenced. Thfi -method

*0f deducing heights is explained in the reference made to the slide nale*'

h* gives the difference of height "between the axis .of the telescope

"*If tlie H.D is bejoml the limits oi the slule inle the heights should be calculated by taking oft the H,D.

frdm the plot mid multiply iu the same b> the imturol taii,<cut oi the angle ami the correction twi curvature

Applied (curvature %' 4* where d - distance iu mile*),
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and the point observed on, or the/object yitersected by the central wire j

and if the value is denoted by a/and the heights of axis of telescope and

point observed to above ground lovel by ,r and y respectively, then

difference of heights of ground level = z + U--y) ( according as

the station. observed to is above or below B, that is, an Elevation or

Depression, from station over which the table is fixed). It is usual to start

tho detail work from the high ground and work down to the streams, and

with this in view the table should be taken to U as a starting point and a

staff sent to 1. (positions of table are shown in Plate in Roman numerals

and positions of staff in small figure), the table at D is orientated or put
into azimuth, and a direction and reading to the staff at I. is made and

thus the position of 1. with its reduced level is known and plotted,

The table is now moved to I. and placed over the mark, no exact

plumbing of point over mark i& necessary, as the orientating of board

on ID is not nece^ary since K or F or some distant point is sure to

be visible, and an inch or so error over the position at I. will make no

difference in the azimuth setting. Place sight rule on the plotted point

I., and the point on the board appertaining to tho most distant point
s**en and intersect distant object. * ,fa^

Detail can now be put in by reading staves-Ji^at feads, bends

and junctions of streams, bends of road?, etc., within reliable distance

of the table. The distance as subtended of each staff is calculated and
reduced on the slide rule and is plotted along tho fiducial edge of the

ajflhl. jnle ; the reduced level is then entered and dejh and contours

drawn in. No pencilling of rays is necessary, and with the new system
of a, sliding parallel ruler fitted to the sjojU rule, the telescope may be

observed from within an inch or st> of the station point, and the parallel-

slide then brought to the station point and the ^taff position plotted

\vith a divider, thus accomplishing a great saving of time and at the

same time conducing to cleanliness.

Froiir^TTorf I,, let position** 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 be fixed and a

rough delineation of the 1,000 contour be drawn in by sending a staff

man back towards D for example, if the height to the axis of the

telescope is 5 feet and the reduced level of I. is 1,002 feet, then when
the horizontal wire cuts the staff at 7 feet approximately the staff.distance

subtended by the stadia wires is read 'ind thu^ a point on the 1 000- <

foot contour is found and again by reading the height of the instrument
on the stuff (5 feet) at. tf, 5, 4 and 2 and noting the angle, thei'^e

will give the difference in level when the 990 contour is fofed'

990 contour may be fixed from station II. Station II. is found
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in the same way as station I, and the board orientated on the most

distant point and the staft read at 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12. Stations I. and

II. have been fixed by ray and distance, and the magnetic compass so far

has not been used. Suppose now at position 12 it was the intention

of the plane-tabler to set up bis board and make it his station III., but

on arriving at the position he finds his view blocked in most directions

so that he cannot see one distant point to set by, but on going to a

position shown as station III. he finds that a distant point is seen and

that also 12 can be seen. He sets up his table and orientates his board

with the nfagneMc compass, this time reads the staff at 12 and plots

his point or station III., and having found III. he adjusts his azimuth

on the distant point if the compass variation has altered, (but any small

alteration in the compass will not affect his short distance direction 12

to III.), so that this method of using the magnetic compass, when in a

difficulty of this sort, is not inaccurate ; but a whole series of points

or stations fixed by magnetic compass is not accurate, and is only to

be resorted to when the jungle is dense and the traverse so plotted can finally

be closed on a reliable fixing and checked. In such a contingency, if

the traverse point and the fixing made by resection do not agree, and

if the compass variation has been constant, the starting point and

closing point of the traverse and all detail fixed by it, should be traced

off on tracing paper and the adjustment made on the starting poikt and

true closing point, and the adjusted detail pricked or transferred through.

In Plate III. we will suppose that many alternate stations have been

fixed in this manner only because it was unavoidable but that wherever

the plane-table was set up a check on directioti was made and at times

a check on distance was also made by observing to 0, E or F. The

cross ray from these stations should pass through the plotted point of

station ; if it does not, a desirable spot shoulc^be chosen close by where

at least three points can be seen and a check fixing: made ivifrhin the

triangle byrgsection. The plane-tabler having arrived at station IX.

finds, if.be continues down the stream, he will be without the triangle

of>tfy three of his points, so he leaves the stream here till he has

triangulated points further in advance and turns his attention to the

other branch of the stream. He does notieftSfitse back from IX. which

would be a waste of time, but goes back to a suitable station or a staff

position say No. 29, places a htaff man and looks about for a good

position where he can see a distant point and at least one other, if

not two. Let X. be his next position of station where he putt up

hi* table. He orieatates his board with the magnetic compass and reads
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the staff on No. 29 and plots his position, and the point thus found

he sets on a distant point in case there is any compass deflection, and

corrects his position if necessary by resection from one or more fixed

points.

If he had not rend to No. 29 hut merely orientated his board on

a magnetic direction, the chances are he would have had to solve a

large triangle (see Chapter VI., Part I.) which is, except in the hands

of an expert, sometimes a lengthy undertaking.

There is yet another method of setting the board and traversing,

and is known as the u back and forward
"

ray system when the forward

station is set on to the back by guidejiays, but this leads to error if

the lines are short and the station point is not exactly plumbed over

the mark. It is used on larger scales and when distant points are not

visible. The stations by this method must also be distinctly intervisible

and a great deal depends on the sighjLJLiil% the collimation of which

should be perfect, that is to say, if a ray is drawn to a point and the

sight rule turned end for end and laid on the ray the same object

should again be intersected when the telescope is rotated vertically.

The plane-tabler continues his work towards A and B
eventually

closing on A, and he has now filled in the detail more or less between

BAD and the junction of the streams. \^
From A he can proceed in the direction E putting in the remaining

unsurveyed portion of the main stream closing on E, and then returning

directly toward^C and surveying the small feeders and putting in the

watarahed, and when completed turn his attention to the other branch

and work from station V.* and close on D, etc. In surveys of this

description it is presumed that there is a staff man working on each side

of the ogej&to*, that is to say, there are at least two men on Jhis class

of work, and probably three. To work with more than three, would be

a waste of time and might lead to confusion in the staff men's duties.

To work with two men would be sufficient for the beginner. As a com-

parison in time with the tacheometric plane-table 4 or 5 points with

reduced heights would be obtained as against one chained distance with

the chain and plane-table. If the work is inaccurate with the tacheo-

metric plane-table the operator has only himself to blame, whereas chaining

done by illiterate khalassies is a fruitful source of error which means

loss of time and temper. On the one hand, the true horizontal distance

and a reduced height is found by a slide rule, on the other a direct

distance alocig uneven ground is found when the plane-tabler makes a

rough calculation and reduction to true horizontal distance.
f

l his cat
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culation cannot be anything hut rough as no correct allowance can

be made for the sag of the chain under Mich conditions. There is also

the distinct advantage with the new method of reading and giving a

distance to a point on a contour. The surveyor who has had to follow

a chain laboriously dragged from point to point along the edge of a

steep piece of ground very often through dense intervening undergrowth
or from spur to spur, down and up steep inclines and over rugged

ground, will appreciate an instrument that will give reduced and true

distance across obstacles of this nature and the staff man when proceeding

to the next point can halt at detail and have his staff read. Again,

the staff need not he on the ground but can, if hidden by undergrowth,

be held up vertically above a man's head, though a Sopwith's Telescopic

15 feet staff should he sufficient to defeat all such contingencies. The

best plane-tahlers, except when working on very small scales, resort

to the chain a^ a quick method of picking up intervening detail, and

also as a quick aid to fixing and more often, if a fixing by resection

is not possible, in the hope that his chained distance will supply the

requisite data till such time as he finds a suitable spot to fix in and

close his traverse. A distance measurer fitted to a
sight

rule which

has a telescope fixed to it and a giaduated staff suited to tha scale of

survey, must be immeasurably superior to the ordinary sight rule and

chain, and must he a distinct advance on the older and less accurate

method. Plate 111. thus illustrates a system of plane-table triangulation

and detail work on a K'ale. which is pei haps small to the Engineer,

and which scarcely brings out all the ad vantages of the Tacheometric

plane-table as contours at 10 feet interval lequire only a rough levelling.

It is when the Engineei has to survey on a large scale and do contouring

at 1 foot interval, say of his Reservoir basin, in order to find the cubic

capacity of water impounded by a certain height of weir that the tacheo-

metric plane-table shows up in its true light as a valuable survey

instrument.

31. Plate IV- i s {l piece of riverain work on a scale of 500

feet to the inch with contotns at 1 foot intervals. The plane-table

stations are in Roman numerals and staff stations in small numerals,

which, when followed consecutively, will show how and from which

stations the detail has been surveyed. Heights of stations are reduced

levels to the second place of decimals, so also some of the heights near

the water level ;
the heights to the remaining points need be only to the

first place of decimals to delineate the contour and need not be neces-

sarily inked in unless the rises a.nd falls aro very marked. This platq
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would also serve to illustrate a survey of a basin area if the high bunds

or embankments were imagined to ho the line of separation between the

flat and high ground.

Let the table he set over bench-mark J>90'<SM and a point on the

paper selected and marked I. to represent the position of the B.M. in situ.

The table should be levelled and the axis of the telescope from the B.M.

measured and recorded to the <ocond place of decimal** (the height of

the telescope to the underneath portion of the table is always a constant

quantity and it is only necessary to measure the height from the

station in shu to the table). The board is now <et to the given azimuth if

any or to Magnetic N. and the staff on station IL is read for subtended

distance and direction only and plotted and accurate guide rays are

drawn. A height is not read to II. as the difference of level is greater

than the length of an ordinary levelling staff (*ee Plate), and a reduced

level by the slide rule is probably not accurate enough to two places

of decimals so tor tins station recourse is made to an intermediate staff

being read to, just as in ordinary levelling, and the plane-table again

set up in a convenient position so that the difference of level is read oa

the staves.

If nece&sary station II. could bo read direct for reduced level, and

the result compared with the levelling method employed to make sure

that no mistake has been made, but it can only serve as a check and

not as a value from which a mean could be deduced. Having found the

reduced level of 11. the plane-table is placed over station II. and roughlv

turned in azimuth so that the plotted point II. can be plumbed accurately

over the mark and levelled. If tins rough orientation had not been

made and the plotted point first plumbed, then when the board is put

into azimuth the point will no longer be over the station mark. No
distant point being previously iixed, the survey must be carried on by
the

" back and forvvaid ray" traverse system, in preference to magnetic

compass setting, which is, as has been explained, accurate if the distance

between stations are not too short for the scale, and if the plumbing
of the board is carefully done, stations intorvisible, aud there is no

collimation error in the sight rule. The colljjtiiaiion error in thi sight

rule can be reduced to a minimum by the method already given. The

sight rule is placed along the guide rays I. to II. and station I. is

accurately intersected and the table clamped.

A stuff man is sent to position 1 on small island and is told to leave

an impress of his,.staff there. A reduced level to two places of decimals

is made and the position of 1 plotted. Ihe reu&on for this is that this
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reduced level and position will act as a closing check from say station

XII.

The detail is surveyed in the manner already explained for Plate

III. using here the hack and forward ray with guide rays for setting, and

the work is checked at station XII. on position 1 and continued to XIII.,

and probably again checked and closed on position 10. To obtain the

same plan with reduced levels a level would have been necessary, and

with the ordinary plane-table and sight rule accurate chaining across

water would have been impossible. The levelling would take an extra

day to do, and it would then have to be subsequently plotted. The

numerous points fixed by the tacheometric plane-table would, under the

old system, require flags placed so that they could be intersected from

another station or two or more to be really accurate, and the chances

are a second view might not have been obtainable, and the position of

flag abandoned without considering probable confusion of flags. The

saving in time and therefore the saving in hired labour would soon repay

the initial purchase outlay of the new instrument the cost of which, at

present, is the only objection to it, but its apparent prohibitive cost is

as nothing compared to the savings it must make before even it has lost

its first polish and shows signs of a little wear and tear. /<
^
V

32. Plate V- is part of a plan of a Revenue or a C'adastral Survey

showing fields.

TI T2 T3 T4 T5 and T6 are theodolite traverse stations along the outer

boundary of the village, which boundaries are invariably traversed by

a theodolite, and a record kept for future reference, so that if marks

are removed and disputes arise as to the ownership of land, the boundary

can be laid down from the field-book.

The subsequent surveying of the field boundaries need not be again

explained, as the reader now will be able to understand how the different

points have been fixed and the accuracy of the survey checked. The

Roman figures represent the positions of the table and the small figures

the positions of tbe staves.

33. Plate VI* The triangles and lines in red show the system of

triangulation carried along the river Ramganga of the Sardah-Ganges

feeder scheme. The triangulatipu in this case would have been plotted

by rectangular co-ordinates as the series was a fairly long one, but if

the plate, as given, had been the full extent of the survey, it would have

been necessary only to have plane-tabled those positions as explained for

Plate III. A system of levelling has also been run from station to station,

and the leveller has left here and there pegs on bis route to be an
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additional check to the plane-table heights. The&e are shown on the plate

to the second figure of decimal*.

Let it he supposed that detail work up to the line 13 has been

already completed, and that the next piece of country to be taken up

conveniently From the camp i the stretch of river lying between the

points B, (J and I), The table i& put up at B and for purposes of the

scale need only be roughly centered at B. Since B is a triangulated

station the points B, and A are visible. Select the most distant point

and let it he 0. Place the sight rule edge along the line BO and unclamp

the table, and twUt it so that the point (J i^ intersected in the telescope.

The table is now in
'" azimuth

"
or in true orieiitation. ^f^

The surveyor is now ready to commence his work, and staff men are

sent out, and the positions 612 H, r>4L*S, <>40'5, (UI 0, are fixed and the posi-

tion of the low ridge running NNE i& also found. He tinds he has no more

work to do at B, and as he might leqiure his magnetic direction, he puts

on his compass* and marks the edge of the compass box as his direction

of magnetic north. As he wishes to travel in a north-easterly direction

with the probability of not seeing more than one distant point, the staff

man at (i-41'8 is not moved. We will suppose that i position (shown as

I. in the Plate) is Delected and that 1) can be seen, also A and B.

The surveyor can thus obtain the hue position of 1 by resection or

what is usually known in India as a "fixing." He is within the triangle

BAD, so the true position will be within his triangle of error, if any. To

solve this triangle by the usual method would be a waste of time under

the conditions, and what he should do is to put on his compass and'

orientate his board till the needle is steady at magnetic north, when

the point b'41'8 is next sighted and read, and his position plotted from

641*8. The point thus found for 1 should be used with D to correct the

azimuth of the board in case the magnetic compass gave a variation and

the position of 1 can now be checked by resection from B and A, There

should be no difference for even had the variation altered much it

would scarcely affect the short line between the position 6-4T8 and 1.

At station 1. the staff' men are kept busy as there is a good deal

of work to be done here. On completion oi the work at I. the plane-

tabler finds that before he can move his table northwards it is necessary

for him to rnake another station to the east. On this occasion he keeps

one staff man at 6-41'G with the instructions to halt there till he is given

* The txnnpasb supplied by Keni 1-5 \\luit the iiuuufattiuer calls i decimation rompa^ The needle is <?ix

inches long, is vefy sensitive and beautifully balanced and -jhould not be uuclumped except on tbi table

after itluife been appio.\imateiy levelled,
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orders to move, and he uses the staff man at fUO4 to find his position

2 exactly as he did in the former case in finding his position 1.

Now at position 2 he probably sees the point A to rheek his

azimuth, but in case he does not, he can accept his magnetic compass
direction as he is not going to use '2 to continue his travel se, and any

points he fixes from two will not be affected by a slight deviation in the

compass. The surveyor now selects the level peg with the value n'41'17

and finds his position from point H41-U and checks it if possible. He
reduces his height fiom 641*0 and check* his height and correct it if

necessary by the height given by the
leveUftr..

He continues in this

way and closes eventually on (J, checking his position and height?, wherever

possible, and having an intermediate staff to obtain an approximate

position by, and thus being always a convenient distance beyond the

positions
fixed from the last station.

"

~~~

34. If his table were not set up at alternate stations as iiiic-ht

happens in dense jungle, when the back and forward ray system would

have to be resorted to, only half the quantity of work would bo possible.

At C the surveyor returns eventually closing on his own work at station

4 making a JjgjCS&Hm to station II,

35. In the same way, a cantonment survey can be made on a

the^dolite_iraverse as a basis and corners of buildings and compounds,
the position of lamps, drains, boundary marks, hydrants, etc., can he

fixed on the plane-table. Standing crops and prrvaTcT'gardens are not

damaged as they would be with a chain dragged from point to point.

The staff held above the level of the heads of people in a crowded

thoroughfare would be all that wa^ necessary to fix a street corner, and

further a complete system of reduced levels would be forthcoming.
36. Stress has been laid on the desirability of keeping the board

in correct azimuth because there is little or no error in the distance

which is a horizontal one, and which is tacheometrically obtained, pro-

vided the staff is held within the distance of the lens power of the

telescope, and too long shots are not taken to get over the ground

quickly. In traversing with the theodolite and cfcain in fairly level

country the angular accuracy is more or less balanced by the chain

accuracy, but in hill work this balance does not hold good unless the

chaining is done scientifically as on a base line. The distance the chain

measures is in excess or defect (excess generally) of the true horizontal

distance. The excess in one direction becomes an angular correction

when the traverse assumes, say, a direction at right angles to the

former one, and so the closing error of such a traverse is a fictitiqua
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one. As most of such traverse work is, in India, carried on in forest-

clad hills where triangulation is impossible except to serve as a tie to

the theodolite traverse, and since forest fire lines exist the tacheometric

plane-table should be adopted, each plane-tabler doing a recognised block

bounded by fire lines and working on the basis of part of a theodolite

traverse joining triangulated points if available on the ridges which are

usually fairly flat. A good series of heights as a check to contouring

would also be carried on pari passu with the traversing.

A theodolite traverse on the ridge is unnecessary if the block is not

to be geographically fixed.

37. Onlv the bare outline of the possibilities of this system of

plane-tibliug has been touched upon, and the reader will find in Chapter

VI
,

Part L, fuller details. Every plane-tabler learns by experience

many short cuts, and it h left to him to discover them and perfect his

knowledge in this class of work, and before closing this chapter it

would He as well to give a few further hints on plfrne--tabling in general,

and the difficulties that have to be met when working with imperfect

sight rules and on plane-tables made of unseasoned wood. *

Plane-tabling is usually based on triangulation or traversing, and

the paper on which the survey is made should he pasted on cloth and

the cloth on to the board and left to thoroughly dry before the computed

points are plotted, care being taken that the hoard is not wetted. The

ordinary plane-tables are made up of three pieces of pine with grain of

wood in one direction braced underneath by two battens of teak running

laterally with slot holes to allow for expansion and contraction, usually

contraction, since during the rainy months and at night the wood

absorbs moisture and becomes swollen, and this moisture is given off

in the dry season and during the heat of the day. The uneven contrac-

tion in one direction, breath-wise generally, renders the best triangulation

or traversing useless directly the board begins to give, and the only

way to surmount this difficulty is to spend one to seven days, according

to the scale and area of country to be surveyed, in visiting fixed

stations and points in different portions of the board, and from them

cutting numerous auxiliary points, so that no part of the board is left

without points 2 to 3 inches apart. As long as the surveyor finds, during

this preliminary work, that his distant points are correct, he can conti-

nue working with all and any trigonometrical data, but when he finds

distant points disagreeing, then he must reject them and confine himself

to his near points only. In this manner he breaks up his triangulation

into smaller triangles, and when he feels that his board is "giving"
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he must use only close points to work with and neVer attempt to set

on or cut in a distant point, This compulsory hemming in of work

robs plane-tabling of its greatest charm, and prevents the surveyor taking

long shots to distant peaks, prominent temples, trees, rocks, junctions

of streams, etc. ; and what is worse the examination of his own work

from a prominent point which is always a pleasing occupation.

A plane-table^ made of four pieces of good pine (Linden wood pre-

ferred) set into a frame of hard wood, the grains

of the pine to run crosswise, ride sketch, is suggested

a^ more or less tin efficient and cheap way of getting

over this difficulty, but nothing short of an aluminium

table as nearly square as possible, will obviate the

difficulty of slew in the plotted points.

If the sight^rule is of the plain ordinary pattern the wood should

be of the best straight-grained seasoned wood procurable boxwood is

as good as any and does not sweat and leav-e unsightly marks on the

paper. The line of sight through the sight vanes should be parallel

to the fiducial or working edge of the ruler, and if it is not so, the

back and forward setting of a ray will not be the same. If a sight rule

has warped, only a selected portion of its edge should be used for

drawing rays and the work examined by the same rule.

The following doign*" is recommended as it can be adjusted for

collimation, and the sight rule need not be held against the pencil or

pin over the station point for drawing rays It is made of electrum

with a narrow parallel attachment jointed so that it can be 'adjusted

to the line,jo sight. The parallel attachment can be removed if damaged
or exchanged for an extra edge carried in the box, The sight vanes

are strongly hinged so that they can be closed down, and both rules

have a button attachment, one at the point of balance to lift the rule

by and the other for the parallel slide, besides a small bubble to set the

table into fair levelment.

*
Itidia pattern manufactured bj K. R Watts and

sbtj,
Loudon 1 he College pattern is made ot boxwood

ad instead of the engraved scale a magnetic compass i- fitted ^-
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38. The plane-tabler should not he in a hurry to start his detail work,

He should first \>isit as many fixed points as possible, check them and

then spend a day or so, according to the scale, in fixing supplementary

points. He should avoid Working
u without the triangle" and rather

thnn do so, he hould endeavour to fix a point outside his work so that

he will be u
within" the triangle" in fixing. The solution of a fixing

" without the triangle
" U correct in theory, but the slightest warp in the

fcaihle may give ft grave error, and thi* cannot happen to a fixing
u within

the triangle" as either the triangle will not solve or the error is confined

to a very small quantity. In most cases the fixing without the triangle

is ambjj/uous and therefore should he avoided. For quick work in

open or fairly opni country the h-st system is, after obtaining a fixing

from a known station, to start the chain men measuring on to an^

distant conspicuous object (which need not be a plane-table fixed object)

in the direction in which the work lies and to take a ray to the object

selected. The chain should be baited at detail, and a position along

the chain selected where at least one distant fixed point is vi-ible and

probably one or two close ones. He ^hould note the distance measured

and plot along the ray. He now orients the board by any distant

fixed point and intersects by a close point ;
tho intersection will be

a check on the measured distance, if more than one close point is

visible and there is no reason why there should not be if the preliminary

work has been properly done, the chained distance plot now becomes

a reliable fixing. Directly the position is found, the chain men should

be started on the next line and with a little experience, they will halt

at likely detail and wait, the plane-tabler in the moan time busies himself

with the detail noar his board.

The chain is therefore only a means to an end, that is, quick-

fixing, and the work is not dependent on chain measure except perhaps

on an average of one or t\\o stations in every ten, but even so the

very ne^josition will probably yrve as a check. On small scales'

this system is advocated so long as the surve}or has one fairly

(listtint point in view at each station which need not be the same point

every time. Working up and down incline** on this system of accepting

the chained distance and setting the plotted point, thus found on a

distant point for azimuth, the horizontal distance need not be calculated

if a close-fixed point to the right or left of the line is forthcoming from

which a ray is taken. The in(ejection of this ray with the previous

one for direction will give the true point, that is, the chained distance

will now be reduced to horizontal distance. The board is now corrected
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for azinmth by the acceptance of the new or true point, and this slight

alteration of the original setting will not affect the cross ray, but if

it does the griuding-down process can be continued till no alteration

takes place. It is better to put up your board and find a position

by this method in the midst of your detail than to waste time, say

50 or 100 yards away, looking for a suitable spot to obtain a fixing

by resection ; such a check may be made later if there is any doubt

about the accuracy of the chained point.

39. Pencil work should be of the finest and with the best Inrd

graphite pencils ; the pencil point should be kept sharp by repeatedly

rubbing it on a piece of sand-paper,* a strip of which can be glued to

the legs of the table. When a pencil works soft, as it will do in hot

dry weather, a new one should be cut and the old one put away for

work in moist weather. Good soft rubber should be used which will

not destory the surface of the paper, thus ensuring good ink work latter.

A spare piece of rubber should always be carried. The pencil held

upright on its base should be used to pivot the sight rule on when

taking rays, and as the exposed lead will make ugly smudges on the

paper, thi* should be wormed out with a penknife.

Avoid deep pin pricks and unsightly holes made with the dividers

in plotting distances. Pencil work which is not final should not be

inked in as erasures are not permissible. Eye-contouring will be donf

by taking heights at intervals with any of the ordinary instruments

usually used, among which the survey pattern clinometer or tangent

clinometer is recommended as accurate, but which cannot, of course,

compete with the roughest levelling or the heights obtained by the

Tacheometric instrument based on ordinary levelling and
tria^igulatioji,

The surveyor shouM thoroughly satisfy himself that he has completed the

work at a fixing before leaving it,
and as he walks from point to point

he should take note of every twist and turn, may be in a stream, pathway,

or road so as to be sure that nothing has escaped him or been omitted.

He should observe the different aspects, that objects have from different

views, and while he is at work his mind should be concentrated on it, and

his aim should be extreme accuracy. He should train himself, when

walking, to judge distances so that he can arrive at a good approximation

of the distance away of an object on his map. Too much stress cannot be

laid on eye- training. The faculty for judging distances, combined with

good draftsmanship, is the essence of plane-tabling. Plaiafei&hliiig is

an art not to be learnt in a day, and perfection is only reached after

* Winsor arul Newton sell blocks of saud-pftper which uau be u*&\ for this> purpose.
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months of steady toil very often under the most trying conditions, but

sufficient can be learnt in a very short time to answer all the ordinary

purposes of an Engineer.

40. Surveys of ^rcjacis and schemes likely to change the features

of a large area of country should be based on Survey of India data

which can be had from the head offices of that department. No depart-

ment can be expected to accept work for incorporation in its maps if

the basis of the
sur^vey^

is not above
reproach,

and the crudest survey

on a large scale, when surveyed on a correct basis, may be of service

when reduced to a small scale. A project or scheme should bo based

or connected at intervals on Survey ot India data, and a &ridhun

or simple system of triangulation run by the Engineer as a basis for

his piano-tabling work. This triangulation need only he computed to

the value of sides and the sides plotted by ;ircs by means of beam

coru-prfsses to obtain the third station. Every station should be levelled

to, and level values left at intervals here and there between stations

to act as a further check, if fairly exact reduced levels are required.

Any datum value can be accepted for the starting stations of the levelling,

and the difference recorded on each map when the levelling has been

closed on either G. T. levelling or a bench- mark obtained from G. T.

values. The height values given by Survey of India triangulation cannot

be accepted as correct, and are only approximately so to within five

feet, although the approximate value, us given, could be accepted for

the initial station when the difference on closing on a B.M. would not be

so great as to make the correction an unwieldy figure.

To enter more fully into the matter we may presume that an Engineer

possesses the standard map or maps of the area over which he is to

work, and also has a copy of the Auxiliary tables of the Survey of India

which contains the information he must need for projecting and
plotting

his sheets. He subdivides his standard map into convenient squares

or
u
graticules

"
of latitude and longitude to suit his scale, and projects

on a piece of paper a giaticule for each section of latitude (3' 45" or.^th
of a degree for 4" scale, 1' 5:2" or g^nd of a degree for 8* scale, and so

forth). This piece of paper can be used to prick off any number of

sheets for the same parallel of latitude. By subdividing this graticule

and making scales he can plot the values of triangulation supplied him

by the Survey of India. He proceeds now to break dowu his triangulation

by a smaller system of his own, or if the country is open enough
and he has further trigonometiical data to connect to, by a system of

plane-table triangulution, The leveller may accompany him on this preli*
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minarv work so that he can g^t an idea where the station points are

and where other intermediate stations are re(juircd.

This is the best and moat scientific wav of working, but in the

event of trigonometrical points n* fixed on the standard map, having

too long a side niter w .-o tlrit points as a rule would fall off the si/e

of paper used foi the scale, ono point only could be taken and a base

measured and (he direction of the base fixed either i'lom true or magnetic

north. This would give the h'rt tuo p >ints of the survey one of

which has a fixed value. The initial dneetion taken must not be again

altered, since the position of poinH aie iti the future plotted bv distances

only, and since thi* i^ so the triangles should be as nearly a-> possible

equilateral.

This' triangulation should be connected \\heie possible to any other

trigonometiical data, or the plane-tabling based on such tnangnlation

should endeavour to pick up such data. The survey work could be

then utilised for correction of the standard map, and the engineer

could see bow he is pro^resMiio by plotting }\\* work on a smaller scale.
r <r> o . i rt 7

and fitting it on the trigonometrical data previously supplied.

With the hints given it should not be a difficult matter for the

beginner io start work, and it nm>t be remembered that progress at

the beginning will be sio\\, but steady application and an awakening

interest in all the possibilities of this art of surveying will make the

long day short and work a pleasure, bitch methods as chain and compass

with field-book s
, etc., will ^eem as mere stepping stone< to higher

things, and the sUd^i method combined with
topojgraj^hicaji methods

may be said at the present day at least, to be the last word in delineating

ground.

41. Plat6 VII- is a piece of woik done in moderately difficult

ground to serve as a check on work by students, and the reader should

notice that the triangulated points are those worked out in Chapter I. of

this book. Plate VIII. is that of a staff suggested for this class of work,
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42. The Gradient-Telemeter LesslV-In this instrument,

%. 11.

made b/ C. F Oasella and Co., ^London, as shown in th^illustration

above, are embodied, by an ingenious construction, all the means necessary

for taking gradients^ measuring or setting out distances, and

obtaining differences in level, all of which are performed, in an

extremely simple and rapid manner, by one and the same observation.

With the Gradient-Telemeter Level the necessity for using a chain or

tape is entirely removed, and as the operations are performed with

singular accuracy, rapidity and ease, a much greater quantity of work can

be done in a given time compared with the usual methods employed by

surveyors and civil engineers.

The linear distances can be obtained far more accurately than with

the chain, and this regardless of rough and broken ground, or the

existence of a stream or other water, between the
observer's

station and

the distant object.

A marked advantage with this instrument, and one that renders it

singularly attractive when employed in the field, is, that there are no

calculations to be made in connexion with its use; there is no fine
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micrometer screw to work with its certain errors and elaborate calculations ;

there are no moving etched or spider lines which soon get broken, thus

rendering the instrument useless until it can be returned to the maker

to be set right : but, by a simple revolution or movement on the axis of

the instrument and an observation through the telescope, the gradient,

distance, or difference of level, is at once obtained.

43. Description- The horizontal limb or circle immediately

below the stage has engraved upon it a series of gradients, both of

rise and fall, 1 in 500 to 1 in 24. On the index being set to zero!

it is an ordinary level and can be used for all levelling purposes in

the usual manner. All distances obtained with this instrument are

horizontal linear measures whether measured on slopes or level

ground,

To put instrument into gradient adjustment measure a distance of

200 feet or 300 feet on level ground, and set the instrument to zero

and take a reading on a staff held at the end of the correctly measured

line. Move the index to 100 of the gradient graduation and again

read staff.

If the result is not the same as the length of the line the index

can be moved so as to increase or decrease the value, The index being

set for this particular line should be correct for all readings of the

instrument.

The following are the gradient pairs, which, when used, give by

the difference of readings on the staff multiplied by 100 the horizontal

distance away of the staff from the instrument :

100) 66|1 60 1 50 ) 331 25 \ 20 1 12J llj
50 j 40 / 37 j 33| 25 I 20 J lt> / 11}, I 10 j

or again, if a gradient and its half is used, the distance intercepted

on the staff multiplied by the figures of the higher gradient used

gives the same result that is, if < ^ > gradients are used and the

distance intercepted on the staff= 2^7 then h I d ~ 50 x 2'97 = 148*50

feet.

To obtain the difference of height between the telescope and a

particular reading of the staff intersected by the horizontal wire, it is

required only to multiply the h I d by the gradient (taking the gradient

as a fraction).
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To illustrate this let us consider two cases one of a "rise" and the

other of a "
fall "with the above example.

Case 1 (fall;. Fig. 12. Case 2 (rise),

Case 1, With gradient 50 let the reading on the staff be A5'UO' and

with gradient 25 let the reading on the staff be 2*03', then the h I d

~ 148*50' and height of reading 5*00' on the staff below telescope

~ 148*50 x 5\) s= 2-97' ; therefore ground level of staff below telescope

- 2*97' + 5-00 = 7-97'.

Again, height of reading 2*03' 148*50 x ^ 5'94' below teles-

cope : therefore ground level or foot of staff = 5*94' + 2 Oo' = 7'97
f

below telescope which is the same result as obtained with gradient 50.

Case 2,- With gradient 25 height of the staff at 5'00'
~ 148*50 x

,\.

= 5*94' above the axis of the telescope ;
therefore the height of the ground

level of staff above axis of telescope = 5*94' - 5'00' ~ '1)4' and similarly

with gradient 5 J,

From which we obtain the following rule ; if & =
height of telescope*

(axis) above ground level of station over which instrument is placed, y =

reading on the staff and z = difference of height between axis of telescope

and staff reading, then

ground level at instrument + -
y z = new ground level of staff

(rise \

z according to [^\

Example. Xet ground level of instrument or station point oer

which instrument is set - 1,000' and let a, = 4*00',

Then ground level at staff with gradient 25.*

in Case 1 = 1,000' -h 4*00' - 5-00' - 2'97
r

996*03',

in Case 2 = 1,000' + 4'00' - 5'00' + 5'94' * 104 94'.

*
Tlili is eoeily obtained by means of the plummet with tape attachment supplied with the instrument.
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CHAPTER II!.

PRACTICAL ASTRONOMY.

Introduction Spherical Trigonometry.

53. Definitions. A sphere is a solid every point of which is

equidistant from a certain point within it. This point is the centre,

A diameter is a lino drawn through the centre of the sphere and

terminated at its extremities hy the surface
; a radius is a line drawn

from the centre to the surface.

Gwat^wrcles are those whose planes pass through the centre of

the sphere, all others are small circles. The diameters of great circles

are diameters of the sphere, and the diameters of small circles are

not diameters of the sphere.

A line passing through the centre of a sphere and perpendicular

to the plane of a circle of a sphere is called the axis of that circle.

This line is limited by the surface of the sphere, and its extremities

are known as thej^o/^of that circle.

The distance of two points on the surface of a sphere is that portion

of the arc of the great circle passing through the two points intercepted

between them. A spherical angle is the angle at a point on the surface

of a sphere formed by arcs of great circles passing through the point

and is measured by the inclination of the planes of the two circles.

A spherical triangle ia a triangular figure formed on the spherical

surface of a sphere by arcs of three great circles each of which is

less than a semicircle. As its angles are angles contained between

the planes or are solid angles the triangle may be imagined to be a

solid triangle for purposes of demonstration. Again, as the sides of

a spherical triangle are arcs of great circles of the same sphere their

lengths are proportional to the number of degrees contained in them,

and hence these sides are usually calculated by the number of degrees,

minutes and seconds they contained or subtend at the centre and are

expressed in angular measure.

54. Formulae, From the foregoing definitions it will be under-

stood that Spherical trigonometry treats of the ratios between sides (arcs
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of great circles) and angles of triangles situated in three or more planes

inclined to one another and passing through one point, (the centre) and

as p
?ane trigonometry treats with ratios between angles and sides of a

figure in one plane, it might be said that spherical trigonometry bear*

the same relation to plane trigonometry as solid does to plane geometry.

The spherical triangle to be dealt with in this chapter is the spherical

triangle PZO, where P is the pole, Z the zenith and the object (sun,

moon, planet or star), and if the earth is considered as the point where

the planes of the spherical triangle meet, these planes are imagined to cut

the surface of a great sphere (the celestial sphere) in three arcs of great

circles and lines joining these points to the centre contain what is known

as the solid angle.

By definition, these arcs, by their intersection, will form hbe spheri-

cal triangle PZO the sides of which are expressed in angular measure and

the angles are those contained between the planes.
-

To prove some of the formulae useful for astronomical work as

required by the engineer and topographical surveyor it is inteaded to

simplify the theoretical part by the use of solid geometry by which the

solid angles are reduced to plane angles.

Note. It is necessary that the reader should understand that in solid geometry
a certain system of lettering is used, and a dash to a letter denotes an elevation,

and a numeral added below the letter, different positions of the letter in plan

in one and the same plane. In the Diagram Z is tehe plan, Z' the elevation

of the point Z or the point immediately above Z. Z
l
Z 2 Z 3 Z4 , etc., are

different positions of Z on the horizontal' plane, and a dash added to one of

these is th same point in elevation, eg., Z' 6 is the elevation of the point

directly above Z g . Again, *the reader -will understand that since
rL l Z3 Z 3 , etc.,

are all different positions of Z tbat when such points are rotated or brought

into position with one another they will coincide and become Z' or the elevation

of Z. In the perspective view only Z' is given which in "the other diagram Is

also Z' immediately above Z.

In Fig. 1 of Plate X, let PZ' OE be thfe solid triangle the face POE

lying on the horizontal plane (H.Pj it'a let el of the earth's -centre of

which the sides PO (z), OZ' (p), PZ
V

(o)

s

are given in angular measure.

The first thing to do is to develop this solid foriangle or to lay it down

flat into the H.P. WitlrE as centre and any radius EP or EO draw an

arcJS^PpZa and set off the angles Z^P, PEG and Z2EO as given.

~Tlie se'ctor EZxPOZs represents now the development of thfc solid triangle

JSPfrZ'. Zj and Z2 ,
as mentioned above, are as seen when the position

ojFIZ' is rotated down into the H.P.

Let Zi and Z2 be again rotated up with PE and EO as hinge

lines respectively and let us .consider what happens, The points Zj
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and Z
?
will have their plans following a path ZjAZ' and Z3BZ respectively;

at right angles to their hinge lines, that is, that Z^Z is at n#ht' angles

to PE and ZaBZ' is at ri^ht angles to OE, and to reeonsttuct the figure

again from the development given draw ZjZ and Z2 Z' at right angles

to PE and OE respectively, and the point of intersection X' (which is

the elevation of Z in plan) is the elevation of Zj nnd Z5 when they

occupy a position directly above Z. To understand this more fully cut

along the lines P7^ and Z t
E and fold along PE, and in the same

way cut along OZ2 and Z
?
IO and fold along OFj and flap these over

so that Z| and Z? coincide ; and as EZ
t
and EZ2 are radii of the same

circle, fcZi will coincide with EZg and become EZ' or the intersection

line of the tw > plnnu.

Considei next the paper model as a solid and pass a vertical plane

through EZ' down to EZ. The view we would obtain by looking at

it diiectly from the right would he the view drawn on the left hand

side of the diagram, that is, we have a side elevation of the vertical

plane. To construct such a view draw a line X'Y' parallel to EZ and

draw EE at right angles to X'Y* and with E' as centre draw an arc

equal in radius to EZ', EP or EG. This arc is an elevation of part

of the sphere, Through Z' (or Z) draw Z'ZZ' parallel to ILE' and

where it cuts the arc or at V the point will he the elevation of Z' and

will represent the height of Z' above Z. Join E'Z* and this will represent

the elevation of the intersection of the two planes EZ'P and EZ'O,

We have now found the height of Z' above Z, that is, the height of

Z" above the line X'Y'.

One of the rules of solid geometry is that if a plane is passed at

right angles to the intersection of two planes the auxiliary plane will

have traced oa it the angle between the two planes. The hinge lino

PE is the intersection of the two planes POE and PZ'E and the hinge

line OE is the intersection of the two planes PO'EandQZE. If we

turn to our paper model and imagine a plane passed through the line

ZjAZ', which is at right angles to PE, the intersection of the two planes

PEO and PEZ', and if\ve cut away all the unnecessary parts of the

auxiliary plane ZiAZ' we would be left with a triangle which would just

fit between the planes PEO and PEZ', one angle of which would represent

the solid angle required, m,, P.

Such a triangle can be constructed as follows :

Since the three sides are known, ra., AZj, AZ and ZZ', the height,

equal to ZZ" and the angle at Z is a ri^ht angle since Z' is directly

Z; brace construct such a
triangle AZZ9 and similarly
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The angle ZAZ3 will be equal to the angle between the planes POE
and PZ'E ~ P, and the angle Z4BZ will be equal to the angle between

the planes POE and OZ'E - 0.

Cut along the lines AZ3l Z3Z, B/^ and Z 4Z, and with AZ and

BZ as hinge lines, rotate the triangles into position and it will be

found that Z
3
Z4 Z, and Z, all coincide and are, as mentioned before,

Z' the elevation of Z.

Next to find the third angle, that is, the angle Z between the planes

PZ'E and OZ'E the intersection of which is EZ'.

By the rule given we can find the angle by passing an auxiliary

plane at right angles to EZ'. Lot this plane out EZ' at Z' and the

elevation of such a plane will be Z'O drawn at right angles to E'Z* the

elevation of the intersecting line. Project 0' down to meet EA and

EB produced in C and D respectively. Then CD will represent the

intersection of the plane at the level of the sphere's centre also CD
will be a hinge line and and D will be the feet of the angle

required. To find its true shape or value it is necessary to rotate it

down on to the H. P. Therefore with C
1
' as centre and radius 0>Z r draw

a circle cutting X'Y' at Z'G or Z/5 . Project Z'6 or Z'5 down to the

intersection line EZ or EZ produced and join <"Zg ,
DZ6 also CZ5 and

EZ5 and the angles CZ 6D and CZ
6
D will each equal the

o|idjing]e_Z.

This angle can be found by another method and to prove the

construction Through Z
l
and Z2 draw two tangents at rights angles to

EZi and EZ* respectively : these tangents \vill intersect EP and EO pro-

duced in C and I). With C as centre and CZj as radius (since CZi is the

true length of CZ) draw an arc, and with D as centre and DZj> as radius

draw an arc. These arcs will intersect at Za and Z
f)

.

Now take the perspective view, Fia. 2. Here again we have the

solid triangle POZ'E lying on the plane POB. From Z' let drop

a perpendicular to Z on the H.P. or the plane POE so that Z becomes

the plan o{ Z'. From Z draw perpendiculars ZB and ZA to EO and

EP respectively.

Note. Compare, in the previous problem and model, the trianglos AZ 8Z and

BZ4Z and they will be found to tie siimlur to Z'ZB and Z'ZA.

By construction (EZ'j- = (ZZ'r + (EZ)
3

c= (AZ'Y - (AZ) 2
4 (AZ)* + (AE)2

=: (AZ'/ + (AEr'

that is, the angle Z'AE is a right angle and the angle ZAE is a rigtit

angle by construction, and therefore the angle Z'AZ is the angle between

.the planes POE and Z'PE, and is the angle P.
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Similarly, the angle Z'BZ is the angle between the planes POE
and Z'OE and is the angle 0.

55. Thus in both figures

sin P

sin

AZ'

fz7

BZ'

BZ'
BZ'

EZ'

AZ'

EZ'

sin o

and similarlyJ am Z in z

and therefore sin P : sin : sin Z :: sin/? : sin o : sin * ...... (1).

and from this we get the rule that the sines of the angles ofa spherical

triangle are in proportion to the sines of the sides to which they are opposite.

56. Given the three sides to find the value of the angles.
Draw ZK parallel to BE and A L parallel to BZ and let ZK intersect

AL at K.

Then because AL is parallel to ZB and ZK is parallel to BL, the angle

ZBL s angle ALE = 90 and therefore the angle AEL + the angle

LAE = 90.

But the angle ZAE = 90 by construction.

.-. the angle LAP] + 25 = angle LAE + angle ZAK
.". z = angle ZAK.~ + ~Now cos p

_~
~KA

EA
EZ7

ZK AZ AZ'

= cos z cos o -f sin z cos P sin o

--. COS W COS CO* Z
COS P = ~

and similarly

and

cos U =

Z ~

sin o *m z

cos o cos p cos z

sin^ MR

cos z cos '

z

> COS

.(2).

BID /> Bill

57. Oiven two sides and the included angle or two angles

and the included side to find the remaining functions.

To prove that cot sin P ** cot o sin z cos P M z

uy y*7' Cf3 .

i i \ TJ "^ ^^
cot sin P -^^7 x -r^>

BZ
AZ7

AL
AZ'
AL

AK
AT?
AE

A~i5"
^ Ay'

""""

AA A^
AK AZ
AZ X

AZ'

= sin z cot o cos z cos P

similarly cot P sin = cot p sin z cos cos z

and cot P sin Z *= cot p sin o cos Z cos o

etc., etc.,

.(3).
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58. And it' thre/ angle^ are giveiv& catH&e
v

proved that

cos P 4- cos O cos X

cos X 4- t-os ( ) <'(* P
cos ~ =-SHTo-sTnT-

cos O 4- co-5 P cos Z
co? o =

59. The above formula), with the exception of 1, are not adapted to

logarithmic computation but they can be changed io meet the case.

r ,,
i o\ r> (>0<* V cos " cos z

In formula ^2) cos P =. ^~sT^-
sin o sin z

sin sin /, -} (ios ^ co< /> cos p
^\\\ o *-m z

COs (( z) COS J)

^111 o sin z

2 in (<; ^ jf_) ^111 0; o + z)
"

,
r>

XT /-* " 4- /^ f - 1 1 T^ -,
. o P

Now put * ==-
jj

- and 1 cos P = 2 sin
2

-5-

,, ^ o P ?sm(v - z)m(.v -
c-)

Then 2 sin
2 T - -

MnTUIil
-

... ., i o P sin ^ sin (s w)

Similarly cos- = -"7mT^Tr"

fan 2 ^ sin (s"~..tan 2 sins sin (s-pT~ ....................... (5)

ind similarly fan 2 ^ *in <^ - / sin (
- o)and bimilarly tan y sinssin^T-i)
- .................... (6) '

BO. As fhe angle P at the pole is the fiour angle of a heavenly body
f^-iriuia (5; is used for Time computations, and as the angle Z at the

Zenith is the aziinuthal angle of a heavenly body formula (6) is used for

Azimutli computations.

The four general equations established in formulas (1) to (4) are suffi-

cient for the solution of right-angled triangles, and^the practical use of 9ch
is when observations are taken to circumpolar stars at Elongation, or

when the angle at the star or angle 0, known as the
parajj^j^tifiijajjgle is 90.

In formula (1) let = 90 and therefore sin = I

then sin P = ^|~~-
or sin p = sin o sin P.. ...... . .......... (7).

and sin Z =
-r-j

or sin z = sin o sin Z...,, ..... ..,.,,. ...... ,,,(8).

In formula 2 let = 90 and therefore cos

A COS = COS p COS ,MM*tMlMMMMfMM'mM,MffttMM(9)4
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In formula 3 with the same arguments
cot P =s cot p sin 2 (10)

tan p = tan P sin z * (11).

tan z = tan Z sinjt> (12).

tan z = cos P tan o ....(13).

tan jo
= cos Z tan o (14).

In formula 4 with the same arguments
cos p sin Z = cos P o..! (15)

cos z sin P = cos Z ,...(16).

61. The formula? 7 to 16 are best numbered by Napier's rules of

circular parts which are as follows:

If the right angle is neglected then there are 5 parts remaining and

these are the two sides containing the right angle, the complement of

the side opposite the right angle and the complements of the two angles.

These five circular parts are written in the order in which they

occur in the triangle, vie., -g P, -y o,
~ Z and p since is the

right angle ; any three circular Fig, 13.

parts are taken, one of them can

be so chosen that the other two

are either both adjacent or else

both opposite to it.

The diagrams show how the

parts are written (Fig. 13).

The selected part is termed the middle part and Napier's rules are

as follows:

1. Sine of the middle part equals the product of the tangents of the

adjacent parts.

2. Sine of the middle part equals the product of the cosines of the

opposite parts.

Example by rule 1

Sin p -B tan (- Z) tan z SB cot Z tan z [compare (12) supra].

By rule 2

Sin p = cos (~ P) cos (~ o) = sin P sin o [compare (7) supra].

etc., etc.,

ASTRONOMY DEFINITIONS*

62. Reference has already been made to the spherical Ifiangle PZO,

io a&tronomy, for the purpose of the surveyor, this has a special
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value, and is the triangle formed in the celestial sphere by the object,

P the pole and Z
the_zejutlu

As the object is a moving object (sun, moon, planet or star) the

conditions of the triangle in question differ at every instant. Astronomers

speak of the object as moving, whereas it is the earth which is revolving

and rotating, and it is for this reason that the expression "apparent"

is used to denote that the earth U accepted as stationary and that

celestial objects are moving. Astronomy is based on this supposition.

Definitions are given in all handbooks and works on Astronomy,

and reference should be made to them where necessary, but a few

of the most useful will be explained so that the reader may be familiar

with the arcs and angles with which he will have to deal.

The best way to understand such definitions is for him to stand

in an open space on a clear night and to imagine the celestial hemisphere

as a vast dome on which different celestial objects have been impinged.

Supposing he is in the northern hemisphere the first star he must

recognise is Polaris or a Ursae Mtnpris__{^ para. 67 on Azimuth). This

star is very near the north pole and is gradually getting nearer; it is

about 1 away or its N. P. D. or north polar distance is 1.

For the purpose of demonstration let the observer accept Polaris

as one of the poles of the earth's axis (PP Plate IX*), that is, points in

the celestial sphere in direct prolongation of the earth's axis.

The point immediately above the observer's head is his Zenith and

opposite to Zenith is Nadir (denoted by Z and N). We have now the

poles, zenith and nadir.

The plane of the great circle, at right angles to the poles or axis

of the earth, and passing through the earth's centre, is known as the

<^ial_euatorSS, which is therefore coincident with the earth's

equator; the plane at right angles to Z and N is the celestial horizon

HH which passes through E the earth's centre, but since the earth in

astronomy is in most cases* considered as a point in space, the celestial

horizon may be called the horizon.

Great circles passing through the poles PP will cut the celestial

equator SS at right angles and are known as Dedin^ viz., POP

Great circles passing through Z and N will cut the celestial horizon

at right angles and are known as Vytigd circles, viz., ZON.

The great circle passing through ZPN is the only instance when a

vertical circle and a declination circle coincide and is called the Meridian

HPZSH. The meridian of the observer is therefore the great circle

A point on its surfooe is only considered when near objects such as the Sun, Moon and Planeti are observe*^.
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Plate IX.

09.
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passing through his zenith and the poles, and this circle cuts the horizon

in N and S points, and a great circle passing through his zenith at right

angles to his meridian will he the Prime vertical ZKN,* This prime
vertical cuts the horizon in the observer's east and west points K and K'.

Now let us consider an object travelling in its orbit around P

(shown in dotted lines); the declination circle through is POP and

the declination of the star is OK, in this case north declination, so that

declinatory pmy |jfl
ile&npf] as that portion of the arc of a declination

circle passing through the object intercffij^d ^ the

celestial equajflr, ysually known
jjs^T.

If the object is north of the

celestial equator it is said to have declination N, and if south, declination

S. The complement of the declination is the north polar distance,

usually written N. P, D
,
that is, 90 - ;

- PO or NPD ~ PO = z if the

star has a declination N, and i^ 90 -f- f if the star has a declination S.

The declinations of the sun, moon, planets and a certain number of

stars, are found in the Nautical Almanac (N,A.)

The hoy*MiyU of an object is the angle between the plane of the

meridian at the place and the plane of the declina-

tion circle passing through the object. In figure

it is the angle ZPO or P, and is that part of the arc

of thecelestial equator intercepted - tatween the

meridian and the declination circle passitig through

the ^objegt.

Its measure is given in hours, minutes and seconds

or in degrees, minutes and second * and is W or E

according a^ the hour angle is \V or E of the

meridian,

It will be noticed that as the object is moving, if in the east it

is rising and the hour^migle is decreasing, and when it is in the west

it is setting and the hour angle is increa>ing. When the object arrives

on the meridian (transits) its hour angle is zero or it vanishes. Again, if

the value of the hour anglo at a given instant is known and the declination

also, the position of the object is found and this is one system of

celestial co-ordinates, r?:,, hour angle and declination.

The declination of a star changes very gradually and is scarcely

appreciable except every five days or so, but that of (he snn, moon and

planets is appreciable for short periods of time and a reference to the

N.A. will make this clear.

"The mvder shoiUd iiotr thalsome xtais ^at'-oiding to the obseiver'h latitude) \\ill never cro<s the Prime
Vertical and only at the equator is it povible tor a stat to have a course coincident with the Piime Vertical ami

the declmutiou of suoli a *tai \\ouH be U 0' 0''
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Again, with the object in the east, it is rising, and therefore its

altitude or distance from the horizon is increasing or its zenith distance

is decreasing until it transits, and its altitude then decreases and its zenith

distance increases as it sets into the west. Altitude* may be defined as

that portion of the arc of a vertical circle intercepted between the object

and the celestial horizon as OL and its complement is ZO or zenith

distance s 90 - OL.

Again, with the same argument as with the hour angle at P, the

angle OZP or Z decreases till the object arrives on the meridian and

thereafter increases as the object sets. This angle, between th$ pJans of

the meridian of ihe place and the plane of the vertical oircle passing

through the object, is known as the azimuthal angle or Z, and this

angle is also measured as that portion of the horizon HH intercepted

between the vertical circle passing through the object and the meridian

of the place, as LH, and is measured in degrees, minutes and seconds.

If the azimuthal angle and the altitude of the object are known then

the position of the object is known at that instant and this is another

system of celestial co-ordinates.

When the object arrives on the meridian it is said to culminate,

and it culminates twice in a sidereal day, once ou the meridian above

our heads known as the upper culmination (better known as transit)

when by the foregoing arguments its hour angle and azimathal angle

are nil, and at its lower culmination, or when it arrives at the meridian

below our feet, when its aximuthul angle is nil and its hour angle is

180 or 12 hours in sidereal time.

The amplitude of a heavenly body is the angle measured alopg the

horizon between the vertical circle passing through the object and the

E and W points,^

-^TBeTatittide (\) of a place is the inclination of the normal or

plumb-bob to the plane of the equator and is measured along the

meridian and is ZS or the angle between the planes SKS and ZKN.

Now SP s= 90 also ZH at 90 .-. ZS = PH, or the altitude of ttie

elevated pole is the latitude of the place, and ZP its complement is the

co-latitude of the place or o of the spliencal-fcrhingle ZPO.

Therefore, given the latitude (\) of a place which can Be found on

a map and need not be known with any great accuracy for time and

azimuth results to say 5 to 10 sees., and since the declination cljand

hence the N.P.D. can be found in the N.A., if we observe OL wo know

the three sides of the j^hferical triangle ;
for ZP or o is the co-latitude

9 Altitude meaiiH observed altitude corrected toi parallax aud refraction.
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and ZO or
/>

ib the co-ftititudiuuid PO or z is the N.P.D. tjfcs by the

f , 2
V bin (s - z) sin O )

formula; tan2 = ---- ---
. .........................................(5)2 sin A hin (6 /;)

................. Vy/'

! ,
X Hin (# ) hin Ov o)

and tan2
-r- = ---' -- ------

........................................ (6).6 bill S Mil (\ /; ^v*y.

that is, that tho hour angle P an-! the azimuth angle Z can bo commuted.
If an object has z its N.P.D. less than Pli, then it will be

seen that it will always be above the horizon .1111 and the object

(always a star) is then known as being circumsolar. A circuinpolar star

is thus defined as one who^e N.P.D. i Ic^ than the latitude of tho

place or its N. declination is greater than the co-latitude oi the place.

With reference to the apparent motion of star it should be noticed that

those on the priuie^j^ertical ZKN will be moving faster than an object off

the prime vertical since it has a greater arc to traverse in the given time

and hence to obtain good time results an object on or as near as possible

to the prime vertical should bo cho>en.

The ecliptic is a great circle along which the sun travels annually

among the stars or is the apparent motion of the sun among the stars

and intersects the celestial equator obliquely as QM. The angle that the

plane QM makes with the celestial equator SS is 23 27|', and this

angle is known as the obliquity of the ecbptic ;
*

the two intersection

points are known as the equinoxes.

When the travel of the sun or the sun's apparent motion among
the stars is from south to north of the celestial equator the point of

intersection is known as the spring or rernal^&fmwvr- or the first point

of Aries (y), and when the sun seems to travel from north to south the

point of intersection of the celestial equator is known as the autumnal

equinox of the first point in Libra. The reader will understand that at

the two equinoxes the sun's declination is nil.

The Declination circle passing through the Equinoctial^jpoints is

known as the Equinoctial Colure.

"xhe zodiac f is a zone extending about on each side of the
ecliptic

and is divided into 12 equal parts, each of 30, which are known as the

signs of the zodiac. ^iChe names of the signs are as follows : t ,* <6
(r& />tr cC J>.5<. . >^fe* ^

Aries (ram), Taurus (bull), Gemini (heavenly twins). Cancer (crab),

* So called as the ancients noticed that the eclipses of the moon took place bn this circle.

f The ancients calculated that the earth icturned to the same position among the stars in

8gQ days.- They gave 12 Signs to the Zodiac to portion off 12 months. As the diametei of

the moon or sun seems to be 4 (really 32 minutes) or the sun travelled a double minute in

its course of one diameter we get 80 for each sig# of the Zodiac and 860 tor the whole circle

and 60 minutes and 60 seconds as divisions in time,
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Le o. (lion, Virgo (virgin), Libra (scalfes), Scorpio (scorpion), Sagittarius

(archer), Capricorhus (he-goat), Aquarius (water-carrier), Pisces (fishes).*** 7
Two of the signs include the equinoxes Aries and Libra.

Tbe^rsf point of Aries* occurs on or about the March 22nd of each

year and the auiumnHftr eqniupx about the 23rd September of each year,

and midway between these dates the sun will have reached either its most

northern declination of 23 27i' (N) known as the summer solstice or

its most southern declination of 23 27^ (S) known as the winter solstice^

The term jojstica is derived from Sol (Sun) and ,sY<> (stop or stand)

meaning where the sun seem-- to stop or halt in iN passage northwards

or southwards.

The term sumniej^jaolhtice as \\e understand it applies only to the

Northern hemisphere which is in reality the winter solstice of the Southern

hemisphere, and so al>o the vernal or spring equinox will be an equinox

occurring in the autumn, say in Australia or New Zealand.

Now sun time and star time are based on the first point of Aries,

and it would not be unprofitable to explain how this imaginary point in

the heavens derived its name. I ^
The first point of Aiies was a star in the constellation of the Ram

about 3,000 years ago, that is, the vernal equinox took place at that

time at or very close to a star in Aries, and this was when Astronomy

was in its infancy or became known as science. Since then it has

moved and the imaginary point is now in Aiidxojneda and is slowly

moving towards
Hejjcjules.

This movement is due to the earth being an

nblate spheroid and to the sun and moon exerting an unequal attraction

on the earth's ineq^uality and each tending to drag the earth into its

own orjbit, the result being a backward or retyogrride motion of the inter-

section of the ecliptic and celestial equator along the celestial equator,

(hat is,
that the first point of Aries retrogrades along the equator and this

retrogression is about 50'1" a year and is known a^ the Preceasion^of tfte

Equinoxes. This Precession of the Equinoxes was discovered by the

Greek Astronomer HiDjDarchus, and has been calculated to take 25,868

years to encompass the Zodiac or the sun's apparent motion among the stars.

Th'e forces which cause precession do not act uniformly so there is

a slight wjo^bble in the axis and the direction of the axis and the pole is

not stable. The total difference at the N. pole is roughly, a square of

'50 feet. This is called Nutation from nutare (to nod).

Aberration is the error in the apparent place of a body produced

by the eartfi's motion in a direction contrary to that of the ray of light

from. the,bodjr,
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It is necessary now that the reader should understand that there

are three kinds of time, mz.
}
Star time or sidereaL-time, Sun or apparent

time or time kept by the true Sun which is sun-dial time, and mean

time or the time kept by well regulated clocks and watches, and all

these times have as their zero the first point of Aries since all Right

Ascensions (R.A.
8

) are reckoned eastwards from this one point. The right

ascension of an object is the angle between the plane of the declination

circle passing through the object and the plane of the declination

circle passing through the vernal equinox or, in other words, is that portion

of the arc of the celestial equator intercepted between the declination

circle passing through the object and the 'first point of Aries. The

angle YPK or the arc KY represents the R.A. of 0. Right ascensions

are reckoned from west to east from zero to 360 or from hour to

24 hours. For example, if YK in figure was 15 its R.A. would be one

hour, but if K had been 15 on the other side of Y as at K' then its

R.A. would have been 345 or 23 hours (behind the first point of Aries).

Right ascension is like terrestial longitude except that terrestial longitude*

is reckoned east and west of Greenwich 1SO D
. K in figures would be

1 W. Longitude and JS> would be 1 E. Longitude.

63. It has been explained how the first point of Aries governs our

time, and we may proceed to distinguish between the different times.

A star will cross the meridian at exact intervals of time, so let us

suppose we set up a theodolite and sight the vertical wire on the

meridian of the place and note the time that a particular star transits

and for days continue doing this noting the time ;
if our time-keeper

showed exact intervals of 24 hours then the tipe kept would be sidereal

time and our time keeper would be a sidereal clock, but if the time-

keeper was a mean tim&_Qi' Mj&diuary~~w^toh (regulated to keep true

mean time) then the star would cross the meridian or transit also at

exact intervals of time but 3 minutes 56 seconds (nearly) earlier every

day, and this would happen day after day till 24 hours would have

been gained by the star on mean time in a sidereal year. The reason

for this is as follows :

In Fig. 15 suppose E to be the position of the earth in its orbit

v
*

j
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when it is noon at A, or a transit of the Sun S is occurring, and let

F be a fixed star in the same line EA8, produced to an infinite distance

of the earth from the sun.

Then suppose that in the time that the earth has made one

complete revolution on its own axis, it has moved along its orbit round

the sun into the position E'. At this moment the fixed star F will make

another transit, since EE' is nothing in comparison to the distance EF,
and the angle EFE' is inappreciable, so that E' A' is really parallel to EA,

But quite the contrary is the case at this moment with the Sun
;

here the distance EE' is quite appreciable in comparison with ES, and

the angle ESE' is quite measureable, and it will take the earth nearly four

minutes more to revolve through the angle A'E'S, when a transit of

the sun will occur.

Hence a solar day, which is the interval between two transits of

the sun, is four minutes longer than a
sjid^real day, or the interval

between two transits of a fixed
star,

and that o|F the earth in its revolution

on its orbit around the sun makes one rotation less in the interval so

that if this interval is a year, a tropical year may be defined as the

time in which the sun moves from vernal equinox to that point again,

and a sidereal year is the time in which the sun moves from a fixed

star to the same star again, or the time it takes to perform an absolute

revolution and returns to the same position among the constellations.

It must be remembered that owing to the precession of the equinoxes

every year the sun does not return to the same point it started from ?

and Bessell has calculated that a mean solar or tropical year is"&5*2422

mean solar days, and as the sidereal year is one day more

.-. 366*2422 sidereal days ^ 365*2422 mean solar days

and 1 sidereal day = 0*99726957 mean solar day,

or 24 hours sidereal time = 23 hrs. 56 mins, 4*091 sees, of mean time

or the daily acceleration of sidereal time (S.T.) on meantime (M.T.) is 3

mins. 56 sees, approximately, and the retardation of M,T. on S.T, is 3

mins. 56 sees, approximately, or acceleratiorTand retardation at 9*8565*

seconds per hour (usually taken as 9*86). *? 'V

As there are roughly 365 days in a trojy#l~yar and as a quarter

of a day cannot suitably be made provision for, the years are made

up of an even number of days known as equatorial years, and Julius Caesar

arranged that every year should be a 365-day year except the 4th year

or year divisible by 4 which would be a Jeap year or a year of 366 days.

This calendar is known as the Julian Calendar. This rather over-

*8ee Table* iu N,A. ami Ohqbber*'* Mathematical #a\le, page 433, latest edition.
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corrects the error, and it has been calculated that a day is gained in

every 100 years, so the century year is not a leap year except as

follows : that as this rather undercorrects the error and a day is lost in

400 years Pope Gregory inaugurated that every century year divisible

by 400 should be a leap year. Thus 1896, 1904 and 2000 are leap s

years and 1900 not. This is known as the GregpnanjC^lmdar^ ,

"**

64. It has been noted that the vernaj e^uia^ occurs at or about
,

the 21st March each year or when the deolioalion ot the true sun is

that is when the true sun is on the Celestial Equator.
'

'
'" ' ^

The RA of the apparent or true sun at this instant will bo Oh
. O 1

". 0\ ;

but since we are dealing with a moan sun the Sidereal Timo of G. M. N.

for the date will differ with the R.A. of the true sun by an amount equal

to the Equation of Time in Sidereal units. The following extract from

the N.A. 1925 will make this clear
i

, Date March, Apparent R.A, Apparent declination. Equation of Time, S.T, at GMN
7i. m, ,y, w f ,s\ h. ?.' tt.

20 23 57 41-41 S -15-01-2 7 41-5 23 49 59*92

21 00 01 20-06 No 08-41-1 7 23-6 23 53 56'47

On March 22nd by argument already given, the sun will cross the

meridian at 12 noon by the mean time clock, but the sidereal clock will

have gained 3 mins, 56 sees, and the sidareaLdock will be 12 hours ahead

at the Autumn equinox^ and so on, hence we get in the N. A. the

sidereal time at Greenwich Mean Noon (S.T. at G.M.N.) or in other words

the hour angle of the sun at Greenwich, These sidereal times are tabu-

lated for different days in the year because all R.As. of celestial objects

are reckoned from the first point of Aries.f

Next, if an observation is taken E. or W. of the Greenwich meri-

dian or the meridian adopted by the N.A, and most nations have adopted

this zero, it must happen that the first point of Aries will transit in

one case at Local Mean Noon (L.M.N.) before Greenwich and in the other

case after, so that if in 3b'0 there is a change of 3 mins. 56 sees, in

sidereal time then a proportionate correction minus when east and plus

when west must be applied to the sidereal time of G.M.N. to reduce it

to S.T. at L M.N.

*
If the year

divisible^by
128 is not con*>ideicd a lenpycai, there wouM be an error amounting to a day in 100,000

years.

t The reader will understand that if the sidereal clock at Giocnwu-h beats hour-* when the declination

circle passing through the first point of Aiies coincides with the veitical \\ire of the mendian that if h
noted the times of oertain celestial objects one after the othei crossing the wire he would bo tabulating a series

of Bight Ascensions (in sidereal time) of celestial objects Again, if the instrument had been set with, we will

ay, a vertical are graduated at when the telescope inteisected the first point ot Ano* on March the 22n<*

(then on the celestial equator) then as star* transited and their elevations or depressions were registered with

reference to this line exclusive of correction for refraction he would obtain the declinations N or S, as
tlwjr

appeared above or below tlua zwo.p
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Fig. 16.

Example. The S.T. for G.M.N. on a certain date was found to bo

12 hours ; what is the S.T. at L.M.N. at a place 90 W. and E. Longitude ?

90 = .*. a correction of -~ is to be applied.

Thus the S.T. at L.M.N. for 90 W. = 12 hrs. + 59 sees. = 12

h. m. 59 s., and the S.T. at L.M.N. for 90 E. = 12 hrs. - 59 sees.

= 11 h. 59 in. 01 s.

It is necessary now to show if the meridian at a place is known how

the L.M.T. is found. This is best done by a diagram and an example.

Example. Ghjen the S.T.

at G.M.N. for a certain date, as

5 hrs. min. 51 sees, and the

B. A. of a star as 15 hours ;

find what the L.M.T. is at a

place when the star is at transit,

the longitude of the place being

77 54' E.

Let the diagram Fig. 16

show a vertical section through \

the celestial sphere and let it be

divided into four quadants of 6

hours each numbered anti-olqck-

wise and let hours or 24 bours

be the meridian.

When the particular star is on the meridian its position is known

so on the diagram it is placed at hoard or at M. Since its H.A. is

15 hours wo can measure back 15 hours mid place the first_ point of

Aries on the diagram because 15 hours have elapsed since the first

point of Aries was on the meridian.

Again it is known, with reference to Greenwich, that the interval

of time (sidereal) lapsed from the first point of Aries, when the sun was

on the meridian at Greenwich, was 15 h. in. 51 socs., and therefore in

Longitude 77 54' E. the interval will be 5 h. in. 51 s.-51 s. or 5

hours exactly, and so in the diagram the mean sun is placed 5 hours

back from Y. Thus it will be seen that the sun with respect to the

local meridian is 10 hours ahead, that is, that 10 hours (sideral) have

From 1925 onwards the times in the N,A, will be from midnight, ?'.?., G.TW.T, or Greenwich

mean time will be reckoned from midnight and midnight on the 1st January will mean (he

end of the day 01 the night of New yezu'a da;. that is, that midnight New STcar's Eve is

flay of the year and noon on the 2nd January will be 1*5 dayo,
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lapsed since local noon, and tojroduce this to moan time units at 9*86

sees, per hour the result 9 hours 58 minutes 21*33 seconds is obtained

in mean time units, as the L.M.T. of observation.

If the meridian is not known but the hour angle had been calculated

by the formula already given and found to be 2 hours with the star

in the east and with the conditions given in the last example we have

the following diagram Fig. 17 and placing.

Since the star's hour angle

Fig.'ll.

,\)

) was 2 hours from the meridian

and the star was in the E. it can

bp placed 2 hours to the right

of M. If the star had been in

the W. then the position would

have been 2 hours to the left

of M. the meridian. Also in tht

example, the first point of Aries

is placed 15 hours anti-clockwise

from the star and the sun 5

hours back from the first point of

Aries, and the interval of L.M.N.

in sidereal units is found to be

8 hours and the L.M.T. of obser-

vation would, on reduction, be

found to bo 7 hours 58 minutes 41' 1 seconds.

A useful equation can thus be devised and this should be remembered.

R A. ( 4- 24 hours if necessary) t^f (h. a.) - ST. at L.M.N.

= sidereal interval (S-L) from L.M.N.

If the result is reduced to moan time units the correct local time

is obtained.
f

r

Consider the equation and suppose the time of transit of a heavenly

body is required or whon the h. a, of the body is
; the second value

of the equation vanishes and we get R.A. ( 24 hours ) S.T. at LMN
=. 8,L from L.M.N. ^

*) ^ >

ExampleWhen will Polaris (a Ui^fcJ&noris) transit in Longitude

77 54' E. on the 12th November, 1909. The R.A. of Polaris in the

N.A. for 1909 on that day is given as 1 h. 27 m. 28 s. and the S.T. at

G.M.N. on 12th November, 1909 is given as 15 A. 23 m. 53'7sX-whence

S,T, at L.M.N, ^ 15 h. 23 m. 53*7 *. - 51 s. (correction for Long. E.) =
15 h. 23 m, 02-7 *. ; and R.A. + 24 hours = 25 h. 27 m. 26'

*., therefore

sidereal time of transit ^ 25 /<, 27 m. 28 8.
- 1& h. 23 m. 0*7 *, = 10 A,
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04 ni. 25'3 s. in sidereal units or the local moan tiino of transit is 10 h.

02 m. 46*3 sees.

When clocks and watches keeping mean time arc set to a certain

standard meridian a correction must he given according to the departure

E. or W. ot that meridian.

This correction for standard_J.iwe at a place 15 W. of the local

standard time meridian will be minus one hour and if 15 E. plus one

hour to obtain local time.

<i5. The time kept by the true sun is sun-dial time but this is not the

time kept by watches and clocks as sun time is variable. If the

orbit of the earth were a circle with the sun as centre the apparent day

would be a constant interval of time, but the earth's orbit is an $Uips

with the sun in one focus, and Kepler's second law proves that the earth

travels through equal areas at equal intervals of time or that the radius

vectors sweep out equal areas in equal times, and it thus stands to reason

that the earth is travelling faster when it is nearest the sun or at

perihelion and slower when it is at its aphelion. Again, the sun's path is

along the eclipticf which is inclined to the celestial equator and hence

a second variation of time,

These are the main reasons* for the -sun's time being variable,

and since no clocks could be regulated to go fast and slow to conform

with the &un, astronomers have arranged to have a uniform day and this

day to coincide more or less with day and night and therefore observations

to the sun have to be reduced from what is apparent or true solar time

to mean time ;
this correction is termed the Equation of time, and its

amount, whether additive or subtractive, will be found in the N.A., page

L of every month the equation of time being in sidereal units.

Apparent time may be defined as the angle contained between the

meridian of the place and the meridian passing through the true sun.

Mean tune as the angle contained between the meridian of the place, and

the" meridian passing through an imaginary sun moving on the equator

with the mean velocity with which the true sun appears to move in the

ecliptic,
The angle contained between the meridians passing through the

true and unpgimr!/
fcim& is the eywhon of time. Sun-dials therefore

should i5e corrected for equation of time to conform to local mean time.

It is next required to interpolate the variation in 1 hour for 18 A. 9 m

between the noons of the 1st and 2nd June and the variation will- b(

found to be '379 s. This variation multiplied by 18 136 hours = 6 87 s

arid since equation
of time for 1st June 2 m. 28*67 s.

decreasirjg then.

* kt Barlow and Brjau'c Mathematical Aitronftmy tor further explanation.
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the equation ofJkime 2 m. 28'67 s. - 6*87 s. 2 m. 21*8 *. and there-

fore L.M-T. of LA. ^ 12 h. M.J0 ,s. - 2 m. 21-8 5. = 11 h t 57 TW.

38*2 . and therefore the clock for local time was 11 h. 57 m, 38*2 .

11 h. 35 m. 40$.
- 21'm. 58*2 *. slow. Had however the clock been

keeping standard time for 5^ hours or 82^ E. of Greenwich it would have

been 4 m. s. + 1 m. 58*2 s. slow or 5 m. 58*2 #. slow.

The foregoing examples show how time is found by observation

to a celestial body on the observer's meridian.

If the celestial body is a star the computations are greatly simplified

as there is no reference to Greenwich Mean time which will be explained

under the next para. It is not usual that the meridian is known, and hence

observations to the sun or stars out of the meridian, or ^-meridian

as they are sometimes called, will be next explained.

<)6. Observations to the sun or stars out of the meri-

dian for time and azimuth-* The following are the corrections

to be applied to astronomical observations and a general idea of how

observations are best made :

Refraction. A ray of light from any celestial body upon entering

the atmosphere becomes bent or refracted in a downward direction,

and the closer the body is to the horizon the greater the width of the

belt of atmosphere through which the ray has to pass and therefore

the greater the refraction. Refraction thus tends to raise an object or

the elevated angle read is more than the true, and thus refraction is

always subtracted from the observed altitude to obtain the true altitude.

Refraction is dependent on the temperature and height of the baro-

meter, (see Table III., Appendix II.,) \or 58" cot altitude gives a close

value.

Parallax, In the ordinary processes of astronony, we assume that

the stars, i.e., fixed stars, are at infinite distances, that is, the rays

fron^ fixed star to the surface of the earth and also to the earth's centre

are coir^cident, and we thus assume that the observations are made at

the earth's centre and referred to a plane parallel to a plane of the

sensible horizon of the observer's position, But this does not hold good

with the solar system.

* The author bere reiterates his caution concerning the footecrawa for levelment of bubble* during a set of

observations (a setf includes readings to B,M.) involving horizontal angles, The footecre\*N should not be fouched

and any levelment of the upper level should be done by the antagonWng screw (ride para. 18 Part JI)
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Let OP be a section of the earth
; <my point on the surface ;

Fig. 18. ^ HOR the horizon at that point ; H'O'R'

the rational horizon through the centre of

the earth and parallel to HOR. Let M
be the sun, moon, or some planet, then

MOR is the altitude of the body above

the horizon HOR, but MO'R' ( MTR)
is the altitude of the body above the rational

horizon
i.e.,

fhfl

fl^^ i.e., the true

altitude is greater than the observed altitude by the angle OMT, which is

called the parallax. It is evident from the figure that the magnitude of this

angle OMT depends on the altitude of M, being nothing in the zenith, and

attaining its maximum on the horizon. The fixed stars are so far from

the earth that the magnitude of this angle is imperceptible, and even the

horizontal parallax from the sun never exceeds 9 seconds, so therefore

if observations are being made with an instrument which only reads to

minutes, as, for instance, the po^kH-se^iant, the correction for parallax may
be wholly omitted. Correction for parallax must be added to observed

altitudes or subtracted from zenith distances, vide Table IV., Appen-
dix II.

Semi-diameter. When an observation has to be made on the sun

by means of an alt-azimuth instrument, it would be very difficult exactly

to bisect the disc of the sun by the horizontal cross wire of the

instrument, so it is usual to read the elevation of one of the limbs,

either the upper or lower, and then, as the case may be, subtract or

add the semi-djajaeter of the sun, to find the true altitude of the

centre. This is called the correction for semi-diameter, and is given in

the " Nautical Almanac
"

for every day in the year. This correction is

in reality the angle subtended at the eye of an observer placed in the

centre of the earth by the semi-diameter of the sun, and is constantly,

though slightly, varying ; not because the diameter of the sun *raries,

but because the distance between the sun and the earth -is ever

changing. Also, when a sextant and an artificial horizon are used, the

altitude of one of the limbs instead of the centre is usually read,

because the observer can note with much greater accuracy when the

two Snns just touch one another than when they exactly coincide.

To all observations for altitude, after having observed .the altitude

pf the sun and the readings of the barometer &nd thermometer at the
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time of observation, the corrections above-mentioned should be applied
in the following order :

First make the corrections due to instrumental errors ; then take

out of Table III. the refraction due to the observed zenith distance

corrected For instrument. Now this number was calculated at an assumed

temperature of 50 F., and a barometric pressure of 30 inches. Table III.

gives the necessary corrections with their signs. Then having corrected

the refraction, add it to the observed Z.D. Then apply the semi-diameter

(taken from the "Nautical Almanac"), subtracting it if the observation

was made on the lower limb* and adding if on the upper limb ; and

finally take out the correction for parallax and subtract it from the Z.D.

Example 1. The observed altitude of the sun's upper limb is 39 16'

20* at 8 A.M. on June 20th, 1922 ; barometer, 28*85 inches ; thermometer,
80 F., no error for instrument ;

find the true altitude of the sun's centre.

Observed Z.D. (90
-

alt.) 50 43' 40*

Refraction for 50 0" 0" + 1 9-4

And change for 43' 40" 4 1-8

Correction for barometer, 28*85 inches 2*7

thermometer, 80 42

Value of corrections f I 04*8

/.corrected refraction for 50 43* 40" is -f 1 04*8

Semi-diameter (frora N.A.) + 15 46-3

Parallax in altitude - 06*5

True altitude of sun's centre (90 - Z.D ) c=88 W 36"

Example 2. The observed double altitude of the sun's lower limb

at 8 A.M. June 22nd, 1922, was 84* 44' 40" ; index error, 3' 45* on

the ore (therefore negative) ; barometer, 28'85 inches ; thermometer,
85 F. : find the true altitude of the sun's centre.

Observed double altitude 84 44' 40''

Index error 03 45

2)84 40 55

Single altitude 42 20' 27*5" a 47 39' 82-5" Z,D.

Refraction for 47 + 1' 02-4".

.-.change in 39' 82'5* + 1-46"

lH Correction for barometer, 28*85 ..., 2*44

thermometer, 85 - 4*38

Value of corrections 57*0*

/.corrected refraction for 17 39' 32;5* is + 00' 57-0'

Semi-diameter, June 23rd. i
- 15' 462"

Parallax in altitude 6-4*

True altitude of sun's centre 90 - Z.D. s 42 35' 28*

*ffote that the object as viewed through the telescope of an ordinary theodolite [without urftif the inverting

eye-piece] is reversed.
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In the above there appears to be a certain amount of unnecessary
labour in calculating refractions from a Table of 7fM+h Diatftn^i but

the system has been adopted since most refraction tables used for astro-

nomical work are for zenith distances and not for altitudes. The

reader will now understand that when dealing with celestial objects other

than fixed stars he has to apply the following corrections:

Rightaseensions
and Declinations with reference to their position, at

the same instant, to be very exact, at Greenwich, and the correction

for parallax. Correction for refraction is common to both. Correction

for semi-diameter is for the sun only, but it is advised that the limbs of

the sun be observed to in preference to the centre which cannot always be

accurately intersected and requires a
vgreat deal of judgment in any case.

Thus for time observations it 'is recommended to allow one limb

of the sun to cross the horizontal wire and register the time of contact

and then permit the sun to cross the wire (steadily working the horizontal

slow-motion screw of the plate in case he has the tendency to move out

of the field) and then to register the time of the second contact or the

final crossing of th$ sun across the horizontal wire. In this way, one

vertical angle is recorded ahd two times, and the mean of the two times

is the correct time of the intersection of the sun's centre at the

vertical angle observed, and the time of the sun's centre is connected to

the clock which is to be examined for the local mean time or standard

time it is keeping see example, page 95. i^jf

67. Azimuth- For azimuth or the direction of the meridian and

when dealing with the sun -niejiJmri, the computed angle Zis connected

to a point on the earth's surface as a refgjuiftg-mark which plays the

same part as the clock does for time observations, Hence, to obtain an

azimuth from the sun, correct time not being known, the horizontal

angle to a referring mark (R.M.) and altitude of the sun's o^tre is

required; the following method might be adopted:
In latitudes greater than 23 27 N. the sun will always rise south

of the east point and will have a motion when rising and setting, of left

to right when the observer is facing south, and the motion will be as

shown in diagram Fig. 19, though, when looking through the telescope,

Fig. 19.

9fftng

the theodolite is in true levelment.

it will be reversed. What
the observer must do, after

determining the direction of

the sun's motion in thdDfeles-

cope, is to bring one quadrant,
formed by the horizontal and

vertical wires in contact with

the sj^xi&Jimbs and -to note

he time, horizontal and verti-

cal angles, taking care that

The standard time corrected to local

^Corrections for Barometer and thermometer are only necessary for Latitude Observations.
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time and referred to Greenwich need not be very exact but sufficiently so

in order that the sun's declination can be calculated to the require-

ments of the accuracy needed. A small error in the declination will not

affect the ultimate result materially. He next proceeds to get a contact with

the opposite quadrant and registers the time, horizontal and vertical angles.

The mean of the times of observation and mean angles will give the time

of the observed altitude of the sun's centre and the horizontal angle

to it.

After obtaining the first contact, say in position 2 and recording

time and angles, there is nothing gained in moving both the horizontal

and vertical arcs to make the second contact, in fact, it is better to

leave the vertical arc alone and to follow the sun with the horizontal

slow-motion screw, and after a little lapse of time if the sun is rising

Fig. 20. he will be in a position, as nearly as possible as shown

in diagram Fig. 20. The observer should now take care

and keep as much of the sun to the right of the vertical_ w j re ag there is above the horizontal wire or, in other

I ) words, he should endeavour to cut equal segments of

1 the sun with his 3rd quadrant and in this manner, by

a final manipulation of the horizontal tangent screw or slow-motion

screw, obtain a perfect double contact.

It is a very good practice to set the horizontal limb of the theodolite

to read on the magnetic meridian by rotating the lower plate and

clamping as it avoids any possible confusion in the azimuth of the refer-

ring mark (R.M.) and the magnetic variation which is the difference

between the reading to the R.M. from magnetic north and the computed

angle from true north.

This is done as follows : Attached the compass to the theodolite on

face left, unclamp the upper plate and set the A vernier to and

clamp the upper plate. Unclamp next the lower plate and revolve the

instrument till the north end of the needle points north. Clamp the

lower |Jte and release the upper plate and read the R.M.

An example is necessary to show how the declination of the sun is

found from the N.A.

A set of observations was taken on the sun at a place keeping standard

time 6 hours E of Greenwich on the 2nd June at 10 A.M., (mean of observ-

ed times). The following elements are extracted from fche N.A, table

II:-

Apparent declination 1st June N 21. 59'. 03*8' at G.M.N*

2nd June N 22 07' WV
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J?rom table 1. N.A, variation in 1 hour 1st June = 20'90S and 2nd

Jupe 19*948 10 A.M., on the 2nd June Civil t\rn&J[see a previous para, con-

cerning change id G.M.T. for 1925 onwards) is 22 hours since noon on lst

June and since the time was for[6 hours B of Greenwich the corresponding

Greenwich time was 1*5 hours on 1st June. By interpolation it will be

found that the rate of variation at 16 hours is 20*26* which multiplied

by 16 hours = 5' 24*16" and therefore the declination of sun at the time

nf observing was N 21. 59-03 8" + 5' 24. 16" = N 22 04' 28".

.-. N.P.D. = 67, 55. 32'.

Wh>n observing to a star for azimuth, as the object is very small

and alsp as the declinations of stars change very gradually the recording

of the date of observation is sufficient, and only the passage of the star

across the intersection of the wires is required. The star should be allowed

to intersect* itself by manipulating either the horizontal or vertical screw

for slow motion and allowing for the apparent inclined passage of the star.

In azimuth observations the lower plate will remain clamped through-

out and *s suggested, for preference, with 0* of A vernier on face
"

left
"

o# the magnetic meridian.

The following example of observations and computations to a star tx-

meridian will show how the fielcUbook^eutry is kept, etc. As azimuths are

for all practical purposes correct enough to a half minute the barometer and

thermometer corrections are unnecessary. The footnotes on page. 85 are

important.
FIELD-BOOK Latitude 29 52'. Azimuth ^-meridian, dated 8tk January, 1914.



subtracted from

gency correction see para. 131 Fart I. (Gonyergeuoy is roughly 30f per milo in Lat.

f Always subtract the readiug: pf tbe Star from that 9! the R. K to get the angle B. M. and Star,
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If the above azimuth had been taken 2 miles E. of the origin the

beating to be used in ordinary traverse computation would have been

27 21'- 1' = 27 20'. Magnetic Variation 3 E (approx.) >&)

68. Azimuth to a circiimpojar star at elongation.*- A
3ireumpolar star is one whose N. P. D. is less than the latitude of

t,he place, or in other words, whose declination is greater than the

colgtijbude
of the place, It can thus easily be conceived that a circum-

polar star never sets or goes below the horizon of the place at which the

observation is taken. Polaris is the star usually observed and a few facts

concerning Polaris would not be out of place here. If the times of W. or

E. elongation of Polaris is not suitable any other circumpolar star will

give just as good results. Polaris is known as a Ursse J\Jjporis or the

bright star of the
"
Little Bear" (in America this constellation is known

as the "Little Dipper)." The "Great Bear" or Ursae Majoris has two

stars pointing direct to Polaris. The "Great Bear" is known sometimes

as the "Great Dipper" and sometimes as the "Plough." The pointers

are at the end of the dipper opposite to the handle. The last star but

one in Ursse Majoris is nirsre Majoris or "Mizar," When Polaris is

vertically over Mizar then it is nearly on the meridian.

The polar distance of Polaris is now about 1 07', this distance

will decrease at the rate of J minute a year until the star is about 30

minutes from the pole when it will begin to increase.

When we say the N, P. D. of Polaris is 1 07' its N. P. D^will be

1 07
;

at the equator, that is, that the angle of 1 07' from the.

meridian will only hold good on the equator or at latitude when the

zenith and celestial equator coincide. Directly the observer moves north

his zenith approaches the pole, and although the N. P. D. of the star

remains constant, at elongation the angle at the zenith between the star

and pole increases. At N. latitude 40 it would equal 1 22' 13" or sin

L u Bin NPD . sinPZO sin PC , ^Q n/v, , ^ n
star's bearing -5^- since snr2UF

=
flir2p

and ZOP = 90 and ZP

90 A. For this reason the correction for latitude enters into the com-

putations.

By consulting Napier's rules of circular parts (para, 61) when the

angfeTItt), the object, is 90* we obtain the following:

Sin z = cos (~
- Z ) cos ^~

-- o J = sin Z sn o.

. rj ., ,
sm NPD sin NPD

/.sm Z = sin azimuth angle = -^SSSt
= 7^7 ................ <i).

A star to said to be at elongation when the angle at the btar between the plane of the declination circle

through the star and (he plane of the YCttJcftl circle passing through tke eta Is W**
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again sin f-f- oj
= cos p cos z.

.,.. . WD u sin latitude
.'. cosp = sin altitude =

o()g ^
^

cos NPD *"' 00-

and again sin fy m. Pj = cos P = cos h. a. = tan f o
j tan z

= tan latitude x tan N.P.D (Hi).

and thus we find the angle, time and altitude of any ciroumpolar star

at eastern or western elongation. The altitude it must be remembered
is the true altitude uncorrected for refraction.

Example on the llth November 1915. The following elements were

given :

n Draconis (W) Draconis (W)
HA 16h

. 22m . 49 s 17\ 08m . 301

N.P.D. 28. 17'. 45" 24. 10'. 51"

&T. at L.M.N. 15*. 17m . 20" 15h
. 17m . 208

Lat 29. 52'. 00" 29. 52'. 00'

Therefore considering the formulae for Cos P, sin Z and sin alt. the

following computation is necessary.

tan X 1-7591022 1.7591022

'tan N.P.D. 1*7310653 1*6522616

Log Cos P '1-490167 5

4 h.a. 4*47-58

R.A. UH2-49

L.S.T. of obs : ^HK?
ST@LMN 15-17*20

Sid Int. from LMN 5-53-27

Retard : 58

Mean Time (Local) 5'"52'29

Correction for Stand : T
18;24

h / 1 1

Chronometer time 6*10*53

1*4113638
b / it

~"

4 5-00-14

17-08-30

2'2-~08-44

15-17-20

6-51-2*

1-07

6-5017

7-08'41

Sin NPD 1-6758005

Cos \ 1-9381126

Log Sin Z T-7376879

Azimuth angle (Z) SS^Oa'-Qa"

Sin X 1-6972148

Cos NPD f-9447352

Log Sin alt 1-7524796

alt 34-26'-29'

refraction 4 I
123

app. altitude at elongation 34-27'-52'

1-6123789

1-9381126

1-6742663

1-6972148

1-960U73

1-7370975

33-05'-05"

__^1-28

33-06'-38"
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The above shows that the time of Elongation of one star by the clock

keeping standard time was 6 h, 10 tn. and 53 s. and of the other star was

7 h. 08 m. 41 s.

To take the observation set up and level a theodolite very accurately

over a mark (generally a traverse station) and as advised, in a previous

para, to avoid mistakes, put on the magnetic compas^ get the two plates on

face left A vernier to 0,
c
open or release lower clamp and rotate instrument

till the needle of the compass shows 0. Clamp the lower 'plate. The

line of the instrument is now with reference to the magnetic_meridian.

Set up a lamp on the R.M. which will be either on the back or

forward traverse station as a referring mark (R.M ) and read the angle to

it on both faces. Let such a mean angle be 56 52' 20.* This should

bring you up to a few minutes before the time of elongation, and in case

your clock is not very correct it would be as well to leave a margin of a

few mjn5iea^jh_jcl95t iue_bein corrected and an allowance made for

local time as against standard time. For
rj Dj^conis set the vertical arc

to 34 26',J$', and if you do not quite know the star set the horizontal

vernier to read 360 33 08' roughly. The star will be lecognisable and

as the altitude has not been augmented for refraction the star lias still to

rise higher in the telescope and therefore has not yet reached its elongation.

Watch ft now very carefully and immediately it is seen to be rising

vertically alone; the wire (falling in tbe telescope for eastern elongation)

clamp and read tbe horizontal plate, and if you have time change face and

read again to dispose eollimaiioji error. Polaris for 10 minutes or so of

time on either side of elongation does not change mare than 10 sees, in

arc and therefore with Polaris there is sufficient time to take it on both

faces. In case both faces are not taken, the reading to the star will be

referred to that of the R.M. on the game face only. Having; now obtained

the mean azimuth angle on the theodolite we can find the line of true

north by subtracting the computed value from the observed value.

Correct now the magne_UoJbearing of the U.M. to obtain azimuth

of R.M.

Note that the time and altitude, except as a rough guide for the

position
of the star at elongation, do not enter further into the cal-

culations. The R.M. may be observed after tbe star. It is neither

advisable nor possible to leave an instrument standing till daylight to

observe to a peg or any defined mark, and a lamp on the R.M. provided

the R.M. is not too close is sufficiently accurate as a mark for all traverse

purposes in which aa azimuth to minute in correctness is deemed

necessary. Convergency correction to be applied as in para. 131, Fart I.
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69. To find the meridian by Polaris. This method is given
in Taylor's

" Handbook for Surveyors ", and is worthy of note, as no

nautical almanac is required, and it is not every engineer who has an

almanac, and with the following tables, a rough knowledge of the

observer's latitude and a fairly good idea of the local time of observation,

a correct meridian is possible.

Table I. gives the epochs or times of equal date in April when the

Meap Sun and Polaris are on a meridian together that is when the ap-

parent R. A. of Polaris and the R. A. of the Mean Sun agree.

In 1924 with Epoch 15*0 showed that the mean sun and Polaris were

on a meridian together on the 15th April at 12 midnight (14th and 15th).

The next day the sun will reach the meridian nearly 4 mins. later than

Polaris, and thus the hour angle of the star will be more than that of the

sun by 3*94 minutes multiplied by the number of days after the epoch to

which must be added the angle between the sun and Polaris on that day
and if we call this hour angle ,

from Table II., given below, we obtain an

angle which multiplied by the azimuth co-efficient in Table III, gives us

the correct azimuth.

TABLE II. TABLE III.
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Example. -On the 7th January 1925 at 8-40 p.m., L.M.T. the

angle between Polaris and a Referring Mark was

found to be 121 - 54' 00". What was the azimuth

M of the R. M. if the latitude of the place was 29 52' N. ?

Here the Epoch 15*0 for 1924 must be considered and the number of

days lapsed since 14th 15th midnight of April 1924 to 6 hours 40

minutes p.m. L.M.T. on the ^th January 1925. To simplify matters it

is better to count in full numbers of days from tho 1st April of any
one year to the full date of observation and subtract the value given
in the Epoch. In this case we have the number of days as 30 + 31 4-

30 + 31 +31-H 30 + 31 + 30 + 31 + 6'78 = 281-78 - 15*0 days ^

266-78 days and thus the hour angle between the mean sun and

apparent R. A. of Polaris at the time of observation, since the gain is

3*94 minutes per diem, is 266*78 days x 3-94 = 17'5 hours.

We next want to know the position of Pokrjs with respect to the

meridian and the positAm of the meridian is known since the sun was

6*66 hours past it and thus the angle of Polaris with respect to the

meridian or t = 17*5 4- 6-66 = 24*16 hours = 0*16 hours past the

meridian (in the first quadrant).

From Table II. we obtain 25' x 16 = 4 mins.

fcrora Table III. for latitude 29 52' and year 1925 we obtain -79

(by interpolation) as a multiplier.

Therefore Azimuth of Polaris was 4 x -79 = 3*08 mins west =s 3' 04'8".

Therefore Azimuth of R M = 121'54'*00" - 3'-05'= 12150'55'.

Example. What was the azimuth of Polaris at 6 hours 28 minutes

L.M.T. on the 12th February 1926 ?

Days elapsed since 1st April 1925 = 30 + 31 + 30 + 31 -f 31 + 30

+ 81 + 30 + 31 + 31 + 11-78 = 317-78 days and epoch for 1925 = 15-7.

Therefore the number of days elapsed since Polaris and the sun were on

"a~haeridiaa together = 31778 - 15-7 = 302-08 ; which multiply by 3'94

giving as a result 19 hours 50 minutes.

To find the position of Polaris with respect to the meridian, 6 hours

28 minutes must be added to 19 hours 50 minutes wjiich equals 2 houra

1& minutes. Thus the star is in the 1st quadrant (W. of North) and

t ss 2 hours 18 minutes. Interpolating in Table II. we obtain H s 55'

00" and reducing by Table III. the true azimuth of Polaris W. of North

is 55' X '79 = 43 minutes 27 seconds West.

,
70. Observations for Time ex-meridiaq, to a fixed star

or the sun* It is necessary, to get the best results by observations

to a fixed star, to select one on the priim^ertiwl when the apparent
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of a star is greater and therefore gives the best time results.
*

If the latitude of the observer is 30 N. then stars in the N.A. with a

decimation N. of 30 will be on the prime vertical.

Set up the theodolite and level it very exactly, specially the upper

level or vertical arc level. If this level is fixed on the telescope it jte

necessary to first set the vertical arc to 0. If the theodolite is not

fitted with a reflecting cap take a band of white paper about 2 inches

wide, fit it over the objeoL-glass end of the telescope with a pin, and

tear off a small quantity overlapping the object glass and leaving, so to

speak, a small tongue which is then bent inwards at an angle of 45 or

so. The light of a lamp or a small lantern thrown on to this beat

tongue will be reflected down the telescope and will illumine the wires

of the diaphragm and the light can be regulated either by altering the

angle of the bent piece or by holding the lamp closer or further away

from the paper. The correct illumination will have been obtained wheo

the^jvires
and star are equally visible. Too much reflected light is a

mistake. To get the star in the view of the telescope arrange that the

lanterns, etc., near by are held away from the theodolite, then sight

along the top of the telescope to the star, and the star should be in

the field of view of the telescope. Some theodolites of large pattern are

fitted with gun sights, but a little practice with the ordinary theodolite

will make this preliminary work quite easy, the observer remembering that

the direction of the motion of the star is inverted in the telescope, and that

a bright star to the naked eye will appear a bright object in the telescope.

The observer should set his telescope on any bright star, focus it

to a point so to speak, disperse parallax, and he is ready then to

commence work. The star he selects t is next brought in view in the

telescope, his vertical level is examined and the light is reflected on to his

djaghragin.
He next sets the star as close to the vertical wire as possible

if the star is in the east above the horizontal wire, and if in the west

below it4' In the ordinary theodolite it often happens that the lenses are

only optically correct near the centre and observations should be made

as close to the field of .gloss hair as possible. The flare seen through
the telescope means that the lens is not sejL square and to be true the

star should focus to a steady point so to speak. Having finally ascer-

tained that the levels are correct he calls
"
ready

"
to the recorder and

time-keeper, and if there is no recorder he should test his counting of

seconds by his watch and try and obtain as near as possible the correct

,

* When the mean of E and W stars tor Time or the mean of N and 5 stars for latitude is accepted there is no
need to change faoe B. G. S. Journal June 1917,

t Stars of the first magnitude or very bright stars do not give such good results as those of lesser magnitudes.
j In Time observations he should not observe the atar at the actual intersection of the cross wires as this is

where the glass is often splintered by the engravers tool,
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beat ; he goes on counting till the star crosses the horizontal wire and

making a mental note of the intersection, continues counting and examines

his watch to see what error has accrued in the interval ; if he

is not satisfied he should do it again, but with a little practice and

experience a few seconds need only lapse for the whole operation of

counting, etc., so that the "
hfiat

"
error is a negligible quantity.*

If there is a recorder he, on the caution "
ready," starts counting

the seconds and calls them loudly, and the observer at the crossing

calls the second he wishes registered. It is not a good practice to

say "now" lLu&", etc. The recorder enters the seconds called and

makes a carefufnote of the minutes (the watch or clock should be set

before observation so that the full minute of the minute hand is reached

when the second hand shows seconds). Mistakes are usually made

in the minutes when recording just as in levelling the feet are often

recorded wrongly because the leveller is too intent on getting the decimals

correct. He next changes face and goes through the same operation in

exactly the same order, the recorder noting that if the star is in the east

the next values given him will be greater in altitude and vice versd if the

star is in the west. It is not advisable to take observations to a star of

lower elevation than 25 owing to the refraction correction increasing

and being less reliable.

The observer should next take a star in the west if his first star

was in the east. This balances the observation on each side of the

meridian and also eliminates the personal error of taking a star some-

times slightly above or slightly below the horizontal wire. Since the

conditions of incorrect intersection are, so to speak, equal and opposite

the mean of the times on east and west disperses this personal error.

Thus, tl^ altitude of a certain N.A. star has been observed and connected

to the time of a clock or watch on a certain date, and it has already

been explained how, if latitude is known also the declination of a star

and if altitude (corrected for refraction) is found, the spherical triangle

can be solved when the hour angle is found and, vide para. 63, the

error of the watch can be calculated.

The following steps in observing are recommended :

Adjust theodolite, sight star, focus and regulate the lighting, call

"ready/' intersect star, call second of intersection, read vertical arc

verniers (object end first), change face, etc.

In time observations there is no point in centering an instrument

as a fairly large error in the assumed longitude or a small error in the

assumed latitude will not give an appreciable error in the time result.

9 If th sentence
"
a thousand an<1 one

"
is repeated the exact beat of one second of time will occur on the word
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The latitude and longitude are found on the standard maps of the locality

usually to a scale of one inch = one mile, and of course there is no paint
in clamping or otherwise using the horizontal plate of the instrument.

When the sun is the object observed the best method is J# take

the time when a limb touches the horizontal wire and without altering
the vertical angle to take the time when the opposite limb leaves the wire.

The mean of the two times and the one vertical angle will give on
one face the apparent altitude and time of the crossing of the sun's

centre. Another way is to take only one liinb and allow for the correction

for semi-diameter. In any case on account of collimation error obser*

vations should be on both faces.

Example 1. Observations for Time with T. and S. 6-inch theodolite

No. 1170. Latitude 18 30' 23*. Longitude 73 53' 06 E. Dated
17-5-1907 Chronometer keeping standard time for longitude 82 30' E.

Example 2. Observations for Time with T. and S. 6-inch theodolite

taken at Roorkee on October 30th 1923. latitude 29 52' 00". Longitude
77 53' E. Chronometer keeping standard time <pr 18'-24'5 sees, fast of L.M.T.
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COMPUTATION OF TIMS,

Example 1. Example 2,

Example 2. Altitude of the sun's upper and lower limbs observed.

Long. 77*53' thermometer, 70 F. ; Barometer, 28*85 inches. Civil date

5-i-f4 HM.

'The observation was conducted as follows : As the sun was rising

the time was noted when the upper limb df the sun Crossed the horizontal

I ii qp whwttar IB
~. of Meridian and Apparent Time is l*h - Mf sun is East of Meridian.
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wire of a transit instrument, and again noted when the l&w-er

crossed. The altitude was then read : This, therefore, was the altitude

of the sun's centre at the mean of the two observed times. The altitudes

here given are a mean between two observations ; and the tiro*, tho

mean of four observations. The working out of this example is left a

an exercise.

1st set sun's observed altitude 1 ao Q , . .

> 34 28 47*5
,
time 1 1n. 15m. 51 '3*.

of centre J

2nd 35 26' 15-0", HA. 29m. 23^
Declination of sun for date and hour ... ... \29'52'

watcTTor clock was keeping standard time for Longitude 82 30' E.,

therefore 18m. 24* 5s. must be subtracted from the above times to find

the true watch error.

t in time represents the true angle east of noon of the apparent

time or sun time was 12 hours minus 1 hr. 14 mins, 29*4 sees. A.M. =
lOhrs. 45 inins. 30'6s. A.M. on the 5th January, which, in astronomical

time, is 22 hrs, 45 mins. 30*6 sees, on the 4th January at the locality at

which the observation was made, or roughly 22| hrs. 5J hrs. (difference

in longitude E. of Greenwich = l?i hours at Greenwich on the 4th

January. The equation of time on the 4th January at Greenwich is

4 mins. 51*5 sees, to be added ; variation per hour 1145 sees, increasing ; .

hence the result 5 mins. 11*7 sees, which must be added to apparent

time to obtain mean time.

For observations to celestial objects it is important- to remember

the following :

(1). Readings are read on both faces of the instrument to correct

instrumental errors.

(2). Two separate observations to correct mistakes

(3). An east and a west star to correct personal error of inter-

section on the wire. *

(4). Stars of equal azimuth are selected to correct or counteract

any error in the assumed latitude Opposing the correet

latitude is not known.
*

^a^f

(5). Stars of equal altitudes to correct Jor refraction.

71. Latitude** When Polaris is at its upper transit and it altitude

is corrected for refraction then by subtracting its N.P.lC&rom the result*

ing altitude the latitude of the place is found, and similarly adding its

N.P.D. to the corrected altitude of its lower transit the latitude of the place

is found, and 'hence we also obtain the rule that the latitude of a place

*
Local attraction may cause the Astronomical latitude to differ from the Geodetic by several aoooftds owing

to the attraction of mass on the pendulum or plmnbob. Thw difference caunot be eliminated by apyprooew of

etw obeervatiouu whatsoever. .
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is the mean of the corrected altitudes of a circumpolar star observed

at its upper and lower culminations or transits.

To observe to Polaris ^-meridian and then compute the results there

are two methods one from formula and the other from the tables given

in the Nautical Almanac. They will both be treated of here.

By formula

It has been given elsewhere that cos p = cos o cos z + sin z sin o cos P 2 :

wherein P is the hour angle or t and if h = altitude, latitude and p =
NPD = z we have sin h = sin

</>
cos p' -f cos^ sin/?' cos t 2 (a) ;

t the hour angle and h the altitude are derived by observation and is

the required latitude. Now the N.P.D. or p being small (at present less

than 1 10') we may develop y in a series of ascendino^rjQ.wers of p and

then employ as many terms as we need to attain any given degree of

precision. The altitude cannot differ from the latitude by more than

p' ;
if then we put ~ h #

;
x will be a small correction ot the same

order of magnitude as p, and we have by Taylor's and Maclaurin's

theorems

Sin ^ = sin (h #) s= sin h cos h ^ a2 sin h + f cos h -f &c.

Cos ^ = cos (h a) = cos h + v sin h a2 cos h 8
sin h + &c.

Sin //=/>' //
8

-f &c., and cos //
= 1 p'

2 + &c.

These values substituted in equation 2 (a) give us

'C* ))'
*

Sin h = [sin A x cos A - sin A + &c.] [1 -j- + &o.] +
x 1 x* p'*

[cos h + sin /i
g-

cos A
-g-

sin A + &c.] [p
^~~ + &o.] cos t

nfi >>/2

= sin A a? cos h y sin /i y sin A -f p' cos ;
* cos ^

+ xp sin A cos t + &c., or sin /* = sin A x cos A + /?' cos t

cos A I (#
2 2# p' cos < + p

2
) sin A + &c,

7

then a? cos^= />' cos t cos A ^ (#
2 -

2aj/>

f

cos t + //
3
) sin A + &c

and x = p' cos i ^ (
2 -

2o?p' cos -f-
/?

/2
j tan A -h &c., (a),

for the first approximation we take x =* p cos f and substituting this in

equation (a) neglecting the third powers of p and a? we obtain a second

approximation thus
*

x =*p cos t
-

i(j/*cos
8

t - 2p
/2 cos2

* +/ 2)tanA + ,

r
p' cos t

-
^ ( jt?'

2 cos2
i 4- p'

2
) tan A ,., ,....

SB
jp'

cos t + J jp'
8
(cos

2
*
-

1) tan A =:
/>'

cos < +
jt>

/2
(
- sin2

/) tan A

sa p' cos t
-

//
2
sin2

t tan A,

and there is no need to go further with the expression to find latitude

to within 1' and since the angle must be in circular measure,

x m p' cos t \ p'
2
sin 1" sin

2
1 tan A

=5 h p
1

cos i + 4 p'
2
sin T sin

3
* tan A.
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If we take the first part of the equation without the small correction

we have a? =s
p' cos t or cos t = -~- and

vide diagram sin (90-0 ^T =*
^

.

and to find the altitude of the pole in

quadrants 1 and 4 the formula will be

h x and in quadrants 2 and 3 ^ A + #.

Prom this the latitude is* found plus the

small correction ^ p* sin 1 sin f tan A.

As before explained t is the hour angle in arc, so it is first, necessary

to find what the A.a. in time is" before the

computation can be proceeded with and to

find the h.a. in time we must first find

the local sidereal time of observation and

subtract from it the R.A. (see diagram for

rough approximation). ^?
If t in arc is in the 2nd or 3rd quadrant

then p* cos t will have the opposite sign

but \ p"* sin 1" sin2 t tan h is always

additive.

Latitude from Polaris.

FIELD BOOK. Bar. 28-5. Therm. 76, dated 17-5-1907.

*
Compare example IComputation for Timewhich observations were taken before and after the above

to obtaiq watch or clock error.
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Computation for latitude by the foregoing formula.

h, m, 8.

Mean of watch times = 9 22 84

Chronometer error (see example I., page
- 88 58

94) (for L.M.T. not Stand : Time),

True local mean time of observation = 8 48 86

Acceleration = 1,26

Sidereal Interval from L.M.N.

Sidereal time at L.M.N,

*Sidereal time of observation

(that is the time since Aries vras on the

meridian).

Latitude = // p* cos t.

-f ;>' sin I" sin2 t tan A.

Sidereal time of observation

star's R.A,

= 8 45 02

=5 3 35 19-9

See Fig. 22.

= 12 20 21 9

h. m. s.

= 12 20 2i'9*

= 1 24 57-98

hour Angle in time (^diagram Fig. 22) = 10 55 23-92

.'. hour angle in arc = 163 50' 59" (2nd quadrant)

and p' = N.P.D. s 1 11' 35-23" for Polaris on 17-5-1907

4295-23 sees.
v

.-. log p' = 3-6329864

log cos t =3 1*9895134

3*6154998

* 4125*71"

=^ 1 08' 45*71"

.% latitude c= 17 20' 51*86*

= 18 29' 38-65."

logp
/2 = 7-2657

log sin2/ = 2-8886

log tan h = 1-4947 (17 20' 51-86").

log sin V = 6"-3845 (log sin l*-iog 2).

0*0335

1*08"

. 1 08' 45-71* + 1-08'

Latitude by an altitude of a star observed in any position can be

found very simply if a Time observation has been taken. The calculations

are based on the formula as before but N. P. P. is substituted for b and

we get

Sin h = sin sin 34 cos ^ cos I cos (.

Where $ is the only unknown quantity.

Sidereal time of observation = 3. Int. from L.M.N, -h 8T at L.M.N,

,*.BJi. h, a 8.T. of observation .', h. a - B.T, of obsemtion-B.A, (p*WL 63;.
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By introducing two auxiliaries d and D deter ininod by the equations*

d sin D = sin S , (a)

d cos D = cos cos t ...(a
f
)

and by substituting the value of d from (a) the equation becomes,

cos (<p D) = sin h sin D cosecT^

also
^r^

= tan D = tan 8 sec t.

This will give two values for latitude but in computing Example 2

Form K a value of latitude 29 52' has been accepted as near enough
and the deduced value from the formula above will show which one of the

two is obvious.

From example 2 Form K we obtafn the following :

a Ophiuch?.

decimation = ? = 12 37' 10"

corrected altitude = fc = 4 1 54' 06"

t (arc; = 48 39' 06*

log tan ? = 9-3500208

log cos t = 9-8199617

a Andromeda.

28 40' 20*

49" 54' 41"

46" 16' 18'

9 7378714

9*8396288

log tan D ss 9-5300591

.'. U = 18" 48' 16*

log sin h = 9-8246817

log sin D = 9*5064536

log cosec S = 0-6605994

log cos ty D) = 9-9917347

D = ll08' 34"

.\ as 29 nl'50"

9-8982426

33 20
f
54

V

9-883583)

9*7927004

0-3189414

9 9952249

8 28' 57"

29 52' 03"

72. By circum-meridian altitude For various reasons, the

mean of several observations on a star, when they are taken closely follow-

ing each other, and at about equal intervals of tinie, is more to be depended

upon than any one of the individual observations. As only one obser-

vation can be tak,en when the star is crossing the meridian and vertical

collimation supervenes it is more convenient to take a series of observa-

tions when the star or heavenly body is ilear the meridian, and reduce

each observation to the meridian. This method is susceptible of very

great accuracy, and has the advantage of being able to be performed

either by a theodolite or a se^ent ; and, besides, the exact position of

the meridian is not required to be known, consequently the observations

necessary to lay down the meridian can be dispensed with.*

* For this observation, the error ot the clock must be accurately known, so as to allow of the mean tiqtt of apparent

noon being determine^
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The formula for the reduction to the meridian is # (ID sees.)
*l

cos (approx. lat.) bin N.P.D. cosec (approx.) Z.D., where t is
s p

the hour angle, the distance of the body from the meridian. The

fraction
gill ^ is calculated in Table V,

;
for all values of t up to 20

minutes of time, and as this may be on either side of the meridian, so

the observer may make his observations any time within 40 minutes
of time, instead of being confined to one observation at a precise moment.
This method is of great use when the observations have to be made
with a sextant ia which case the observations need only bo made upon
the sun's lower limb and the hour anole t will be obtained by applying
the error of the clock to the observation, and deducting this from the mean
time of apparent noon. In the following example an nljj-ny.jmnfli jQgfm-
ment has been used, and the angle t is formed as shown in the foot-note.

Example. Observations made at Malikpur on sun's lower and W.
limbs, November 21st, 1866. Barometer, 29*3 inches; Thermometer, 85.

01 02
~

I
Corrections for refrac-

**
\ tions and parallax,

f 16 14-05 Semi-diameter.

h, m. 8.

11 45 58*6C Mean time of appt, noon
Mean time ot semi-dia-

meter passing meridian.
01 0907

j

"These hour angles arc obtained by applying the error of the clock, and also the mean time of the semi-

diameter of the Sun passing the meridian, to the observed time* : the beverul chfteiuuces betfrctm thowj corrected

times *nd the mean time of apparent noon are the hour angles*

t When a star is observed, 00023715 must be added to this logarithm ou account of the chronometer keeping

ftttto IQltr ttaM aod not sidereal time,
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Example. Star y Ceiitauri observed on 17-5-1907 (compare the

latitude observation on Polaris).
h. m. .

R.A. of star = 12 86 25 \ from

S.T. at L.M.N. = 3 35 20 I N.A.

8)1614

210-5 = m.

Since there were 8 observations taken then m the mean = 210*5,
ft

Mean observed Z.D. = 66 57 10

Refraction + 2 04

Approx, Z.D, (|) = 66 59 14 on meridian.

N.P.D = 138 27 11-4 (90 4- 8 since star is

. in the south or has

Approximate colatitude = 71 27 57'4 a declination S).

.-. approx. latitude 18 32 02-6

log oosec approx. Z.D. 0*0360150

log sin N.P.D.
""

1-8216655

log cos approx. latitude
~

1*9768701

log m. 2 3232521

2*1578027 as 2' 23 8"f

..
. '*&*

These values are obtained from the record of observations on pageH* and reprobeut differences between
the true watch tune of transit and time of observation that is 9h. 38/n Jii.-9/i. 33m. &]. = 4m. 435, etc.

t The approx. ZD is too large .*. N.P.D. - approx. ZD colat* is too small .*, 90 colat ; is too large
(approx,) Ifttitude too largtt heooe the correction ii alwavi minus
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2' 23'8
-r

represents the quantity (les^ than the approx. latitude) which is

required to reduce the approx. to the correct latitude.

/. latitude
~ 18 32' 02'6" 2' 23'8"

-= 18 2$' 38-8"

aud this value should be balanced against one on Polaris (2nd result) ;

therefore the mean latitude is 18 29' 38'72",

73. Longitude. Longitude is the difference between the meri-

dians of two places measured in arc on the equator.

As the apparent daily motion of the stars is uniform, and in circles

parallel to the equator, the time elapsed between tbe transit of a star

on the meridians of two places is evidently proportional to the arc

between them, i.e., to their difference of longitude. Hence, time may be

taken as measure of longitude ; and astronomically speaking, usually is

so employed. As there is no fixed point on the equator from which to

measure longitude, many nations choose the meridian of their own

observatory as a zero point.

If then we know the local time of tiny place, and also the local

time of the place we are at, the difference between these would evidently

give'the difference of longitude of the places in time.

1st Method. Tne simplest way to determine this would be to send

a chronometer, set to the local time of the first place, to the second,

and then determine its error compared with the local time of the place

by any ot the previous methods. For small distances this is very

accurate, and at sea is used throughout a whole voyage ; but, as the

rate of a chronometer, when travelling, differs from its rate when at

rest, any error in the chronometer's rate will affect the deduced longitude.

As one cannot, moreover, always send chronometers about from place

to place, it is useful to know other methods.

2nd Method. It is evident from the above that if a signal, such

as the flashing of a light, of a rocke_t
f etc,, or some peculiar occurrence

in the heavens which would present absolutely, the same conditions of

observation at "the same moment to all parts of the world, could be

observed at several places, and the local time noted, the differences

between the observed times would evidently be their difference in longi-

tude. The^jaclipses of Jupiieji^jiateilites are almost the only available

celestial phenomena fulfilling these conditions ; they are tabulated in the

jt Nautical Almanac," and furnish a very accurate method of determining

the longitude ;
as however a telescope ot much greater power than any

that the engineer is likely to possess is required, so that tho immersions
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emersions, transits, or shadows of the satellites may he distinctly noted,

this method cannot always be employed in practice.

3rd Method. The moon's motion in right ascension is so rapid

(being 3fiO in about a month), that the interval between its transit

over the meridian* of two places differs considerably from that of a star

over the same place* ;
this difference, is the change, of right ascension

of the moon in that interval, and if that interval be not great (i*e
,

if

the difference of longitude be small), it is proportional to it. As the

change of the moon's right ascension is not uniform, this is not quite

true when the 'ongitudo is great as in India, and the calculation on

that account becomes more troublesome. The correction to be applied

is, however, small, and being troublesome, may be neglected, unless

great accuracy be required.

The right ascension of the bright limb of the moon is given for

both upper and lower transits over the meridian of Greenwich for every

day of the month ; also its change in right ascension for one hour of

longitude ;

*
also the right ascension of four tolerably bright stars of

nearly the same declination, which transit at about the same time at

Greenwich
; they, therefore, culminate at nearly the same altitude and

time with the moon, and the corrections for refraction and instrumental

errors are nearly the same for each ; these stars are called moon culmi-

nating stars.

It is evident from the above, that if a transit of the moon's bright

limb be observed, and also that of one of the above star*, and the

"difference of the times compared with the similar difference given for

Greenwich, the difference of these differences will be the change of

the moon's right ascension due to the longitude of the place, cleared

of chronometer error
;
whence the longitude can be deduced as above.

Mtti. If the chronometer error and rato be very accurately known, it is

not necessary to observe the transit of the star also, but always advisable to do so,

In finding the time when the moon's transit may be expected to take place,

the right ascension given in the Nautical Almanac must be corrected (when

the longitude is so great as it is in India) to allow for the change of right

ascension due to the longitude of the place, or else the transit will probably be

ost. It is sufficient to know the longitude approximately for this purpose.

* This is the change in right ascension of the bright limb and is therefore cleared of the effect of chft&ae

of semi-diameter.
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Example* To determine the longitude of Roorkee by observation*

on the transits of the moon's bright limb, and a Soorpii (Antares) on

June 18th, 1864. -rs* <*

Transit of a Scorpii. Transit of moon's bright limb,

Observed times.- Observed times.

H, M. a. H. M. a,

10 17 21'5 10 86 23

42 48-5

625 64

82-5 84'5

102 104

10 17 810-5 Bums. 10 36 819

10 18 02-1
J
Times of transit over

j 1A Q- AQ Q
{ c lw M/ Uu*o^* v~ -
|

mean wire.
)

|

10 18 02-1

/. Difference at Roorkee in I

19 01'"
mean solar equivalents j

'

M. S.

03-l2_* -A\ ( 19 03-
Conversion into aidi. \

oi'
equivalents.

( Sidl. mtejval between transits of moon's
19 04-82 ( bright limb and star at Roorkee.

H.

ft.A. of moon LU. at tnmsit at

Greenwich on 18th June, 1864.

R.A. of a Scorpii ... .,. 16 21 08'46

QO OQ ^A ( ^idl. interval do
,
do

,66 &y*tO < . /-.

( at Greenwich.

19 04-82 Do., do, at Roorkee.

Change in U.A. of bright limb of ) , aj .00

moon, due to long ot Roorkee )

But var. of moon's U.A. in 1 hour of longitude at upper transit sees,

at Greenwich; 18th June, 1864 ... ... ... s + 155*71

Do., do., do., dqM do., 1 2 hours previous .= 152*71

Change of variation in 12 hours ... ... ... = 4- '8-00

/.Change of variation in 5h 10m approximate longitude, East = &W
/.Variation of R.A. of moon's bright limb in 1 hour at Roorkee = 154*42

Do., do., do,, Greenwich.. ... ... = 155*71

Do., do., in 1 hour half way between ... ,. ss + 15/06

but total ehange s 13m 24-888
,

M. 8,

!

Koorkea =
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4th Method. The distance of the moon's bright limb from several

bright stars and planets is given for every third hour, for every day
in the month on which the moon is visible, in the "

Nautical Almanac."

If a similar distance be observed at any other place, a comparison

of the two will enable us to determine the longitude of the place, by
a calculation similar in principle to the above.

The advantage of this method is that a sextant, an artificial horizon

and a chronometer, alone are required.

It can, therefore, be used at sea, where it is, in general, the only

available method, independent of the chronometer showing Greenwich

mean time. It is not, however, a satisfactory mode of dealing with

longitude, so no calculations by this method are shown here.

A few interesting facts concerning the

If the sun were a ball nine feet across, our earth would, in propor-

tion be the size of a one-inch ball and at a distance of 323 yards from the

sun. The moon would be a speck the size of a small pea, thirty inches

from the earth. Nearer to the sun than the earth would be two
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specks, tbjb planets Mercury and Venus, at a distance of a hundred and

twenty-live and two hundred and fifyy yards respectively. Beyond the

earth would come the planets Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and Neptune
at distances of 500, 1680, 3000, 6000, 1)500 yards respectively. (The
'Outline of History" by H. G. Wells).

One "parsec" or the parallax of one sec is equal to the distance away
when the diameter of the earth's orbit subtends an angle of one second

= 326 light years.

To have some conception of the magnitude of the cosmos and taking
a

"
parsec

"
as an unit the diameter of the cluster of Hercules = 30#

parsecs that of Magellan's cloud 340 parsecs or 110,000 light years.

As an illustration of the parsec it is accepted that a hair subtends

one second at a distance of 20 metres or 61 feet.

New measurements just perfected by Dr. Francis Pease at the

Carnegie Observatory at Mount Wilson California give the following

for ^Qtares^c^Scorpii). The diameter of this star is given as 400,000,000
miles or four and a half times the mean distance which separates the

earth from the sun. The star Mira in Cetus takes second place instead

of Betelgeuso ( Orionis) the diameter 01 which is given as 250,000,000

miles or about 25/c greater than Betelgeuse. The light from Mira takes

160 years to reach the earth and is 26 million times greater than that

-of our own'sun. These comparisons however are small compared to the

nebula in Andromeda? which is said to bo distant at not less than 9,50,000

ligfrT years. In other words the light reaching us is that which left

Andromeda nearly a million years ago.

For further useful information see
"

WJbittaker's Almanac
"
any year.

74. Sun-dials. As it falls to the lot of many engineers in India

either to have to set up a sun-dial or to get one repaired, it may not be

out of place here to see how they are constructed. They are two

kinds in common use, the horizontal and the vertical
; but dials can be

adapted to A wall having any slope, in which case, however the calculations

are not so simple.

A sun-dial is a surface, generally a plane, on which a system of

lines is drawn in such a manner, that the coincidence of the shadow

of a straight rod or edge with any of them, points out the hour of the

day in apparent time, The straight rod or edge is called the jttjfe or

gwmon of the dial, and the system of lines, hour tines ; and when the

*tije is the edge of a plate, the latter is called a plate stile. The plane
of the plate stile is generally placed perpendicularly/to

the plane of the

l, aud it? ^sectiQa with the plane oi the dial i/culled the sub-Mile.
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If a pole were set up in continuation of the earth's axis, its shadow

would apparently move all round it in the course of a day's revolution

of the earth, and mark the time on any graduated circle round its

foot/ The stile of a sun-dial
jis always placed parallel to the earth'i

axis, and though owing to its distance from the pole, it describes a

circle round the axis> ^s shatdoyfr practically does the same as if it

were actually at the pole. 'If the dial plate were perpendicular to the
OOA

stile, the hour lines required would just be at even distances of ~- or

15* from each other all round, but in any case whatever be the inclination

of the dial plate, hour lines are simplv the inter ctions with the surface

of the dial of planes passing through the stile, which, with the plane

of the meridian, are inclined to one another at an angle of 15 in

succession. The sun is always raised above his true place by refraction ;

and the effect of this would be sensible when he is low down, but it

is lost in the general indistinctness of the shadow when he is high.

When the plane of a dial is horizontal, it is called a horizontal

dial ; when it is vertical it is called a vertical or an erect dial ; and

when the dial is both vertical and perpendicular to the meridian, it is

called a prime vertical dial. Dials may be constructed by means of a

terrestrial globe, by dialling scales, or by stereo^^hi^j^ection ; but

the most accurate way embraces the principles of spherical trigonometry.

75. To construct a Horizontal Dial. Let SNT h* the plane of th

dial extended to cut the celestial Wff* 23.

sphere, P the pole, SPN the

plane of the meridian, and OPT

the plane of an hour circle.

^hat is, that at that parti-

cular time the sun is in the plane

CPTi (higher or lower on the arc

TI P according to the time of u

year), and therefore casting OT

as the shadow of the stile, UP,

and marking off the arc NT

round this circumference of the

dial from the noon position of the shadow at ON. CP is the stile,

and CN the direction of the sub-stile. PN is the latitude, TiCT is the

hour line corresponding to the meridian, which gives the hours of the

* This time wiH be the time a-i given in the trne Sun and not that of the mean mm <*> that Snn-<iUl tinu

mint always be corrected Equation of tuue and again for longitude west or eat of tUe standard meridian to

obtain standard time of the place (see para. 6*;.
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same name in the forenoon and afternoon, as for instance, five o'clock

in the afternoon and morning ; also SN is the hour line of twelve,

Let / = PN, the latitude of the place,
h = angle TPN, the hour angle in degrees,

and t = NT, the distance in degrees of the hour lines from N ;

then in the triangle PNT, having the right angles
atN-

sin I = cot h x tan t (see Napier's rules of

circular parts, para. 61).

/. tan t = sin I tan h,

or log tan t = log sin / + log tan h 10.

For any given latitude = /, the above equation

will give the values of f, when h = 1 5, 30, 45, etc.

Example. Suppose a horizontal dial is required

for Roorkee,- latitude 29 52'.

Angular distances of the hour lines from noon will be ,

For 1 P.M. or 11 A.M. tan t ^ sin 29 52' x tan 15,
7 36' =?tan 7 36>,

For 2 P.M. or 10 A,M. tan t = sin 29 52' x tan 30,
16 2' = tan 16 2',

For 3 r.M. or 9 A.M. tan t = sin 29 52' x tan 45 D

,

26 28' = tan 26 28',

and so on.

On a brass disc of convenient diameter, mark off a diameter to

represent the north and south line, and on each side of it mark off

the hour lines at the estimated angles, i.e., 7 36', 16 2', 26 28', and

so on. To this disc affix the gnomon, also of brass, the slant side of

which must make an angle of 2<J 52 with the plane of the disc. Now,

by means of a spirit level, carefully level in all directions some place,

not liable to be shaken, so as to receive the metal disc. Then, having

found the meridian by one of the methods described, carefully make

the N. and S. line of the disc coincide with it, and then finally secure

the disc to its stand. *JJtfr
It should be noted that in the above the gflSmon is supposed to

be a line, so that its shadow is cast by the centre of the sun/ but if

as is usually the case, the gnomon is a plate, then the shadow of its

edge is cast by the highest point of the sun, and therefore the shadow is

about one minute too slow before noon, and the same too fast after noon.

To read the sundial add or subtract this correction also add or subtract

correction for equation of Time and finally correct difference of Local and

Standard Mean time.
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A sun-dial can be projected graphically by the following method

*

,
r

tan t ? sin / tan /i is the ordinary method of projection on XY and Do
but if I SB latitude and the angle ABO is projected as cot- 1 sin X as for

instance for latitude 29, 52' ; then natural 'sine 29 52' * -4979833 =
cot 63 32'. Draw DO at right angles to XY and let the angle ABC =
63 H2'. Bisect AB in E and draw EO at right angles to AB and equal
to EB or EA ;

with as centre and OE as radius draw an arc FEG.
Divide arc FEG into f> parts, join to each part and produce to meet

AB in K,K*etc. Join C to each K K etc., and these will be the hour lines

required. Subdivide each sixth division of the arc FEG and proceed as

above for smaller divisions of the hour.

7ti. To construct a Prwie Vtrt.w.n^ Dial. Let TNZ be the plane of

Fig. 26 the dial produced to cut the celestial sphere ,

P the pole of an opposite name from the

latitude, PZN the plane of the meridian,

and OPT the plane of an hour circle, and

OP the direction of the stile. Then PN
is the co-latitude, and TOT' the hour line

corresponding to that meridian, which gives

the hours of the same name T in the

forenoon, and at T' in the afternoon. Lefc

/ sr the latitude, A the hour angle in

degrees, c = the co-latitude PN. Then we

have in the spherical triangle PNT.

Cos / SB tan t x cot A, or log. tan t
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=* log cos I -f log tan 7* - 10/where < is the angular distance of the

hour lines in succession from the hour line of noon (see para. 61).

Example. To construct a vertical dial for a place in latitude 31

SO/ Angular distances of the hour lines from noon will be

For I P.M. or 11 A.M. tan t = cos 31 30' + tan 15,

12 52> = tan 12 52' nearly,

For 2 P.M. or 10 A.M. tan t 9 cos 31 30' + tan 30,

26 12' = tan 26 12',

For 3 P.M. or 9 A.M. tan t =*> cos 31 30' + tan 45,

40 27' ** tan 40 27%

and so on.

The angle formed by the gnomon^ with the vertical face of the

dial will of course he 58" 30' (= co-fattiitde}.

In a horizontal and vertical dial, the elevation of the stile is

respectively equal to the latitude and co-latitude of the place ; for in

figure 24 showing a horisjonfal dial, PON is the latitude ; and in

figure 25 showing a vertical dial, PON is the co-latitude. ^^
The inclination of the plane of an oblique dial -tactile borfzon

or plane of a horizontal dial is called it* inclixuii6rC\ and its inclination

to the prime vertical is called its declination.

77. Hence, if a horizontal dial, constructed for a given place, is

carried to any other place on the mnne meridian, and placed in a plane

parallel to the horizon of the former place, that is, parallel to its first posi-

tion it will be an inclmi^a_(\n\ for the latter place ;
and its inclination

at this place will be equal to the difference of latitudes of the two places.

Also the elevation of the stile of an inclining dial at any place is equal

to the sum or difference of the latitude and inclination. Hence, to

construct an inclining dial at a given place, find the latitude of the

plane to whose horizon the plane of the inclined dial is parallel and

construct it as a horizontal dial for this place, and it will be the

required
dial ; the latitude of this latter place will be the sum or

difference of the latitude of the given place and the inclination.

la this manner a dial constructed for one place may be used at

another place. For instance, suppose a horizontal dial made for Delhi

(iat 28 360 is to be set up in Lahore (lat 31 34') so as to show Lahore

time. The difference in latitude is 2 55/ The stand, to receive the

dial, will not be horizontal, but will be inclined upwards towards the north

At 4tf Jgigte of 2 55' with horizon. It will then show Lahore time.
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At the equator, the stile and sub-stile of a horizontal dial coincide ;

the stile then has to be placed above the plane of the dial, and parallel

to the meridian. The hour lines are now all parallel with north and

south line, and distant from it by the tangent of the corresponding

hour circle's inclination to the meridian, the height of the stile being

the radius.

Let S s the height of the stile above the dial of the &tile ; A, the

hour angle in degrees ; and
t,

the perpendicular distance of the corres-

ponding hour line from that of noon ;
then t = S tan It.

The stile of a prime vertical dial would evidently be perpendicular

to its plane, and the hour lines \\ould make angles of 15 with each

other in succession.



CHAPTER IV.

ENGINEERING SURVEYS.

78. The surveying operations described in the foregoing chapters

may be considered to have as their general object the completion of a map
of the country surveyed, more or less accurate according to the time and

labour bestowed and the means employed.

E!llgin,86ring Project- When however, a survey is directed to

the special object of preparing an Engineering Project, the preparation

of the map must be regarded as subsidiary to the main design, and the

nature of the process employed must be regulated primarily towards the

collection of data, which^
will be necessary in drawing out the project in

proper detail.

The ordinary projects which are likely to occupy the attention of

engineers in India are those for roads, railways and canals. Projects

for drainage and water supply may also be occasionally required and

even harbour works and light-houses ;
but these last refer to a special

branch of surveying, called Marine (Surveying, which will not be discussed

in this Manual.

In the projects mentioned above, the necessary surveying operation

must depend a good deal on what maps already exist of the country

affected. Many parts of India have now been so accurately surveyed

and mapped, that it may be quite sufficient to trace off the acquired area

of country, to an erilarged scale, if necessary. If the enlarged map does

not give the necessary details, such details may be readily interpolated

by the theodolite, or prismatic compass, or even in the act of running the

necessary lines of levels if stadia is used in conjuction with a planetable.

But as very few parts of the country have yet been covered, even meagrely,

with a net-work of levels, it will in almost every case, be necessary to run

such as are required.

If, however, no map exists, or none from which leading points may be

transferred to an enlarged map with sufficient accuracy, it will be neces-

sary to direct the preliminary surveys to the construction of such a map.

79- Preliminary surveys. The surveyor who is called upon to

prepare a map of a given tract of country within a certain time, may often

beat a loss to know the best method of starting the survey ; whether to fix

ft series of points trigouoroetrically by a net-work of triangles, or else to
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work by means of a number of closed traverses, and plot according to

Gale'a method. If the country is at all
hilly, the first method is perhaps

the best, aud in the end tho most expeditious, as then the errors are not

cumulative, but are adjusted between station and station* But if the

country is level, running traverses without first fixing any points will be

found the most expeditious, and in the plains of India sufficiently accurate

for all practical purposes. If a trigonometrical survey were resorted

to, greater dependence could be placed upon the accuracy of the result,

but that amount of accuracy is only obtained by much greater expense

of time and labour, owing to the necessity of building high stations from

which to observe. In traversing, the errors due to chaining are certainly

cumulative throughout the entire circuit, but when the country is moder-

ately level, these errors can with care be reduced to a minimum, and

are easily allowed for in the calculations. The details of the survey in

either case must be filled in as already explained in Chapter VI. Part L
T/ie lewt area of country which must be thus surveyed will be

determined by considering what is the least area that will be affected by

the project under consideration. Thus in the case of an irrigation canal

running on the watershed of the country, the boundaries of the survey

will clearly be defined by the two main water-courses on the right and

left of the watershed line by the highest point on the river from which

the canal is to be fed and the lowest point into which it is proposed to

jtail it. In the case of a railway or road between any two places A and

*B, the boundaries will be determined by the greatest possible lines of

divergence from the straight line AB, i.e., by the most circuitous route to

the right and left of that line which it is possible the road might, with any

advantage, be made ; and so on for other cases.

As to the general details which will be reqwwlia the owe of a rail-

Way or road the following may be enumerated : The position and

comparative size of all towns or villages affected thereby (if the number

of the population can be ascertained it may be written down in the ftiap)

the exact course of any stream which will require bridging between the

two extreme points where the bridge would probably have to be mfade

the cultivated, culturable, or forest land that would be traversed by the

liue^he pq&kion of bnck-tieldg, stone quarries^forests or other materials

tfeat tmigh& be used in the construction of the line the position and size

of any swamps that might require to be crossed or perhaps drained.

Levels. The map thus far having been completed, the lines of levels

'thfct trifl b6 required must next fee run, and plotted on the map, the reduced

beiag writtee in at every bench-mark and point of any importance,
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or where there are none such, every 5th statibn or so, so as not to

overcrowd the plan with figures,

Protractor, A. half sheet of "writing imperial'* paper, 15*x22*,

having a circular protractor of fi inches radius lithographed in the centre

of it, is found to be a very convenient size to protract preliminary lines of

levels. The circular protractor is divided by large division into degrees,

still larger marks show every 5th degree, and by smaller into degrees,

but these marks are not numbered. The surveyor, knowing exactly from

hid previous field-work how his lines of levels run, draws his own north

and south lines through that diameter of the protractor.which he considers

will make his work take somewhat of a diagonal direction across the paper,

and then numbers the scale right round for his own convenience. In this

way one of these sheets will hold a week's work of some 24 or 25 miles of

line levelling, 'and all the necessary side detail, if drawn to a scale of 1

mile to 1 inch. A specimen sheet with the protractor attached, and the

protraction of some levels is here given, Plate (XI) but some of th

detail has had to be omitted owing to the reduction of scale.

A plan and section of a circuit of levels is here given (Plate XII)

to show thQ.amount of information which should be given, and the student

should make a careful inspection of it, for few surveyors' plans and sections

contain the whole of the information they should contain.

80. Road. In the case of a road in open level country, it will be

enough to level down the line decided on, or along the trial line previous

to the actual one being fixed the streams to be crossed must also be

levelled along and the necessary cross sections taken so as to enable the

proper calculations to be made with regard to the waterway, and the

reduced levels of flood lines must everywhere be carefully ascertained,

to enable the proper height of embankment to be determined. Cross

levels will also be required, at points where the line turns and where a

curve will be necessary, also at points where a temporary divergence

from the straight may be advisable in order to save work -as for instance,

in crossing through a morass or over a hill.

Hill /toads, To select the trace for a road in a hill region requires

much more care and attention. Before anything is definitely decided upon,
the several possible lines between the extreme points must be considered,

and particular attention should be paid to the mean obligatory points on

each line. A cardinal principle to be remembered, also, is that the ascent

or descent should be as uniform as possible, the gradients in the opposite

direction being reduced to a minimum/ Again, an obstacle such as a

steep cliff, chasm, etc., which at first sight may appear impassable except

* Thi* can be modified to a certain extent as in modern practice for oart traction it has been thought a few

piece* 9t level eases the strain and gives a rest to the animals,
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at inordinate cost, may in reality prove quitejotherwise, for in order to avoid

it the numerous minor difficulties encountered may in the end prove more

expensive. For obvious reasons also deep cuttings into the hill-side should

be avoided as much as possible, but when the slope of the hill-side is consi-

derable, the trace of the road should bo bo selected that the whole of the

width of proposed road should be cut out of the solid hill-side.

In commencing a survey for a hill road,* the rough obligatory points

are usually assumed on the several ridges to be passed, and as the length of

the trace in the intermediate valleys is most deceptive and generally much

greater than estimated, the relative position of our assumed obligatory

point from the next should always be calculated by using a gradient steeper

than that required to be worked to. For instance, supposing a road is to

be laid out on a gradient of 1 in 20, a position on one ridge is known, and

it is required to estimate where the trace may cut the next ridge. The

intermediate distance is so difficult to approximate to, and so generally

under-estimated, that the point on the next ridge is easier found by apply-

ing a steeper gradient say 1 in 17 or 1 in 18 to the estimated length of

intermediate road than by adding approximately to the estimate. Again,
it must be remembered that when the trace of the road is settled, the

resulting gradient on the completed road will work out steeper t)ian that

used in layiag oat the trace. The original trace must, therefore, be

somewhat easier than that finally required ;
and though it is difficult to

say what allowance should be made, as it varies with nature of the ground,
it may be assumed in a general way that a

slope of 1 in 32 works down to a slope of 1 in 30

1 22 1 20

1 16 .,
1 15

Zig-zags in mountain roads should be avoided as much as possible, as they

frequently involve incessant repairs; if used they should not be run through
rotten ground, or across drainage, but they are less objectionable if they
can be arranged so that the drainage of each length can be thrown off at

the turning points clear of the road below. The Ghat tracer, Abney
level and De Lisle reflecting level are all used in tracing out hill

roads and are sufficiently accurate for cart and coolie traffic routes.

81. Railway. A survey for a railway is very similar to that for a

road, but it is more elaborate, in thi^t greater attention must bo given to

the gradients, and the several lengths of straight must be connected

together by regular curves.

A revised and complete set of ''Rules to be observed for the preparation
of Railway Project" to be subuuttecM'or the sanction of the Government

* The author awumea hew those so oaUed hill roa<lb before they-were converted iu oroe places, to pass motvf
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of India was issued ia 1893, corrected up to 1918 and cotttdtte very

detailed instructions.

One or more trial lines are generally run before the actual direction of

a lirte of railway is decided upon, and the amount of accuracy bestowed

upon the surveys of such trial lines is only sufficient to obtain a fair

approximation to accuracy, and to give a reliable comparison between the

rival lines, In the preliminary surveys therefore it is not usual to run in

regular curves except in difficult country, nor to take more levels than

arc sufficient to admit of an approximate estimate of the earth work being

made. Therefore to make a survey for a trial line of railway, all that

is necessary is to run a traverse with a theodolite from one obligatory

point to the next and then run a line of levels over the same line.

Owing to facilities for vision, the engineer in running the trial line is

apt to put the turning points on the several ridges crossed, but this should

ha stttdiwisty avoided if possible, as if the line is selected for the permanent

linfc, it will have to be re-rtin, or else the cuttings through the hills will

all be on the curve.

It is usual for the surveyor who runs the traverse to put in pegs or

marks every 300 or 600 feet along the line of traverse in open country

and every 100 feet in broken or hilly ground, in order that the leveller

who follows may not require to do any chaining. These pegs are usually

fcumberfed consecutively, the surveyor continuing the length of the cbainage

'throughout from the beginning, rather than commencing a fresh cbainage

at each new departure from the previous straight line. It is obvious in

this trial survey that the levels are taken along the tangents rather than

along the curves, and also that the line of railway is represented as

slightly longer than it would be if really located, but the results are quite

Accurate enough for the purposes of the trial survey. Also in a trial

survey the amount of detail to be shown may be reduced to a minimum,

Of course more detail of the line is required in difficult oountry and

through towns and villages, but no great accuracy is aimed at as the

results desired are in the first instance only comparative. In a trial

survey, therefore, all the detail required is to show where obstacles occur

near the traversed line, aud also the course of rivers and streams for a

few hundred yards on each side of the line.

When, however, the course of the railway is decided upon, the work

required from the surveyor who has to locate the line is much more

delicate. Sufficient detail of the country on either side of the selected line

IAS to be shown, in order that possible minor deviations may be made if it

10 found that the estimates work out unsatisfactorily and demand a further
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investigation. In locating a line it is therefore usual to lay oat the

several lengths of straight accurately, and to determine the most cotfvenieht

curves by which to connect them ; the line is then traversed oter in the

ordinary way, and the curves put in as the work proceeds. The chainage

is usually continued throughout from the commencement, and pegs put in

the centre line at every 190 feet, for the convenience of the leveller Who

has to follow the man with the theodolite. The detail of the neighbouring

country may be also put in by the man who runs the traverse, but it is

better to leave all that to an assistant who follows with a plane-table, bn

which .the course of the line with the positions of the 100 feet pegs is

accurately marked.

The smallest party required to locate a line of railway with convenient

despatch is one Executive Engineer and two assistants. The responsible

officer ranges out the line, conducts the traverse, and puts in the curvet \

one assistant follows with the level, makes an accurate section of the liie

and also takes all necessary cross sections ; and the other assistant, with

the aid of a plane-table and other instruments*, when required, makes a

survey of the required belt of country, surveys a sufficient length of the

course of all streams croesed, and does the needful check levels. With a

large staff the above work can be sub-divided and greater progress made,

and assistance is also at hand to run alternative lines through difficult parts,

and to make more detailed investigations as river crossings, etc. If it can

be arranged, it is advisable that one party be told off to locate a Hue of

railway up to, say in India, 150 or 200 miles in length ; and the Work

should be o regulated that the several officers engaged, work comparative-

ly close to each other. Check levels should be constantly run, and no

great advancement should be made by the traverser ahead of the levelling

operations until the levels are accurately checked, If a man has of

necessity to check bis own levels, he should do it in the opposite direction,

and only touch on the original line at bench-marks and other
obligatory

points, but it should be so arranged that the cheek levels are run inde-

pendently of the leveller.

As the location of a line of railway usually follows quickly on the trial

surveys, it is only necessary to make such preliminary marks as will

enable any of the trial lines to be easily found. This can be done by

blazing trees, making marks on buildings, etc., by which the line passes

close, and by making a semipermanent mark where the several tangents

* The cross section work and also the detail is easily put in by au assistant workmg the

taking stadia readings and Quoting in staff positions from his plane-table placed as glow

pustiMe to hi* level,
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meet ; and if careful sketches and notes of these marks are also entered

in the field-books, no difficulty should be experienced in picking up a line

again. With a located line the marks must be much more permanent,
and it is usual to show by a permanent mark in the actual line each

successive mile-post and the ends of every curve. Ft is also of great

assistance if the intersection point of the tangents is also permanently
marked. The centre line is also shown by a continuous cut along the

surface of the ground about 6 or 9 inches in depth, a mark generally

sufficiently accurate in the plains of India to lay off the dimensions of the

ground required for the railway.

82. Gaual. The kind of survey required for a canal will depend

very much on the nature of the country and the magnitude of the woVk

required to be constructed. In an undulating or hilly country the

approximate direction of the irrigation channel is apparent at once, and

the positions of the minor distributing channels in all cases vary with

local requirements ;
but a project for a large irrigation canal in the plains

of India requires a very extended survey.

For such a project, besides the details required for an accurate repre-

sentation of the country to be traversed, it is necessary to cover the map

with. a network of levels ; and this is generally done by running a series

of roughly parallel lines of levels at distances of about a mile apart, and

as nearly as can be estimated at right angles to the general watershed

of the country traversed. If these lines of levels are connected at their

extremities by other lines of levels the work will be continuous, and

each part serve as a check to the reminder. The best line for the

canal will probably at once be evident from the contours deduced from

this network of levels, and a fairly approximate estimate may be made

without further fieldwork. But if any sand hills, ridges, or large

shallow depressions occur, and which have not been sufficiently marked

by the general lines of levels run, it will be necessary to run such

further lines of levels, as will carefully represent the ground qt these

parts, if needed.

The line of the canal selected will generally run along the highest

ridge or backbone of the country, and its alignment should be made as

straight as possible. With any appreciable current the outer side of a

curved channel will require to be revetted, and so add considerably to

the initial expense, unless the curve can be made extremely easy.

83. Canal Surveys. The following instructions, based generally

on those issued by Colonel Crofton, R.E., when Chief Engineer of Irrigation

In tbe Punjab, for the conduct of canal surveys, will give what further
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information is required. They are applicable to all kinds of engineering

surveys.

Trial levelling and surveying. In addition to the levels of the

country surface, a rough survey or reconnaissance is required, which should

give information on the following points, viz : Approximate sites of

villages or towns, lines of. drainage, roads, railways, old water-courses

canals, channels (main or rajbahas), edges of high or "hangar" land

remarkable buildings, wells, nature of soils, crops, trees, etc., position of

stono or kankar quarries, etc. The places between which roads run and

their bearings (if regularly lined out), should be noted ; if on embankment

the level of the top surface should be taken. The bearings of regularly

lined-out canal channels or irrigation cuts, and the level of their bedi

at points of crossing with cross sections at right angles to the direction

of each, showing level of full supply are required.

84. Water level. The level of the lowest point in the beds of streams

where crossed ; with sections at right angles to their courses showing

level of highest known flood, and date of its occurrence, if ascertainable ;

the level of surface of water in rivers (noting date of observation) ; depth

of water on lowest point of bed (if obtainable), and level of ordinary and

highest known flood ; levels of floors of tanks and lowest points of large

swamps should be observed and connected with the line of levels. The

site of such sections taken off the line should invariably be connected with

the traverse.

The waterway of all bridges or cjjkerts met with on or near the line

of levels should be measured ; and the levels of their floors or plinths of

abutments, or the bed under the arches if there be no flooring, with

highest flood mark, carefully noted.

Wherever a well is met with or used as a bench-mark, the level of

the surface of the water should be noted : the depth below the bench*

mark can be measured with sufficient accuracy by the chain. If water

is being drawn from the well, the surface will in general be abnormally

low, in which case the
heighjj,

at which it usually stands when not in use

should if possible be ascertained. The quality of the water, whether

sweet or brackish, should also bo noted. These observations of the

surface level of the springs should pever be omitted, when opportunity

offers ; it is a point of considerable importance.

The colour and description of the soils, whether sandy, clayey, etc.,

the presence of the white or brown efflorescence, known as
"
reh

"
or

"kuller" should be noted.
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86* Drainage lines~A complete delineation of the drainage

lines of the country being one of the primary objects of the survey,
too

great oare cannot be taken in Ascertaining their positions, They may be

divided (excluding the large rivers) into two classes; the first easily

recognisable by their size ; well defined channels running in valleys at

some depth below the general level of the country adjoining. Into thesq

and the rivers, innumerable channels of the second class discharge

themselves ; the exact positions of which are not always to be detected

by tbe level alone. They usually rise in jhils (swamps) lying close to

the watershed, and their courses are marked by a series of jhils connected

by intermediate low lands ;
a black, clayey soil,

<(

reb," rank grass, ^nd

orops requiring frequent irrigation, such as sugarcane, cotton, etc**

generally mark the places where water has lain or over which it flows

in considerable quantity. No land of this description should be passed

over without enquiry as to whether it is flooded during rain, and from

what direction the water comes, and whither it runs oft "Reh" if

contained in the soil, always rises to the surface where water has lain for

any time and appears in greatest quantity during the cold season.

Large towns or villages will almost invariably he found situated close

to lines of drainage, or to low ground where water collects after rain. In

iboto parts of the country which are subject to extensive inundations,

village*, espeeialty auiall ones, will always be found to be situated on laud

oat of the reach of the ordinary inundations ; no reliance, however, can be

placed on their position as regards extraordinary floods.

Sand bills, or v^ry sandy soil, generally mark a watershed on the

"
hangar

"
or high -land.

%

Where a nala or drainage lines is crossed, and the level of the lowest

point of the bed is observed, great care should be taken to ascertain

whether this point is on Ae general level of the bed
; if otherwise, the

difference above or below should be measured and noted,

Where drainages cite met tvith, enquiries should be made as to their

courses both above and below the line off levels, names <rf villages near

which they pass, etc. ; by thus observing them in each suoo&tsitre tkw of

cross section, a very complete plad of the drainage of t&e coontfry i*

obtainable, as well a* connected serfes of levels alofeg the b*<l**f$if6

outfall.

Similar information to that debited fcbove should to tttetniwed *rfch all

or

work connected with irrigation.
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In levelling for the longitudinal section of a river, the line should

follow generally the main water channel, the stations being invariably on

the bank or dry ground near the edge of the stream. The level of the

surface of the water at intervals (noting date) of ordinary floods and

highest known floods ; the position of top and foot of rapids (if any), and

level of surface of water at each point to be noted. The depth of water to

be measured in the deepest part of the channel where the surface lovel has

been observed. Cross-sections at right angles to the direction of the river

should be taken at intervals and connected with the series of levels show-

ing the bed, surface of watet*, level of ordinary and highest known flood.

The survey should show all minor channels and affluents (if any), and as

nearly as possible the extent of land under water in high floods. The nature

of the bed, whether boulders, sand, clay, etc., should be carefully noted.

86. Bench marks should be established at intervals of about 3

miles in general, and one close to the crossing of every large stream or

line of drainage, but at a place not likely to be washed away ;
also at the

ends of each cross section or line of "levels. Existing buildings to be

preferred for the purpose.

All canal, road, railway, Great Trigonometrical Survey, or other

bench-marks met with en route, should be connected with the line of levels.

87. Admissible error in levelling. The error or difference

in any circuit of levels ought not to exceed one foot per hundred miles

linear.* Small errors arisiag from incorrect reading of the staff, not

holding it vertical, high wind and such like, are inseparable from all

levelling operations, but these will not be found to accumulate if the work

be carefully done. A tendency, however, has long been observed, though

ag yet unaccounted for, to a small cumulative error in the direction of tlie

levels ;
but this is not found to affect practical operations materially.

Where great accuracy is required such as in the proof
t
levels of a canal

channel, it is advisable to level twice over the same stations wit!Tthe ssune

instrument, the second series of levels being carried in the reverse direction

to the first ; the mean reduced level of each station will be as nearly

accurate as it is possible to obtain it.

A prismatic compass attached to the level will be found very useful in

filling in details off the line of the series of levels. If the variation of the

needle is not identical with that of the map employed, the bearings should be

reduced to the meridian of the latter. | Most of the side measurements,

* Error in fegt =* Concent \/ dUtau<?e in miles where C m 0- 1 (vide para. 1 02 Part I).

t iMcxten? leyela have slotted screw holes to enable the compaga being cleared of Magnetic

deviation.
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where great accuracy is not required, may be macte by pacing. Two

and-a-half or three feet paces will be found most convenient as admitting

of easy reduction to feet. Stadia measurements are now more generally

employed and are of CQur^gjusfiUttUe,

88. Scale. The scale generally for protraction of levels should

be 1 mile to 1 inch. For the section, the horizontal scale same as for the

3rptraction ; the vertical, about 100 times the horizontal. A larger or

imaller scale may be necessary for special purposes ; they should, how-

ever, be always measures or aliquot parts of the one-mile-to-the-5nch scale

ind for working plans 400', 200 r

,
100' or .50' to the inch.

On every protraction of levels, besides the heading, the following must

lever be omitted : Date of the survey, name of the surveyor, scale and

meridian line
;
the numbers attached to the several stations on the section

;o be identical with those on the protraction.

All details noted in the field-book should be transferred to the protrac-
*

tion or sections ; a sketch and a short description of each bench-mark to

be entered on the back or margin of the sheet in which its position is

shown. The information is thus more accessible than if old field-books

have to be searched for it.

If a map is to be compiled from levels or surveys taken with more

than one instrument, it will be found best to protract the work done with

eacb instrument, on separate sheets, to be subsequently transferred on to

the map or have the compasses corrected as suggested in footnote.

89. Running the traverse* After the position of the line, which

may generally be assumed as the watershed, has been approximately deter-

mined by means of the cross sections, or otherwise an accurate traverse

with the theodolite should be taken over it, including a survey of the

ground for about half a mile in general, or further, if deemed necessary, on
v

each side, which should give information on the following points, viz :

Features of the country, if irregular ; streams, lines of drainage and

swamps wherever met with
;
sand hills or ridges, towns and villages ;

wells ; buildings, whether of masonry or mud ; roads, whether regularly

lined out or merely cart tracks if the former, the bearings should be

taken ; places between which they run (whether trac$ or made roads),

and whether they ar,e lines of traffic or merely village communications,

should be carefully ascertained (this is useful afterwards in* determining

the sites of bridges); village boundaries, etc.; such minutise as the

boundaries of fields are unnecessary , those of gardens may be useful ;

in fadtj everything which is likely to be of assistance in determining the

precise line, or that which it would be advisable to avoid if possible. A
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survey of this nature, carefully taken, will generally admit of choosing

a line which will not injure property or disturb existing rights in the

least possible degree.

The accuracy of the traverse is the point to be chiefly looked to ; the

distance between the stations on it should be as long as possible, less than

a mile, as the probabilities of accuracy in observation are greater in the

case of long than short sights, and the plotting is easier as well as more

likely to be accurate. The sights to the station poles should be taken as

in ordinary traverse surveying by the inward angle method which

is an angular check in itself. To check the distances between stations

fix on a well-defined point some distance to one side, say, a mile, and

observe to it from every station from which it is visible. If the distance*

have been measured and plotted correctly, according to angles observed

the lines will all meet in one point on the map.

The above paragraphs regarding traversing should not be adhered to

by the surveyor who can fix a true meridian and whose work may be

required many years hence. No reliance can be placed on magnetic

variations which differ year by year and which are different also in every,

instrument. The best way to locate a line for present or future use is

by a true meridian with inward angles and checkg by observations for

meridian at every 5 miles or so with the correction for convergency

applied (see paras. 131 and 132 Part 1),.

90. Stations* The stations may be marked on the ground by

large pegs, about 3 feet long, driven well in. It their future identification

is an object, and there is a chance of the pegs being destroyed or removed,

a ghwrrah or earthen vessel tilled with charcoal, buried at some depth

below the surface of the ground, will give the means of finding their sites

again with sufficient accuracy for all practical purposes The surest way,

however, is to note their distance and bearings from any easily recognized

and permanent objects, which are not likely to be disturbed, if such should

be found sufficiently near for the purpose. It will be found most con-

venient to fix all stations on mounds or rising ground.

It will be found convenient also to have two descriptions of poles

(jhandis) for setting up at stations to which observations are to be taken

one for use in windy weather, mounted with a flag ; the other when the air is

calm, with a small "moon" (made by covering a wooden hoop with

calico), about 14 feet diameter; as a flag when not flying free is scarcely
more distinguishable at a distance than the bare pole. On the Revenue

Survey, poles painted in foot lengths, white and blaok alternately, are

employed, which makes them visible at a far greater distance than the

uacoloured bam boot?,
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Tie aqgles on this side surveys may be taken with a good compass,

pHsihatic, or of any other description available; the actual bearings, as

shewn by the instrument employed, being entered in the field-book, .., no

correction being made in the field for the variation of compass (if any).

Villages should be traversed round, so as to determine their outer limits,

but no interior survey is required. These should be connected with points

on tte main line of traverse; the correctness of the junction line may be

tested by observing from several points on it to some objects in or near

the village (such as a large tree, house, etc,,) which has been well connected

witli the boundary survey of the village.

As the choice of a good line and the actual lining out on the ground

very much depends on the accuracy of the map, this should be placed

beyond a doubt, if possible, before the line is chosen and marked on it.

The time occupied in taking check observations and measurements in the

field will be well repaid by the facilities afforded to the subsequent work

by a really accurate plan of the country.

The position of the actual watershed near the line of traverse should be

carefully ascertained and noted on the map.

To the Above may be added a list of the maps and drawings generally

required in an engineering project.

91. Road. (1). General map of country. The plan sufficiently

broad to show the greatest amount of likely deviation. The scale of the

pla'n will 6f coarse vary with the length of the road, but, as a rule, should

not toe iefrs thai! 1 mile to 1 inch. (Standard map Survey of India).

Thfe road should be laid down on this plan, which should show the

lines and cross lines actually levelled, and as many reduced levels as

cofcvebient without crowding the plan. The positions of the bench-marks

must be sbown and numbered, and a sketch of the bench-marks showing,

wttfcre4he staff rested should be added in the margin.

(2) A longitudinal section along proposed road. This should show

the natural surface of the ground, and that of the proposed road, and also

in columns just below these surface lines, the depth of cutting or height

of embankment, If the ground is level, the horizontal scale may be similar

to that of the general plan and the reduced levels entered at every 1,000

feet. The vertical scale should be at least ] times the horizontal scale

(see para 88).

If the ground is at all undulating, the horizontal scale should be

adapted so as to show reduced levels at every 100 or 200 feet. The

sections should also show the villages it passes through, the kind of culti-

vation, and the bearings of the different parts of the road written over
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their respective portions, so that, in case the plan is mislaid, the section

may in a manner supply its place. The height of water in wells, and

highest flood lines of all water-courses, should he carefully entered. The

stations should be numbered so as to correspond with tho-e on the plan,

and the horizontal distances should be marked.

(3) Tlie principal cross sections The same remarks apply.

(4) Half section of road when in embankment, showing the positions

and widths of the installed and unmetalled parts, the side slopes, drains,

fencing (if necessary), etc.

Half section of road when in cuttiny, and complete ^ection when

partly in cutting and partly in embankment; both of these showing similar

details.

(5) Bridge site plan, If a river has to be bridged, u plan to a large

scale of the course of the river for a considerable distance on both sides

of the bridge site must be made so as to show why that site has been

chosen in preference to any other.

(6) That part of the longitudinil section showing the passage of a

river and the low land on either side, must be again drawn to a much

larger scale, so as to show all the reduced levels. Any steep ascent or

descent should also be shown on a large scale.

(7) Plans and sections of all bridges and culverts necessary; and these

again must be accompanied by drawings of detail to a much larger scale.

(8) Plan, section and elevation of an inspection bungalow and store*

house for tools, etc.

92, C&nal. The plans for a canal project will be similar to those

for road with a few additions.

The survey should be of scale not less than 400 feet to an inch.

In the longitudinal section, the line showing the surface of the water

will bd shown, as well as the line of the bed of the canal.

Besides the above-mentioned drawings, there will be required plans

and sections of the lock channels, the look gates, main and minor distri-

buting channels, dams, falls, inlets for surface drainage, escapes for the

passage of flood waters, aqueducts, bridges, etc.

It would be impossible to give the full details of the operations requir-

ed for the preparation of projects for canals and railways in a general

Manual on Surveying, without unduly increasing the scope and expense

of the work. Directions for the guidance of surveyors engaged on such

highly technical work, will be found in the publications specially devoted

to these
subjects,
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93. Railway** The drawings for a railway project are similar to

those for a road. Besides, however, there will be required detail draw-

ings, to a large scale, of the permanent way and of the rolling stock.

Plans and sections, etc. of the stations, sheds, engine house and water

tanks will also have to be provided.

SCALES. The following scales will be found very convenient for all

maps and plans, and are generally used in the Public Works Department :

For general maps
Two or four miles to the inch.

For maps accompanied by sections

According to the amount of detail required.

Map one inch to a mile Index plan and section.

100 feet to the inch vertical,

Detail plans and sections

400 feet to the inch horizontal.

40 vertical.

For all plans of buildings, the scale will be either ^V, r^, ^ *

94. Useful Hints. The following hints may be found useful :

1. When series of levels are taken over a tract of country, the plan

and section of such levels should correspond exactly. If the scale is

not too small, the measured distances between stations should be shown io

both ; the numbers of the stations, as shown in the field-book being given

at every 5th station on the plan and section, with the reduced levels

written on the plan in red ink. The situations of bench-marks should be

shown accurately on the plan, and the reduced levels written clearly

showing to what exact spot the numbers refer. Wherever the scale

admits of it, the information given on the plan should be so full and

complete, that the sections can at any time be drawn out from it alone ;

and, if the azimuths of the different lines be written on the section, the

plan may conversely be laid down from the sections alone. These can be

had from the Traverse form .

2. Where a line of levels crosses a water-course, the reduced level

of the bed of such water-course should be shown that of the water-

surface (the date of observation beiqc given) of highest and ordinary

flood mark, if discernible and that of
_tl^e top of the bank ; and all these

reduced levels should be shown on the plan,

3. In levelling, the staff, unless when placed on a bench-mark, or a

pucka road, must always be held on a wooden peg, about 3 or 4 inches

long, driven in flush with the surface of the ground ; without this no

confidence can be placed on the accuracy of the work. Local depressions

and elevations should be avoided for peg positions.

'$44 rules {or the Preparation of Railway Projects issued by order of the Govwuuent ot iwtifti
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4. The level, if not absolutely impossible, should invariably be

get up equidistant from either statf; errors of adjustment being thus

completely obviated. If otherwise, it is to be borne in mind that when
the line of collimation and the large bubble are in adjustment with each

other, although not so with reference to the axis of the instrument, a

correct result is obtainable by bringing the bubble horizontal at each

sight or to contact position as in the India Pattern Level.

5. The ordinary distances from the level to either staff to be in even

hundreds or half hundreds of feet, not aliquot parts of miles,

6. All observations for level without exception must be connected

with some point of which the reduced level (from the common datum)
has been previously, or will be, ascertained* Sections of rivers, nalas,

etc., to be thus connected,

7. In line levelling, it will be found the simplest mode and least

liable to errors to record collateral observations separately from the line

series in the field-book. Such observations should be taken and recorded

with reference to stations on the line.

8. Measuring chains ( 100 feet) should be kept of the exact length

even for ordinary surveying or levelling. Their length when new

should be verified daily at commencement and close of work against a

steel tape or a standard chain kept solely for this purpose every new
chain stretching considerably at first With a chain of good material

some time in use this elongation is scarcely perceptible,

10. Bench-marks- Invariably on masonry buildings, or other

permanent structure^. In the choice of their positions, security from

injury and facility of identification are the points to be chiefly looked to.

The sills of niches in, or plinths of masonry buildings are very suitable.

In a well, the small niche (or namali) usually left for a slab engraved
with the owner's or builder's name, if the sill be flat and even, is a very
safe place. Where it is necessary to build a pillar for the purpose, some

retired nook or waste land should be chosen as the site : the pillar, oi

masonry in lime cement, may be of this form

7<V<7. 27.

SECTfoH
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A wooden peg about 3 feet in length being inserted in the centre of

the masonry the top flush with its upper surface, on which the levelling

^taff is to be held. To secure the pillar from injury, a mud wall may be

built round it, or a mud pillar over it, or both. To protect the wooden

peg from injury by dry rot or white-ants, it should be soaked for four

days in a solution of 1 Ib. of sulphate of copper (nila tntiya) to 4 gallons

of water, and should be coated with tar.

11. As bench-marks are intended for future reference, they are per-

fectly useless unless such a description of them be given as will serve to

identify them indubitably. In addition to a sketch, -the position with

reference to well defined and easily seen objects in the neighbourhood,

and to the north point, the name of the village in whose lands it is

situated ; if a tomb, the name of the person buried there ;
if a well,

names of owners and local appellation (if any), if a boundary mark

(none but those at the intersections of more than two village boundaries

.should be taken), the names of the villages whose lands meet there ;

should all be noted in the field-book. The cornice of a building is a

very safe place to have a Bench Mark and it can be given a value by

holding the staff upside down. This method of holding a staff upside

down on both sides of a wall is the best way to continue levelling across

such an obstacle. The Surveyor of course choosing a good horizontal

course or slab on the top where 1m line crosses. In the first case the

fore staff is additive and in the second subtractive to obtain the H. I. of

instrument in the further position.

12. All observations and information connected with eit&er survey

Or levels should be entered in the field-book at the time of noting in ink

in the field. Nothing sjiould
he trusted to memory.

13. The date of the survey, as well as the number and maker's

name of the instrument in use, should never be omitted.

14. The north and south line should be drawn through the centre of

a plan and be as long as possible. The magnetic meridian should not

'only be marked on the plan, but the amount of variation (and date of

observation) also should appear on the face of the plan.

15. Field-book should be checked and reduced levels inked in at

the conclusion of each day's work the survey should invariably be

plotted from the original field-book. If a fair copy is made it should

be as a duplicate only in case of accident to the original, but any sur-

veyor making a fair copy to be plotted from it on the pretence that

the original is too dirty to be sent in, should meet with no mercy.

16. Field-books should be properly indexed and work should have

as many cross references as are necessary, and be recorded in ink.
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17. All erasures and corrections in field books must be made in ink

and verified by initialling and date.

95. Demarcation- Although hardly partaking of the nature

of a regular survey operation, the system described below, of recording

in a graphic manner the relative contour of the surface of the ground

and other details, is well worthy of the attention of surveyors engaged in

irrigation or drainage works in cultivated tracts of the plains of India.

The system is only applicable to cultivated tracts, as it is a graphic

systematic record of the knowledge of the cultivators of the ground,

modified and possibly corrected now and then by the experience of the

surveyor or observer. The object with which demarcation observations

are started in any tract is to prepare on a large scale, a map or chart

showing the following :

(i) The exact lines along which drainage flows off the fields, and

eventually finds its way to the rivers on either side.

(ii) The exact positions of the watersheds dividing these drainages,

(iii) The areas and distribution of the main qualities of soils,

(iv) The areas and positions of the "ce*matt<i" of wells or other

sources of irrigation which it is desired to preserve or pre-

vent interference with,

(v) The actual position of level pegs, or other survey marks, and

of the land occupied by works about to bo constructed.

It will be evident to all concerned in such operations that if the

above-mentioned minute information can bo cheaply and accurately acquired

the calculations of discharge off catchment areas, discharge required

to irrigate certain lands, or to pass down distributaries and canals, will

be rendered simple and precise, and that it will be possible to carry out

the alignments of channels with more accuracy and certainty than is

likely to be the case with the most detailed contour survey founded oa

lines of spirit levelling.

The procedure is simple enough. Two copies are made of the village

map of each village contained within the area to be demarcated : both

copies are on cloth, one on a separate -isheet aud the other on a large

sheet, joined up at the boundaries with copies of the maps of all villages

within the tract. It may be mentioned that when large tracts of country

are dealt with iu order to keep the large sheets of convenient size, it will

be necessary to trace the maps according to minor doabs.

These maps are generally printed on a scale of 16 inches to the mile

or thereabouts, and show the field boundaries and numbers, village siteS|

roads and tanks, and other important features. After being copied ou
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cloth these features should be suitably colored up on both copies, and

then from the written village record the various qualities of soil can also

be colored up, as the numbers of the fields given in the village map and

records are the same there is no difficulty in doing this, indeed all through,

the map should be looked on as a graphic index to the records. After

soils, the irrigation of wells and other sources can be shown on the map from

the village season or other records, the results of one or a series of years

being taken according to the degree of accuracy aimed at. Regarding

the record of possible irrigation from, or command of wells and other

sources of supply, it may be noted that very few sources except good

wells and canals can be considered permanent, and that the record on the

map of a canal project of any existing irrigation but that from good wells,

is hardly necessary. To obtain the proper command of a well the results

of three years' working at least should be plotted, and a thick boundary

line should be drawn round this area, including any dry fields surrounded

by irrigated fields.

It will save time to plot all the above information on the separate

maps, a6 a large number of men can then be employed extracting and

plotting figures, it only takes a short time to traco the areas once plotted

on to the large sheet.

The small sheets are now ready for out-door work. The surveyor,

therefore, provided with the village map, should visit a village, and having

enlisted as his guides a few respectable cultivators, should enquire the

direction of flow of rain water of the fields he is standing on
; noting the

reply, be should walk on until he finds a point from which the water

divides or flows in opposite directions this is clearly a point on a

watershed, and should be marked on the map with a pencil thus, X. In

the same manner the points on drainages can be determined and marked

with arrows, ^tn*., the points where the rain water from two or more

fields meet, and flow off together. When a few points on watersheds or

Irainages are once fixed it is easy enough to walk along and mark the

lines, being careful to follow the information given by the cultivators in

preference to judging by the eye. By the time most of the village area

has been traversed the map will be ready to have the junctions of water-

sheds and drainages filled in, and this should be done with great care

and after due local enquiry,
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96. To lay out the direction of road on % hitt-side ftf

any given slope-* ^
Fig. 28,

Scale 8 inche* to I

Let the figure represent the contoured plan of a hill-side along whieti

it is required to lay out the direction of a road, rising from the point "A to

the level 150 at a uniform gradient of 1 in 8. As the itvtertal between the

contours is 25 feet, the plan of the road between any two Contours wilt be

the base of a right-angled triangle abe, in which ab as 25 X 8 = 200 feet.

Jjaying of this distance on the same scale as the m$p (& imjhes to 1 mile)

between the successive contours at BCD, etc., the required direction ia

determined. Should a zigzag not be objectionable, tbe road may be made

to follow the course BGHKL.
It sometimes happens that the course of the road betweeti two contours

close together is not quite clear, In this case an intermediate contour

must be interpolated, as 137 in the figure, and the KK' =a 100 feet laid

off between 125 and 137, and a further length K'L of 100 feet between

13?i and 150,

As an exercise the student is recommended to the following example :

Draw four concentric circles, -inch apart : diameter of the smallest

circle *75 inch. Assuming these circles to be the contours (50 feet

interval) of a conical bill, draw the track of a road ascending from the

lowest contour to the summit, nt a slope of 1 in 20. Scale 6 inches

to 1 mile.

97. To find the boundary of excavation or filling on a
Contoured plan- In a problem of this nature, see

fig. 29, it is neces-

sary to assume that A and B are more or less ruling points or that A ami

6 by trial have been found to give a better gradient, and avoid expensive

bridging, protection of permanent way, etc.

To fiftj the boundary of excavation it is necessary therefore first to lay

<fcW4 on/the stfrvey the road alignment with the adopted width of road-bed
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and to show thereon the probable gradient. Next at right angles to the

alignment the plan of the contours representing the slope of embanking of

Batting in this case 1| to 1. The points on the map where these contours

inte>flct the contours of the surveyed rnnj) furnish the cutting edge of

-excavation, arid the filling edge required. Quantities can be worked out

fV
v
6m the above with sufficient accuracy for a preliminary estimate.

98.
v

Setting out gradient. To set out a gradient it is easier to

usfc,a; tfeodolite and bavingrset it up fix on a rod the height of the axis of

the 'lelescppe, then intersect this height above ground using the following

rule. For- gradients not steeper than 1 in 10 the angle representing that

3438
gradient will be found by_ the formula minutes where n is the grade.

8438

60

qjoo
Thus for a gradient of N l in 60 the vertical angle would be -=*- =s 57'3

minutes.

99. Underground or mine surveying for the, following ob-

vious reasons demands from the surveyor the most accurate work. The

correct location above ground of the claim underground so that minerals,

sometimes very valuable, may not be extracted in property belonging to

another claim ; the correct location underground so that ventilating

sbafts^drainage problems, transportation, etc., can be efficiently dealt with ;

the avoidance of old workings which when pierced might lead to serious

accidents. Then again underground surveying means very often work-

ing in cramped situations, with station marks on the roof of the tunnel

from which are suspended lamps or candles, when vertical readings are

as important as horizontal ones, where chain or tape measures in dark-

ness are made over slippery inclines, where work is scarcely ever

closed with a check and where rapid work is essential. In fact mine

surveying may be considered to be in a class of itself necessitating the

use of theodolites fitted with auxiliary telescopes and special designs

of compasses called dials, etc., and reference should be made to books

specially written on the subject.

The chief difficulty in underground surveying is the transference

of meridians from the surface to the jhaft, and there are two cases

involve^!.
Case I. when the entrance to a mine is by a sloping tunnel

or shallowjjhat, and Case II. when the surface meridian has to be

transferred down a vertical slhaft

Case I. presents no difficulty except in the instance of a tannel when

borings are being made at each end, and in order that they shall



CONTOUR PROBLEM IN ROAD AND

RAILWAY CONSTRUCTION

Fig. as

The above figure shows the plan of a Railway track

through a hill with side slopes 1J to 1. Gradient of line

1 in 30, The portion shown red is the plan of the cut-

ting required, and the portion in blue that of the

Embankment

Note.-When road has been cut through hill the contour lines passing

through road In plan will disappear and follow the blue lines

along the side slopes

Photo, ZiDco, August, 1926, No.420



JFig. 31 is a sketch of a piece of tra&gatatiofc carried otft to

Fig. 81.

determine accurately the directions DA and ti and al&> the horfeottt&f

distance between A and B. The height of* B with respect to A must be

accurately determined by levelling to obtain tfye required gradient,
A tfd

when the gradient has been settled onr, the distance along the tfnrre is

next obtained, and co-ordinates to points on the curve at certain distance*

can be worked out. The positions of Ventilating stwfte on the bill skfe

can be fixed by angular measurements frotn any of the trfangulated

stations and involve problems where angles, etc., are deduced from the

coordinates of stations and those of positions on the alignment where the

shaft is required .
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HYDKQ-ELEGTRIC POWER SURVEYS.*

100. Illtro^UCtiou.-r-JBlectricity* derived from water-power or

white fuel as it is some times called but more generally known as

hydro-electric is a branch 0f engineering which embraces Civil, Mecha-

nical and Electrical*

The civil engineer, one might say, stops at the power house or

generating station where the mechanical arid electrical engineer steps

in takes control of the machinery such as turbines, Pelton wheels, dynamos
transformers and the jririnff of t

1 transmission line. The civil engineer

thus delivers water full of potential energy which the electrical and mecha-

nical: adapts and puts to different uses in the form of power*

We are concerned mainly with the civil engineer's part of the

project or scheme but it is as well to consider first the commercial aspect

of the undertaking*

At present the greater percentage of electrical power is derived

through engines driven by steam or gas and it may be accepted as a

truJ3U>, other things being equal, that steam or gas have an advantage

over water gtavity power when the plant for the latter is not fully

loaded or when the load factor is bad, while on a good load factor water

power baa an immense advantage specially if coal is dear at the locality

where power is required. Those who wish to go further into this matter

are referred to pages 22 to 25 of the Preliminary Report on Water

Power Heaonrses of India. (Government of India) 1919*

101. Water Power Schemes, The requirement is, for the

engineer to devise some scheme by which water can be led from one

level to another lower level so that in volume and head sufficient potential

energy is generated on a turbine to make it a profitable undertaking ;

thus the first essential is water and for a good load factor the supply

should be cpHstant, next a head, the higher, the better, though it will

be shown later that they are interdependent.

**,&inc
this was wdtten as lecture noted for students without going deeply into &<

the
Trienui^Report Hydro Electric Survey of India by J. W. Meare*, C.IJJ,

, M.I.C B^naa been published and reference should be made to this excellent public*
"
Electric*! Engineering Practice

"
by the tome author,
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Water Sources and Supply. Water derived from a perennial

river snow or spring fed must be considered the best source of supply.

Water may be collected in a lake or tank and be guided into a channel

by means of weirs and regulators and where the supply is insufficient,

for say 3 to 4 dry months of the year, a combination of river and

storage reservoir is then resorted to.

As regards the head there may exist a natural fall in situ or by a

slight diversion a channel be made to serve the purpose, as at Niagara,

Cauvery, etc., and possibly in the near future at Girsoppa.

If nature does not in one sudden drop supply the requisite head the

engineer has then to consider how he can divert the water through open

or closed channels along or through a hillside or spur till he obtains the

head he requires. If he is able to divert the water across a watershed

he often obtains a greater fall. The Tata schemes in the Bombay

Presidency are notable examples of this principle and water which would

ordinarily flow into the Bay of Bengal falls down the Western Ghats into

the Arabian Sea. Take for instance the proposed Koina Valley project.

Water which flows now into the Krishna river will in the near future be

diverted through a tunnel into the Konkhan.

The now famous Periar Lake is a fine example to study but this is,

at present, only used for irrigating land on the East coast and has not

been harnessed for power. This so called diversion of water from ono

watershed to another generally entails tunnelling, usually a costly item,

and yet on very large schemes will often be the cheapest method.

It must however be borne in mind that there are vested rights in water.

" Peter cannot be robbed to pay Paul
"

without causing friction and

the probable abandonment of an otherwise splendid project.

Thus a little thought will show that an ideal scheme is one with a

large perennial supply or constant supply with a high head and the

worst scheme where large expensive works have to be carried out and

maintained to impound water and then divert it a considerable distance

to a low head. The location of the scheme with reference to the market

it is to cater for, and the distance from such, is also a commercial pro-

position, as the further away the location, the greater the cost in trans-

mission, >The power loss in transmission is a factor of the greatest

importance. .Finally the use of the tail escape water for irrigation may
be an additional source of income.

Q. x H.A navigable river with a large discharge and a gentle

slope of bed is of no use in such cases as the fall will be -practically nil

*tid though the product of discharge and head divided by spwe constant
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gives the power generated yet the advantages of 5 cusecs falling a 1,000
feet is evident as against 1,000 cusecs falling 5 feet. The more profitable
schemes are likely to be therefore those of small discharge and high head.

50 to 200 cusecs falling 400 to 2,000 feet may be classed as the best,

though medium discharges of say 200 to 500 cusecs falling 100 to 400 feet

are afso good.
"
Large discharges falling from 5 to 50 feet are expensive

in construction and are therefore poor if anything better is available.

Any site is worth considering where the product of the minimum

discharge in cusecs multiplied by the height of the fall in feet is not less

than 1,600'. Anything smaller than this is too small for industrial pur-

poses though it may be suitable for a town lighting supply."
102, Preliminary Reconnaissance' Instruments Required.

1 Aneroid barometer. 2 Watch with a seconds hand. 3 Tape measure

or 10' rod. 4 An

The engineer will be required to give the following : approximate

minimum discharge, head available, position of site on river and reference

number of map, accessibility of site, that is, nearest road, railway or

steamer ghat ; general remarks as to height of maximum flood, whether

storage appears possible ;
nature of country, geological formation, any

difficulties ; market for power, materials for construction, upkeep of

works and any other notes he may consider worthy of mention.

For a discharge as a preliminary, mark off 100' on a straight

bit of river of which you have a rough cross section and according

to Barlow using floats (bottles half filled with water are very efficient)

. , . * , . .

\ L r\ velocity X wetted sectional area
and taking surface velocity you obtain (4 = ---j

- or

a river 40' wide 1^' deep, average, with a surface velocity of 2' a second

= 60 cusecs. 10 or 12 floats may be sent down the stream in different

positions of its width and timed along the 100 feet length. Here the

seconds watch is necessary and better still a stop watch. The Aneroid

barometer will give (after correction) heights above mean sea level

though no great accuracy can be obtained
;

it is rather the difference in

heights between two places which is best determined. The Abney level

that will give a good idea of the contour level along site or possibly

the height the impounded vvater will reach, if a dam is necessary.

A light pattern plane table with ordinary sight rule and magnetic

compass if carried would be a most useful adjunct in the hands of a man

who can use it with any confidence, as with it, a great deal more infor-

mation could be plotted on the spot and a very fair alignment marked

on the map, supplemented by a connecting chain of heights obtained

by the Abney corrected for curvature and refraction. Natural scaje of

tangents might be carried w a note book.
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103. Study Of Maps. In the study of maps the following hints

be found useful remembering that the larger the scale the more exact

the information also the more recent the survey of the map the more
reliable the detail drawn such as roads, paths, limits of cultivation,

forests, and grass lands. It must always be borne in mind, especially
in hilly tracts, that villages are often evacuated or moved a short distance

away and a map is some times condemned as inaccurate because it does

not appear true. A map must be judged by its permanent features.

The presence of villages, patches of cultivation, is a good guide
as to whether the locality is thinly or densely populated. If the map
is on a scale of 1* = 1 mile, or even one on a smaller scale, no great
reliance should be placed on individual contours which are eye contotfrs

only. They are a good guide but nothing more. Here and there a few

heights are taken on these maps and
interpolation is resorted to. How-

ever in studying such a map it will be seen that contours open out in

places. Tbis indicates a spur or a plateau or a fairly level piece of

ground and where the contours are close it indicates a steep piece of

ground almost a cliff or bluff. Where contours at intervals leave a

stream bed and ultimately merge into a hillside it shows that the stream

is of gentle slope bat on the other hand if contours are bunched together
at the stream it means that there are cascades if not waterfalls existing.

When a stream has a tortuous course or meanders it shows that its bed

slope is small and such localities are not usually of any use for water

power schemes except as sites for impounded water and here again they

will be found useless if the stream runs in a deep gorge as then the dam

would have to be a high one to obtain a sufficient water spread.

If on the other hand a site is found where a perennial stream

approaches a river and then suddenly veers away and after a tortuous course

enters the river close by (see Fig. 32) then a dam and a tunnel may prove a

possible location for a power
scheme. Such positions should

always be examined as they are

the next best to those in which

the water is diverted from one

watershed to another. Another

case which occurs is when a

stream makes a hfrjr

Fig. 32.

that is, returns on itself almost

batata much lower level. There

is such an example on the Jumna
river where it is possible to tun-

nel across the gap and obtain

$J|e requisite fall.

Scale 1" BS 1 mile. Contours 100' interval.
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The map will be helpful to mark off the catchment area and local

authorities should be able to supply information as to extent and duration

of rainfall but unless rain gauges have been systematically recorded no

great reliance can be placed on the extent of run off but the highest limit of

floods, and an investigation of these forms part of the reconnaissance work.

In the latest Survey of India maps contours are shown in brown streams

in black except where they are perennial, that is never known to run

dry, when they are shown in blue ; villages, roads of every description,

bridges and all masonry structures in red ; railways, boundaries and

symbols in black ;
wooded areas in green ; and cultivation in yellow.

For the scale 1* 1 mile these official maps may be taken to be very

accurate and sufficient for all purposes of reconnaissance.

104. The following memory notes will be found useful.

1000 mill ; c. f. = 30 cusecs a year continuous discharge allowing

for absorption and evaporation.

1 square mile of water 1 foot deep will give \ cusecs discharge for 12

months or a rough rule of 1 cusec for 12 months.

1 inch of rain = 100 British Metric tons or 3,640 c. f., per acre .'.

64,000 tons to the square mile or weighs 100 British Metric tons

to an acre. (One acre -= 10 x 1 Counter's chains).

Flow of 10 cusecs perennial
= 11'2' depth with a surface of 1

square mile.

1 cusec flowing for 12 hours = 1 acre foot of water.

1 kilowatt = \ h. p.
= 737 feet Ibs. per second.

1 bigha = | acre.

Current at 0*1 anna a unit (i.e. 1 kw : hour) costs lis. 55 per

Kw. year.

Load factor is the ratio of the average supply of power to the

normal maximum of the generator.

Cusecs x head ,
,

.
, ,= electrical horse power.

&<? Electrical Engineer-
Cusecs x head-= kilowatts. ing Practice by J. W.

15
Meares, para. 346.

Cusecs

X^head

105, Rainfall and Run off. In India (excluding all snow fed

rivers), streams, rivers, and tanks derive their water mostly from the S. W.

TOOBSpon concentrated between the months of June and October though
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some parts of the Peninsular obtain rain during December and January

such as Madras and the S. B. coast and a few falls may occur under the

influence of the S. E. monsoon all over India and in Northern India a few

falls of rain in winter from the direction of Persia. This latter rainfall

does not give much run off as it occurs after a spell or break of dry

weather. It is however not a negligible quantity and at times it has

often more than compensated for evaporation which has taken place in

the interim. Tho engineer will at any rate expect his maximum floods to

occur during the regular monsoon period and he must allow for this

discharge in Iris dam or weir or whatever arrangements he has made for

escaping the overflow. No hard and fast rules can be laid down for

quantity of Run-off. Each locality requires its own formula and should

be examined on its own merits. Soil forests, lie or land, prevailing

winds, duration of monsoon, average rainfall, etc. must be considered and

should be examined on the spot and local knowledge gained as to

maximum known height of floods on rivers or streams.

Sir Alexander Binnie lays down for the Central Provinces 40*| of

average rainfall after deducting 20 to 25
'| to allow for 3 successive dry

years, This has been found to be a fairly liberal estimate and one which

would be classed as high for say Btmdelkand. For the Mirzapur water

supply scheme 25 1 of average rainfall was agreed upon.

The engineer can not leave anything to chance and therefore must

work on a minimum run-off as well as a maximum discharge for his escape.

Example take the average rainfall of 60* over a certain area of the Central

Provinces of 20 sq. miles. If we reduce this by 25 '| we obtain 45" and

40"| of this is 18" or !' of water. If all this were impounded it gives us

30 sq. mile feet as a result and since | cusecs discharge is equal to 1 sq.

mile foot of water we obtiin a minimum discharge of 26J cusecs. Now it

is not possible to impound all this water, a good deal may come down in a

sudden rush and be lost in discharge through the escape, further a tank

is never drained dry so that 26| cusec may ultimately be reduced to 15u

Again 30 sq. mile feet of water means a tank with a surface area of 1

sq. mile and 30' average depth and so it must be decided whether the dam

can be raised to a height of at least 50' to 60' to impound this. When

the engineer does so he must next consider the cost of such a dam and

thus it will be seen that one item leads to another ending in not so much

as to whether there will be sufficient water but whether in the end it is a

sound commercial proposition and so on.

106. PipeLiBfi. The next item to consider is the pipe line of

Channel to tKelorebay or balancing tank; and it is an axiom in hydro*
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electric schemes to lose as little head as possible. An examination of the

formula
CU8ecs

g

* **
will show that 10' of head lost between the dam site

attd forebay means a great deal of power lost and lost irretrievably. The

forebay or tank reservoir is constructed to gather silt and by a system of

strainers to catch all matter likely to damage the turbines or Pelton wheels.

107. Pressure Pipes. Modern practice is to give each turbine

a separate pipo. If the maximum capacity of discharge is divided by 3

there will be three units but an extra unit is always put in to allow for a

breakdown so that in the above, 4 pipes would be taken to the power

house. This system alw&ys enables one to regulate the load capacity.

There is also one other limit to be considered or imposed for the pipe line.

The thickness of metal cannot be much over 1J* for rivetted pipes or

even for welded pipes, in fact 1|* is fairly high. Knowing the head you

can calculate the maximum diameter that you can go to, and this gives

you the maximum quantity of water that any one pipe will deliver. This

again determines your size of turbine and from the capacity and speed of

each unit you can readily get quotations for generators, switch gear,

transformers, etc.

In pipe lines a speed of 6 to 10' a sec can be allowed in the pipe

but this must be checked against friction loss resulting. Another factor

is water hammer action, to counteract which a water tower is necessary

or a surge chamber. If the length of the pipe line is more than 5
(1j^ftMMse^fffysyfSaf^^k

* *

times the nead, water hammer is inevitable. The pipe line has to be

bracketted to the rock face and the actual length of the pipe down the

scarp is an important detail and not an easy matter for survey. The

manufacturer must know, besides the true length and the angle for all

bends and the number and positions of expansion joints required.

Pipes will of course have to take larger stresses as they approach the

bottom and the latest practice is to lessen the diametre and give a greater

thickness of metal.

In the Andhra valley scheme the pipes are 42" at the top then 36*

and then 32" at the bottom.

108. Tail Race. When the water has passed through the turbine

it has still a certain amount of velocity and so that it will not surge

at the back of the turbine it must be carried away quickly and then

allowed to enter a channel doing as little damage as possible in its journey.

If there are several tail races then there should be differences of level to

prevent backing up or afflux. These channels are usually of masonry or

concrete and are sometimes built under the transformer building to

economise space.
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10y. Transmission Line. Here tho surveyor will be called to

select the shortest and cheapest alignment and to calculate for and

construct the pillars or jjridsjfor the line. Very often the alignment will

he over hilly country and the use of the bar-subtense will prove almost

invaluable for measuring distances across gorges. (Compare device

on the Indi_a_Pattern Level and the use of the graduations on the

micrometer wheel).

Thus in this brief outline it is seen that the subject embraces almost

every class and type of civil engineering, viz: buildings, such as power

house, transformer station, dams, weirs, canals, channels, acqueducts,

suspension bridges and aqueducts to carry water across a valley, sluices

reservoirs, forebays, tail escape, towers, etc. The student is recom-

mended the following : Buckley, Binnie and Strange for water supply

and run-off, Wegmann and Strange for dams and Hears for Electrical

Engineering generally.

We may now consider more fully certain questions of run off,

capacity of tanks, evaporation and absorption. The methods of detail

survey, can then he left to the engineer who should discriminate

between the necessity of triangulation or traversing, with the plane table

as a detail filler according to the accuracy needed.

110. Barlow's Percentages are as follows .

111, The following is a graphic method of finding the capacity

tank.

of
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Example: Find the volume of water in a reservoir when the

water stands at a level of 45' above datum ; the bottom of the reservoir

being 22'.

Fig. 33.

23

First draw elevation and plan of dam and then take surface areas of

each contour by planitneter.

Let area of 45 contour t^ 5'083 sq. inches and if linear scale is 80' ~ 1"

then area = 5-083 x 80 x 80 = 32,500 sq. ft.

and areas of 40 contour = 21,530

35 = 10,560

30 ~ 3,780

25 a 577

22 =
The length of the irregular solid = 45 22 = 23 therefore on a hor :

scale of I* = 10', 23' = A B
; vertical scale so that 1" = 16,000 sq, ft

;

and thus 1 sq. in. on the paper represents 10 x 16,000 ss 160,000

cubic feet.

Now area of paper 1*633 sq. in. therefore vol. as 16^0000'x 1*633 =
261,600

<j|bic
feet = 1,634,000 galh.

This example is. to be found in the " D. U. Series Vol. 1. Mathematics for Kngineeffl
"-

page 38?.
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TABLE I.

Values to be used fer Curvature and Refraction in Height Computa

tfons, Form E
;
between latitudes 23 and 80,

Example. Let log base = 4*1945328 and the observed vertical angle

can to - 17' 19". In the table the nearest number is 4-195 = + 1' 7*

and therefore the corrected angle will be ~ 17' 19* + V T =
- 16' I'/',



TABWC II,

Correction for Curvature and Refraction.

Showing the difference of the Apparent and True Level in feet, and

Decimal parts of Feet, for distances in Feet, Chains and Miles.
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TABLE III.* Astronomical Refractions.!

NOTES. 1. Refraction is additive to Apparent Zenith Distance and subtractive from Apparent Altitude.

2. Correction for barometer is
'"*

Mean Refraction if barometer reads ~ than SO inches

3, Correction for temperature is_s
_-

*
Auxiliary Table XXIFM Survey of India.

tW cot elevation or altitude gives a close result suitable for India,

temperature tej~ than 60 Fahr
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TABLE III.* Astronomical Refractions. (Continued).

>. 1. Kefractiou us yddtfive to Apparent Zenith Distance ami tubtmctlve from Apparent Altitude.

itM tactile ft om
,

1" a

Refraction if barometer reads - - than 80 iuehea,Ootrccttou for barometer Mltmto

Comotam for temperature h
'-"^,"

"" ""
. teaphw ,s^g than W> Fahr,

Auxilwi) Table XXII , Survey of India.

1 58" wt elevation or altitude gives a oUwc result suitable for India.
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TABLE IV.-Sun's Parallax in Altitude-
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TABLE V.* Values of -^-^-forComputationofCircunipolarAzimtiths.

*
Auxiliary Table &&U&, guney of Ma.
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TABLE V-*- Values of
-' for Computation ofCircumpolar Azimuths.
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TABLE VI.

151

For" converting INTERVALS of SIDEREAL Time into Equivalent INTERVALS

of MEAN SOLAR Time.
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TABLE VII,

For converting IHTBRVALS of MEAN SOLAR Time into Equivalent INTERVALS of

SIDEJREAL Time,
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112. How to find the logarithm of a small angle.
If be the circular measure of a small angle and n the number of

seconds in it then

6 = mr
:

r= n X sin T.
180 X 60 X 60

.*. log as log n + log sin 1" where log sin 1" = log 180X60X60

= 6-6855749.
A|

Nowsin0 SB +

.-.

8

^-? s 1 - 4- + = ~
-T) Wox. = (cos 0)* = (sec 0)-i

Q o \ * /

/. log sin a= log ^ log sec = log n + log sin T ^ log sec 0.

Example. Find the log of sin 39".

Log sin 39" = 1-5910646 + 6-6855749 (0 0000000) = 4-2766895.

Similarly tan = ~^ =
1

=
1 -

- = cos = sec

.% log tan = log + f log sec = log n + log sin 1* + f log sec 0.

Example. Find the log of tan 39".

Log tan 39- = t-5910646 -f 6-6855749 + f (0 0000000) = 4-2766395.

Values of small angles for degrees and minutes are found in ordinary

log tables but the values of small angles to seconds must be computed as

above since interpolation of such from log tables would be incorrect.

118. Another solution for reciprocally observed altitudes-

Fig. 34.

Given that reciprocal and simultaneous observations at two stations

A and B have been made on both faces of the instrument, and that the
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heights of signals C and D and also the heights of the instrument at

telescope axes E and F above A and B have been recorded, and that EG,
HP, AK and LB are all horizontal lines, and that EG = HF AK ~ LB
horizontal distance between A and B at level of A = d.

Let AC = height of signal from the ground level a Aa

BD =
^

D
AE = instrument

BP ss
,,

Lefc observed mean altitude of D at A = Z DEG =- a.

= b

at A =
B as i b .

Then DG = d tan a.

CH = d tan ft.

BK = AL = diff. of level A and B.

But BK = BD - DG GK = BD DG - AE
=

h\) d tan o ?
ft

and AL = OL-AC=:CH + HL-AC
= CH + BF AC
= d tan ft + ii, 7ia

Adding 2 BK = 2AL= (d tan
ft + fb 4- *b) - (d tan a + ? a + /*).

Thus the difference of level between A and B
=

4 {(d tan ft + fb 4- Ab )
~

(d tan a + ?t -f /^)}

It is noticed that the quantities which are named after a station,

e.g., tan a, ta ,
/*a named after A, have the same sign.

Whether A or B is higher can easily be determined by the observer

when he is at either station. Then the quantities belonging to the higher

station are subtracted from the quantities belonging to the lower station :

half the difference is the true difference of level between the two stations.

114. Dip of the horizon. In figure let d be the angle subtended

at the centre of the earth, and since Fig. 35.

AB as ^(A'+TV - r* = \X^2
4- 2 rh

and since also h2
is very small compared

with r then

AB = ^2rk very nearly.

Also tan 6~ = =

980 X 5280

Now h is the height above M. S. L.

of the observer in feet and r =* radius of

the earth in feet.

/. log tan = log 2h - log (1980 x 5280)

end if h = 10 feet then log tan a = 7' 14087

/. 6 = 4' 45"
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115. To determine the value of one division of the level

scale on a theodolite* Roughly level the instrument and with the

antagonistic screws hring one end of the bubble to a certain division,

say 20, and with the vertical arc slow-motion screw intersect some object

and record reading let the reading be 41' 20.* Again, with the

antagonistic screws bring the same end of the bubble to division so

that the same end of the bubble has now travelled over 20 divisions.

With the vertical arc slow -motion screw reintersect the object and let

the reading be 38' 40." Then^ the difference of the readings

in seconds divided by the number of the divisions travelled over by

the bubble is equal to the value of one division of the bubble er level =
41' go* - Q 88 / 40* }W

20
"""

20
~~

To assign the correction for the bubble to vertical angle observations*

Suppose the following to be a record of a field-book and that the

bubble division has a value of 20* :

A. B. Level Reading.

Object end. Eye end.

L 23 26' 00" 2<J' 30" 7 5

B 24 27' 00* 28' 00" 10

B 27 05' 00" 06' 00" 7 4

L 25 00' 00" 00' 00" 12

TLe mean angle is equal to the mean of the b readings plus or

minus the correction for level. Now there are 4 level readings for

object end totalling to 3(5 and 4 readings for eye end totalling to 9 and

the correction is found as follows :

nun.be? o"f L.n.s
* hie of 1 division =^J

x 20 = f x 20 = 1' 07.5'.

If the object end is in excess the correction must be added, and if

the eye end is in excess the correction must be subtracted.

The mean angle is-therefore 24 59' 19* + 1' 07-5'

= 25 00' 26-5'.

The above is for a bubble graduated from the centre outwards
; if

the bubble is graduated from one end only the readings of the zero end

are considered negative and the above rule is then applied.
'

116. Base line reduction to Mean Sea Level* Long lines

such as base lines and sides of triangulation must be reduced to M,SL
to obtain the Geodetic distance.
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Let a base line CD be measured and required to be reduced to hori-

Fig. 36. zontal distance. Let the

heights of C and F be

2,640 and 5.280 feet

respectively above mean

sea level and be repre-

sented by /*i and h.

AB _ R
CD & K + A,

R ,

where

Then

j AB
and lgF

=

R is the mean radius of

the earth.

The mean of the

polar and equatorial
diameters is usually taken as 7912*03 miles, and therefore the mean

radius =; 3956-015 or R 20,899,318 feet ;
its log being 7-3201319.

AB 3956
Then

89565

1956-5

log AB = 4-2962263 - 3-5973112

= 0-6989151

.-. AB = 4-99937 miles

or *00063 miles less than 5 miles

= 16-63' less than 5 miles measured on a plane half of a mile

above Mean Sea Level.

117. Probable errors* The arithmetic mean of a number of ob-

servations is the most probable value of the quantity observed, and the

probable error in such a quantity is that it is an even wager that it is so

much more or so much less of the real value.

The deduction of probable errors is useful as it shows whether the

errors are within the allowable error, and how much or to what extent

a certain set of observations may be depended on.

It must be remembered that constant errors which can be eliminated

must be first eliminated before the method of least squares is applied.

A tape that is known to be too long will give short records of measure-

ments and these measurements must first be corrected before any

"weight" can be assigned to the accuracy of any set of measures.

Any observation which is obviously wrong mtist be eliminated, and

986 of the assumptions is that large errors do not occur, but what j
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frequent is that a plus and minus error of reading, etc., cancel. In

fact, to summarise and attach any weight to sets of observations the

conditions of each set must more or less be equal.

If n = number of observations.

d *=* the difference between any one observation and the arithmetic

mean.

E = the probable error of any one observation.

Eo the probable error of the mean of all the observations.

c = 0*6745 a constant found by the theory of least squares.

S =s "
the sum of.

"

Then from the theory of least squares.

= 0-6745

Example. Abstract of angles taken from a triangulation field-book.

Mean 70 55 05 90

/ 90 __

Then E = 0'6745s/~nT[
* 0'6645s/30

= 3T.
90

1-85',

angle
=

70^
55' 05" 1-85*.

Probable errors give
x an idea as to what height should be given to

different sets of observations, and these weights^ it has been found, vary

inversely as the squares of the probable errors.

If, for example, another set of observations had been taken and

Bo was found to be 2*57* the weights of the two observations would be
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In traversing from azimuth to azimuth the probable error in any

angle will be equal to the total error divided by the square root of the

number of angles of the traverse.

Example. If in 36 stations the angular error in closing was 6

minutes the errof per angle is not as is generally supposed fy' or 10
6 '

i *

seconds but VW" * minute.

The reason for this is that errors are compensating and thus a

fictitious closing error is arrived at and not a true one showing the

accumulation of error.

In measuring if the following were the records of measures after

being reduced for constant errors the probable error per whole measure-

ment will be found as follows :

d. d2
.

5)6-7 -425 -180625

516 3 '025 -000625

f\1 J\Q 37'\ lAfl^Q^UJLv O I * J-Trv/cJAt)

516-2 -075 -005525

- vv./ =--'108

Mean = 516 275 Zd* = -327300

or the probable error of the mean is about

118. To lay down a parallel of latitude. If an azimuth is

observed on a certain latitude and a line laid down with a direction

90
8 from the true meridian, then this line will at the place, make a great

circle through the point ;
and a parallel of latitude, which is a small

circle, will have a direction less than 90 or 90 minus the conv^rgency

correction for the distance of the next point on that latitude.

To illustrate this, imagine a parallel of latitude and at numerous

points along it azimuths are taken. All these azimuths will converge

and meet in a point on the earth's axis above the pole, and the shape

that these lines will take will be that of a cone with the parallel of

latitude as its base. At the equator these lines would take the shape

of a cylinder intersecting the earth at the equator. Therefore the

convergency angle for the latitude and for a certain distance along the

latitude must be found and subtracted from 90 to obtain the initial

direction of the parallel of latitude. The measure or distance .taken is

then pegged
o'tat and another azimuth is taken, and so on.
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A simpler way is as follows :

Take the spherical triangle ABO and let A
and C, for example, be points on latitude 30 N.

and 1 apart in longitude (1 apart in longitude

is equal to oO nautical miles) and a nautical

mile is that portion of the arc of a great circle

subtended by one minute at the centre of the

earth on the surface of the earth at mean sea

level, At the equator it is equal to 6085'S feet.*

From B let drop a perpendicular to meet

A(! in D. Then the triangle ABD is right-

angled at D and according to Napier's rule of

circular parts :

Sin (~ - A) =r tan (-f
- d) tan b (see para. 61....

= cot d tan b

Log cos A = log cot 60 4- log cot 4

= F-7614394

4- 3^408584

Log cos A = 3-7022978

.% A 89 42' 39"

and .'. G = 89 42' 39%

that is, a line AC laid down making an angle 89 42' 39" with
the^ true

N.
at_4;

will pass through 0.

Instead of finding the angle A or C the convergency can be found,

vide para. 131, Part L, Survey Manual, as follows :

Log convergency in minutes = log constant for feet + log tan

latitude + log departure = t
:

2164^1og
constant.

<i7614*log tan 30.

5*2607 log departure.

log convergency = 1*2385

.-. convergency = 17' 19" or angle = 90 - 17' 19* = 89<> 42' 41"

the difference of a second or so is due to the logs being taken to four

places only, but the latter value is quite near enough as no theodolite used

by the ordinary surveyor will read to accuracy in seconds.

Now to compute the point D we take a as the cd-latitude of the

middle point D and thu^ cos a cos b = sin ( -j d) .*. cos a =
ĉ -&

;. a =* 59 59' 55\

Vide Auxiliary Tables, Survey of India, 4th Ed.
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.-. latitude of point D =s 30 0' 5", therefore the point D is 5" N.

of the parallel of latitude 30.

Now, one minute of arc subtends 6085*8 feet as shown above

6086
.*. 5 seconds sub'tend -jy feet,

= 507 feet nearly, or 507 feet will be the offset south at a

point 30 nautical miles distant from either A or s 30 x 5275*11 feet

(see next problem) = 158,253 feet along the parallel of latitude. The arc

ADO is that of a great circle or the shortest line between J^
and

through D ;
and in the triangle ABD, sin AD = sin B sin d /. A ~ 25'98

minutes .-. AD in feet 6085'S x 25-98 =* 158,109. The parallel of lati-

tude thus becomes the hypotenuse, the part of the great circle the basfc

and the ordinate or offset 507 feet the perpendicular of a triangle. One

or more offsets may be computed in the same manner and the remainder

put in by interpolation of values for similar triangles.

This method should be remembered by those called upon to lay down

townships, canals, colonies, etc.

In the U.S.A. the parallels are usually projected by the secant method

and tables have been made to facilitate such work.

119. The Nautical mile. A nautical mile subtends, at the

Fig, 38. equator, an angle of 1 minute at the

centre of the earth or more correctly

is a minute in arc of a great circle.

If the mean radius* of the earth

is 3956*46 miles we obtain the length

of a nautical mile in feet to be

^ 6,079 feet very
IfiO X 60

nearly at mean sea level at the equator.

If EDO (see Fig. 3tt) is a parallel

of latitude and EO = R is the radius

of the earth and EO' = r the radius

of the circle EDO then r = R cos 0'

d EO=R cos latitude or cos/= -g-.

Now if NCA and NDB are two great circles, then the difference in longi-

tude (L) of D and in latitude (\) is measured by the arc AB on the equator

arc DC
and

arc AH . , T nn * X rc AB
as circular measure of L. or arc DC =

R K

* The value of the mean radius ia here accepted but in laying out a parallel of latitude on the mrfact of the

earth the equatorial radius only must be accepted. The following values are given '.-Mean semi-diameter

r m $OWW67 feet an4 mean semi-polar diameter - 80854477 feet ,', mean raflus = ?)890i7J fee*.
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and if a; the number of minutes in L then the distance AB=fl nautical

miles,

or DC= *- nautical miles.

= x cos X nautical miles.

Therefore a nautical mile in latitude 30= 5264*7 feet, and thus

when calculating the lower and upper parallels for the graticules of

maps it will be found that the upper parallel will be shorter than the

lower parallel for all maps projected for a graticule north of the equator

and vice versa for south of the equator.

Again, D and C are points situated on the same latitude (X) and

let their difference in longitude (L) be 40 or 2,400 minutes. If a

ship is travelling at 17 knots (17 nautical miles an hour) due west

or east between D and C, and if D and C were in a latitude of 50 she

i j j j.v 2400 X cos 50 ,

would do the journey in -^
-hours

= 90*7 hours.

The chord DC -2 r sin
4

^- = 2 r sin 20.
&

and chord DC= 2 R sin ^ (where & = angle COD)

and since r=R cos X

.'. sin-= sin 20 cos 50

/. 0=1,524 minutes,

and therefore the arc CD of the great circle= 1,524 nautical miles,

and thus if the course of the ship had been on the great circle instead

of due east and west she would have done the journey in
-j=

hours

or 89*7 hours or one hour less.

120. Micrometers. The superior class of theodolites or what may
be termed precision theodolites are fittted with micrometers instead of

verniers. The primary limb of the theodolite is divided into degrees and

th of degrees or 10 minutes. The micrometer attachment consists of

a box placed about midway between its lenses. In this box is fitted

a " comb "
as it is called with a V notch which is the index or/reading.

On the right hand side of the box there is a wheel which being revolved

moves a pair of parallel wires across the field of view. One revolution

of the wheel should move the parallel wires from one graduation on

*he primary scale to the next. If the value of one graduation to the

next is 10 minutes then it can be seen that if the wheel is divided into
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10th minutes are obtained, and if again into 8ths that 10 sees, are

obtained and an approximation to one second is possible.

The following will simplify matters as regards how to read the

micrometer :

First focus the eye-piece so that the graduations and wires are clear

and distinct and bring the wires to the centre of the "V notch when the

micrometer wheel if properly set should readLQ-i ^ ^ does no^> w^
the right hand pull out the spring button of the wheel and turn the

wheel so that^jeMQ-^x^duation is opposite its own index and release

the button, A few trials will settle this. Open the clamp screw of

the upper plate of the theodolite and with the slow-motion screw bring

directly in the centre of the notch. The theodolite is now reading

0' 0". Now turn the slow-motion screw to read something more than

0, and say less than 10 minutes, that is, the notch will be moved to the

right of 0. Turn tKie micrometer wheel by which the wires are moved

and let the wires be placed one on each side of the graduation for

or 0' whichever is the closer. Examine the micrometer wheel and

if the index is opposite some division between 6 and 7 on the wheel

the reading will be something between 6' and 7'. To continue yet

further if the index pointed midway between the 2nd and 3rd division

beyond 6 on the micrometer wheel the reading would be 6' 25*.

Take another case the notch is between the 4th and 5th division to

the right of 265 and the micrometer wheel points to 7' 36* ;
the reading

is therefore 265 47' 36".

What is known as the " run
"

of the micrometer is whether the

wires travel from one graduation to another in exactly one revolution

of the wheel, and this depends on the focus of the lower lens and it

will be necessary to increase or decrease the distance by means of the

screw and collar for that purpose till by repeated trials the run is

adjusted. This being completed the focus on looking through the eye-

piece will have been altered when it is necessary to adjust by sliding the

whole attachment in its socket up and down.

So that the two micrometers, one on each side, should differ by
180 the comb can be moved laterally by a screw fitted for the purpose
on one side of the box.

The above are what might be termed permanent adjustments and

are not often necessary, but the adjustment given earlier that of making
the of the micrometer agree with the V notch comb is easily made
and is sometimes necessary ; the permanent adjustment of the comb for

instance will necessitate the adjustment for the zero of micrometer wheel.

The micrometer is much easier to read than the vernier and is less

strain on the eye-sight, and but for its cost, its adoption would be universal.
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Acceleration, 63.
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Amplitude, 62.

Andhra valley, 107.

Angles observing, 6

observed, 7, 8, 9, 117.

Aphelion, 65.

Apparent time, 62, 65.
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Azimuth angle 60, 67, 69.
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Barlow's percentages, 110.
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Beat error of clock, 70.

British Metric tons, 104.
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Calendar, 63.
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Cantonment survey, 35.

Cautions on triangtilation, 7.

Celestial co-ordinates, 62.

equator, 62.

Circumpolar, 62.
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star, 68.

Circum-meridian altitudes, 72.
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Co-efficient of refraction, 11.
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Computations of angles, 9, 10.

Constellations, 62.

Convergency, 15, 67, 118.

Conversion of Time. Table VII.

Co-ordinates, traverse, 15.

Curvature. Tables I and II.

Declination circles, 62.

Definitions astronomy, 53, 62.

Demarcation, 95.

Dials, sun, erect, 74.
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' - vertical 74.

Dip of horizon, 114.

Division of level value, 115.

Eccentric station, 13.

Ecliptic, 6?.

Elongation, 68.

Epochs, 69.

Equation of time, 65.

Equator celestial, 62.

Equatorial year, 63.

Equinoctial colure, 62.

Equinoxes, 62.

Erect dial, 74.

Errors probable, 117.

Excavation, 97.

Ex-meridian, 70.

Face of theodolite, 7.

Filling and excavation, 97

First point of Aries, 62.

Focal constant, 27.

Gromon, 74.

Gradient Telemeter Level, 42, 43

Grading road, 96. 98.

Graphic projection sundials, 75

Great circles, 53.

Gregorian calendar, 63.

Hair pin bend, 103.

Heights, computations, 1 1 .

Hour angle, 60, 62.

India pattern level, 109.

Instruments, 102.

Invar rods, 2.

Julian calendar, 63.

Kepler's law, 65.

Latitude, 71, 72, 118.

Limp of sun, 67, 70.

Load factor, 104.

Logarithm of a small angle, 112.

Longitude, 70, 73,

Magnetic North, 67.

Meantime, 63. Table VII.

Mean solar year, 63.

- sea level, 20, 116.

Meridian, 62.

Polaris, 68.

tunnels, 99.

Methods of Survey, 30, 81, S3, 86
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Nadir, 62.

Napier's Rules 61, 68, 75.

Nautical Almanac, 71.- mile 119.

North Polar Distance, 62, 67.

Nutation, 62.

Obliquity of ecliptic, 62.

Parallax 66. Table IV.
Parsec, 73.

Perihelion, 65.

Pipe line, 106.

Planetable, 37, 38, 39.

Plate stile, 74.

Polaris, 71.

Poles, 63.

Power generated, 103.

Precession, 62.

Preliminary reconnaissance, 102.

Pressure pipes, 107.

Prime vertical, 62.--- dial, 76.

Probable eriors, 117

Projects, 40.

Q X H, 101.

Q, 102.

Kainfall, 104, 105, 110.

Reciprocal altitudes, 1 13.

Rectangular coordinates 15.

Referring mark 67.

Refraction, 11, 6(J. Tables I, II, III.

Retardation, 63.

Right Ascension, 62.

Road grading, 96.

Run off, 105, 110.

Satellite station, 13.

Semi-diacnetre, 66.

Sight rule head, 23

Sight rule India pattern, 37.

Sidereal Time 62. Table V
year, 63.

""

Signals, 5.

Slide rule, 29.

Solar system, 73.

Solstices, 62.

Solution of a fixing, 12.

Spherical excess, 6

triangle, 62.

Stadia, 26.

Stations, 4.

Standard Time, 64, 76.

Stile, 74.

Study of maps, 103.

Sun, 66, 67.

Sundials, 74.

Tables I to VII.

Tacheometer, 22.

Tail race, 108.

Tank capacity, 111.

Taylor's method, 68.

Telemeter, 22
Thud side, 14.

Time angle, 6O. 70.

Time clock, 63
Transmission line, 109.

Triangles well conditioned 6

Triangulatioii limits 8.

Tropical year, (>3.

Two point problem, 21

Vertical circles. 62.

collimatioii, 25.

Watch time, 63.

Water power schemes, 101.

hources, 101.

Whittaker's almanac, 73.

Year, 63.

Zenith, 62.

distance, 66.

Zodiac, 62.

Zero station, 6.

setting, 6.


















